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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF 
THE THESIS
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Metastasis is the main cause of death in cancer patients. Cancer metastasis is a multi-step 
process initiated by the local spread of cancer cells from the primary tumor followed by 
intravasation into blood vessels and colonization of distant organs. At any step of this 
cascade, metastatic cancer progression occurs in close interaction with the local tissue 
microenvironment surrounding the tumor cell. These include interactions between cancer 
cells and the extracellular matrix components (ECM), stromal cells and modulating signals 
provided by growth factors and cytokines which jointly regulate cell survival, proliferation 
and migration1,2. 
Invasion represents an integrated and adaptive multi-step process controlled by both 
intrinsic migratory abilities of cancer cells and physical properties of the surrounding 
tissue. Cell invasion is initiated by membrane protrusions in response to pro-migratory 
stimuli that initiate intracellular signalling pathways to induce actin polymerization3. 
Depending on intrinsic cellular properties and microenvironmental conditions cancer cells 
may invade as single cells, without maintaining intercellular connections, or as collective 
strands and masses with cell-cell junctions retained, and both dissemination strategies 
can interconvert by an adaptation response (“plasticity”)4. Collectively migrating 
groups retain cell-cell adhesion and communication, including adherens junctions, 
tight junctions, desmosomes and gap junction, that mediate cohesion and signalling. 
The mechanisms determining plasticity responses are diverse, and include molecular and 
physical signals that are integrated by moving cells. Physical properties of extracellular 
matrix include topology, confinement and rigidity which all vary between extracellular 
tissue environments and organs. Consequently, an interplay between biochemical state of 
the cell (e.g. protein expression and activity of signalling pathways) and physical properties 
of ECM are considered as cooperating conditions which jointly determine the invasion 
mode, efficiency and ultimately metastatic outcome5,6,7,8. However, the principles that 
integrate and balance physical cues provided by the tumor microenvironment with 
the strength of cell-cell adhesion to regulate invasion programs and their adaptation 
responses remains largely unknown.
The aim of this thesis was to study the interplay between E-cadherin-mediated 
adherens junctions, which is established as main regulator of cell-cell adhesion stability9, 
and matrix confinement in mediating collective and single cell invasion modes in breast 
carcinoma cells and how cell-cell junction regulation contributes to distant metastasis.
In vitro and in vivo models were developed for monitoring cell-cell and cell-ECM 
interactions to probe the interplay between the strength of cell-cell junctions and matrix 
confinement, and resulting transition between collective and single-cell dissemination. 
The results identify a central role of the structure of ECM in controlling intercellular 
adhesion and collective invasion efficiency which, jointly with adherens junctions 
regulation, determines collective and single cell invasion modes and metastatic outcome.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of mechanisms that govern collective invasion and 
gives examples of processes where collective cell invasion is relevant. Similar to static 
epithelial tissue, collectively migrating cell groups have established cell-cell junctions 
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that mediate cell-cell cohesion, polarity, signaling and directional movement. Collective 
migration occurs in physiological and pathological processes, such as morphogenesis, 
tissue repair and cancer. Mechanical cell-cell coupling is mediated by adherens junctions, 
tight junctions, gap junctions and desmosomes. In addition to mechanical coupling, 
paracrine and autocrine secretion of growth factors and chemokines directly influences 
collective cell polarity and migration. In addition, collective migration through surrounding 
tissue depends also on integrin-mediated cell-matrix adhesion and subsequent force 
generation that, together with focalized proteolysis, leads to track generation and 
forward movement. Thus, collective invasion is an adaptive process that integrates 
a range of cellular and matrix cues that integrated principles of single-cell migration and 
intracellular communication.
Most of the studies related to cell invasion mechanisms rely on in vitro models 
which are limited in recapitulating the complex parameters present in the tumor 
microenvironment. In vivo cancer cell invasion occurs through three-dimensional (3D) 
tissue which provides both barriers as well as structural guidance which may direct cancer 
spreading. Chapter 2 summarizes the structures of human mammary gland tissue that 
provide context for guiding cancer invasion as well as advanced methods to visualize 
tissue organization. Interstitial tissue of the mammary gland consists of collagen type I-rich 
fibrillar tissue and collagen type IV-rich adipose tissue. Moreover, during tumor-induced 
tissue remodelling ECM causes substantial changes in tissue composition, stiffness and 
structural organization. Various proteins become deposited by stromal cells or tumor 
cells which alters the physical and molecular tissue properties and influence migratory 
abilities of cancer cells. This includes collagen deposition, its crosslinking and alignment, 
as well as the desmoplastic stroma response. In addition to structural and compositional 
ECM changes, tumor cells undergo expression changes in their adhesion receptor 
repertoire which further may modulate invasion. Gaining insight into the composition 
of the peritumoral stroma and how it guides cancer invasion is important for developing 
physiologically more relevant in vitro and in vivo model systems and rational targeting of 
the key molecules responsible for tissue invasion.
For in vitro analysis in 3D environments, cell invasion is commonly studied using 
reconstituted ECM components (e.g. collagen and fibronectin) composed of randomly 
assembled fibrils and stochastically assembled pores which however lack the spatial 
characteristics and guiding tracks present in interstitial tissue in vivo10. To better recapitulate 
patterned interstitial tissue organization which contain tracks of least resistance, such 
the mammary gland after desmoplastic remodelling (as detailed in chapter 5) or interstitial 
stroma of the deep dermis11, a novel 3D in vitro model of patterned collagen-based matrix 
was developed to monitor cancer invasion guided by pre-existing and deformable ECM 
boundaries (chapter 3). Using two-photon laser microdissection, patterned 3D collagen 
matrix of various degrees of space confinement was created to study cell behaviour in 
ordered 3D tissue microanatomy. Generation of patterned matrices allowed to address 
requirements for matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-dependent and –independent collective 
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invasion as well as physical expansion of tissue by invading cells. This model can be further 
used for elucidating requirements for proteolysis and cytoskeletal activity in different 
matrix compositions, pressure-induced matrix deformation and physical principles of 
invasion guidance or therapy response.
In chapter 4 the frequency and clinical significance of collective tissue invasion of 
breast carcinoma cells was analyzed in human patient samples of mammary carcinoma. 
Breast carcinomas were classified into invasive ductal carcinoma and invasive lobular 
carcinoma two subtypes, which comprise distinct cellular origin, E-cadherin expression 
and histomorphological properties. We show that invasive tumor fronts contain cohesive 
cell groups with cell-cell junctions retained irrespective of E-cadherin expression. 
The extent of collective invasion into the peritumoral adipose tissue was strongly 
correlated with metastasis-free survival of breast cancer patients. These findings identify 
collective invasion as predominant progression mechanism in primary breast cancer 
lesions, which occurs independently of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), and 
implicate collective invasion in promoting distant metastases formation. Clinical scoring of 
collective invasion could thus serve as diagnostic tool to predict disease outcome in 
human breast cancer patients.
While analysis of histhopathological sections depicts complex tissue organization, it 
lacks the possibility to observe dynamic intracellular processes and cell-ECM interactions 
during cancer cell local invasion. To resolve the discrepancy between clinical evidence 
and functional mechanisms underlying breast cancer cell invasion we here combine 
organotypic in vitro invasion models with in vivo analysis of breast cancer cell invasion 
using longitudinal intravital two-photon imaging. To achieve intravital analysis of breast 
carcinoma invasion modes and the underlying plasticity response, in chapter 5 a refined 
preclinical in vivo imaging model using implanted multicellular spheroids was developed, 
allowing longitudinal monitoring of collective and single-cell invasion in the mouse 
mammary fat pad, as well as the interconversion between both invasion types. The data 
indicate that both E-cadherin positive and negative breast carcinoma types, in both 
human and mouse tissue, invade predominantly collectively along aligned collagen 
bundles or between adipocytes, without morphological tissue destruction. Mapping 
single-cell and collective cancer invasion in the context of tissue organization was used to 
assess differential cytoskeletal kinetics during peritumoral stroma invasion, together with 
subsequent distant metastasis formation. Thus, by providing direct monitoring of cancer 
cell invasion within native microenvironment this implantation and imaging model further 
supports the concept of tissue-guided invasion and bridges in vitro and clinical cancer 
research. It further allows to link invasion modes with molecular characteristics of cancer 
cells and the consequences for distant metastasis formation. 
The downregulation of cell-cell junctions, typically mediated by EMT, is a central 
molecular process in normal development and cancers that allows stable epithelia to 
convert towards moving state and reprogram individual cells to detach and move through 
surrounding tissue. E-cadherin is the key molecule that mediates the stability of cell-cell 
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junctions and cohesive organization in epithelial tissues, including mammary epithelium 
and breast carcinomas12. Reducing cell-cell adhesion was shown to be associated with 
the loss of contact inhibition of proliferation, increased cell spreading and metastasis13,14, 
however, this contradicts to histopathological data and evidence provided in chapter 
3 of this thesis on collective invasion patterns irrespective of the presence or absence 
of E-cadherin. In addition circulating tumor clusters detected in the blood stream of 
patients retain adhesive cell-cell junctions and their presence is associated with poor 
outcome in cancer patients and mouse models suggesting the importance of intracellular 
adhesion for metastasis formation15,16. Thus, the mechanisms and relevance for collective 
and single-cell invasion in the presence or absence of adherens junctions require to be 
reevaluated in tissue-based 3D models and in vivo.
In chapter 6 we addressed ECM conditions under which the deregulation of cell-cell 
junctions allows for single-cell detachment and dissemination or persistence of collective 
invasion. Using a range of in vitro invasion assays and in vivo analysis by multiphoton 
microscopy in living mice, we directly tested whether downregulation of E-cadherin 
and other adherens junctions-associated proteins correlates with the onset of single-cell 
dissemination. E-cadherin was downregulated in breast carcinoma cells and the resulting 
invasion strategies were assessed in the context of different types of matrix organization 
and levels of confinement. The data show that collective invasion predominantly occurs 
along well-defined tissue tracks of least resistance which are provided by stromal cells 
or can be generated by the cancer cells themselves. With decreased E-cadherin levels 
moving breast cancer cells showed a switch to amoeboid single-cell dissemination only in 
loosely organized tissue, whereas this switch was disabled and collective invasion retained 
when matrix structure was confining, such as migration through high-density 3D collagen 
or along interfaces of narrow tissue clefts. Accordingly, downregulation of E-cadherin in 
vivo caused single cell release only in tissue subregions with loosely arranged collagen 
fibres or along 2D surfaces, confirming tissue topology as dominant determinant for 
cell release. To estimate the relative contribution of single-cell and collective invasion to 
distant metastasis, cells with downregulated E-cadherin were orthotopically grown in 
the mammary fat pad and the incidence of distant metastases were assessed. Reduced 
expression of E-cadherin in breast carcinoma cells resulted in unchanged or enhanced 
primary tumor growth but did not induce lung metastasis formation. These data indicate 
that plasticity of breast carcinoma invasion modes is jointly regulated by the strength 
of cell-cell junctions and matrix confinement, whereby both adherens junctions and 
tissue confinement support collective invasion and lowering adherens junctions does not 
increase the incidence of distant metastasis. 
Chapter 7 summarizes the findings presented in this thesis, discusses principles of 
tissue-guided cell migration, the relevance of cell invasion strategies for local dissemination 
and metastasis and perspectives for targeting cancer invasion.
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INTRODUCTION
Collective cell movement occurs when two or more cells that retain their cell-cell junctions 
move together across a two-dimensional (2D) layer of extracellular matrix (ECM) or through 
a three-dimensional (3D) interstitial tissue scaffold (Friedl and Gilmour, 2009; Friedl et al., 
2004; Lecaudey and Gilmour, 2006; Rorth, 2007). Time-lapse and morphological analyses 
suggest that collective cell movement is relevant for many processes in morphogenesis, 
tissue repair, and cancer invasion and metastasis (Christiansen and Rajasekaran, 2006; 
Friedl et al., 1995; Lecaudey and Gilmour, 2006; Vaughan and Trinkaus, 1966; Weijer, 
2009). Collective cell dynamics give rise to complex changes in multicellular tissue 
structures, including epithelial regeneration, the sprouting of vessels and ducts in 
angiogenesis and branching morphogenesis, and the deregulated invasion of cell masses 
during cancer progression and consecutive tissue destruction.
Similarly to single-cell migration, collective cell movement results from actomyosin 
polymerization and contractility coupled to cell polarity; however, there are some key 
differences. Single-cell migration through interstitial tissue is a cyclical five-step process, 
comprising cell polarization and protrusion of the leading edge (driven by the actin 
cytoskeleton), followed by attachment of the leading edge to the substrate, proteolytic 
degradation of tissue components that physically confine the cell body, actomyosin 
contraction (leading to tension along the length axis) and, finally, forward sliding of 
the cell rear (Friedl and Wolf, 2009; Lauffenburger and Horwitz, 1996). Whereas these 
principles are retained in collective cell movement, the main modification is that the cells 
remain coupled by cell-cell junctions at the leading edge as well as in lateral regions 
and inside the moving cell group (Friedl at el., 2004; Lecaudey and Gilmour, 2006; 
Rorth, 2007). Consequently, collective cell migration differs from single-cell migration 
in the simultaneous coordinated polarization of (often many) cells at the leading edge 
of the cell collective; the translocation of cells through physical coupling and drag force; 
the activity of actin-rich lamellae in multiple cells along or underneath the cell collective; 
the secondary remodelling of the extracellular matrix along the migration track, leading to 
the formation of a basement membrane or the widening of a 3D track (macropatterning) 
to encompass an increasing volume of the cell mass; and the coordinated retraction of 
multiple cells at the rear end of the group (Friedl and Gilmour, 2009).
For most types of collective cell migration, our understanding of specific molecular 
mechanisms and their cooperation is incomplete; however, if viewed in context, common 
themes emerge. In this poster article, we provide an overview of the cellular and molecular 
regulation of collective migration by combining known aspects of collective migration in 
cancer with aspects of collective migration in morphogenesis and epidermal regeneration. 
The aim is to generate one cohesive and thus ‘idealized’ model (see poster).
Settings for collective cell migration: morphogenesis, repair and cancer
Collective cell migration occurs in many physiological and pathological processes, 
including morphogenesis, tissue repair and cancer. In morphogenesis, all stages of 
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Figure 1. The mechanisms of collective cell migration at a glance. Collective cell migration occurs 
when multiple cells retain cell-cell contacts, coordinate their actin dynamics and intracellular 
signalling and thereby form a structural and functional unit that translocates across or through 
tissue. Collective cell movement contributes to cell and tissue dynamics in morphogenesis, vascular 
sprouting, tissue repair and cancer invasion. The underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms all 
depend upon the front-rear polarity of collective adhesion and cytoskeletal dynamics, the integrity 
of cell-cell junctions and often the structural modification of the tissue encountered. The figure 
integrates the mechanisms of collective cell migration from diverse models of morphogenesis, 
regeneration and cancer.
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the development of the multicellular organism show collective migration, including 
branching morphogenesis of the tracheal system (Ghabrial and Krasnow, 2006); 
the formation of mammary ducts in mouse and human explant models (Ewald et al., 2008); 
migrating border cells in the Drosophila ovary (Niewiadomska et al., 1999; Geisbrecht 
and Montell, 2002); and the migration of cells that form the lateral line primordium in 
zebrafish (Dambly-Chaudiere et al., 2007; Lecaudey et al., 2008; Weijer, 2009). During 
tissue repair, collective cell migration of epidermal sheets occurs across the provisional 
wound-bed, leading to epidermal wound closure (Farooqui and Fenteany, 2005; Poujade 
et al., 2007). Likewise, collective strands of endothelial cells penetrate the provisional 
wound bed and deliver neo-vessels into the regenerating neo-tissue (Schmidt et al.,2007). 
Similarly to morphogenetic movements, collective movement occurs in many cancers 
in which cells are not completely de-differentiated, including rhabdomyosarcoma, oral 
squamous cell carcinoma and breast cancer (Christiansen and Rajasekaran, 2006; Friedl 
et al., 1995; Gagglioli et al., 2007), and in colorectal carcinoma cells (Nabeshima et al., 
1998). It is probable that most cancer types comprise invasive zones of intact cell-cell 
cohesion and collective invasion (Christiansen and Rajasekaran, 2006). Such collective 
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invasion zones show expression of cell-cell adhesion molecules and gap junctions, 
which are characteristic of collective cell migration (see below) (Gavert et al., 2008; 
Hsu et al., 2000; van Kempen et al., 2000), strongly suggesting that the mechanisms 
of collective migration apply to invasive cancers (Friedl, 2004; Hashizume et al., 1996; 
Hegerfeldt et al., 2002; Langbein et al., 2003; Nabeshima et al., 2000). The molecular 
prerequisites for collective invasion in different types of cancer, its interdependence on 
other invasion modes (such as the epithelialmesenchymal transition) and its contribution 
to cancer metastasis are currently unknown [discussed by Friedl and Gilmour (Friedl and 
Gilmour, 2009)].
Mechanisms of cell-cell cohesion and polarity within collectively 
migrating cell groups
Similarly to non-migrating epithelia, collectively migrating cell groups are connected 
by cell-cell junctions that mediate cell-cell cohesion, mechanical integrity, cell polarity 
and, probably, direct cell-cell signalling. The types of cell-cell junctions utilized are those 
that are known to occur in epithelia and endothelia; here they occur in the context of 
multicellular dynamics and tissue remodelling. 
Adherens junctions
Adhesive cell-cell coupling in all known forms of collective cell migration is mediated 
by adherens-junction proteins, including cadherins and transmembrane proteins of 
the immunoglobulin superfamily. During branching morphogenesis in the mammary 
gland, luminal epithelial cells within elongating ducts elongate collectively while 
retaining E-cadherin along cell-cell interfaces (Ewald et al., 2008). In carcinoma cells, loss 
of expression of E-cadherin, together with upregulation of N-cadherin and neural cell 
adhesion molecules, results in the onset of collective migration in which cell-cell junctions 
are retained; this process is often referred to as incomplete epithelial-mesenchymal 
transition (Lee et al., 2006; Lehembre et al., 2008). Immunoglobulin family members, 
including activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM, also known as CD166) and 
L1 cell adhesion molecule (L1CAM), mediate homophilic cell-cell interactions in cell-cell 
junctions and are upregulated in cohesively invading melanoma (van Kempen et al., 2000) 
and colorectal carcinomas (Gavert et al., 2008; Weichert et al., 2004). However, their role 
in collective cell dynamics still needs to be elucidated.
Desmosomes
Desmosomal proteins are markers of epithelial differentiation, and loss of their 
expression results in the epithelial-mesenchymal transition during morphogenesis and 
cancer progression (Lee et al., 2006; Chidgey and Dawson, 2007). During epidermal 
regeneration, migrating keratinocyte sheets retain desmosomal cell-cell junctions while 
closing a wound (Shaw and Martin, 2009). In addition, there is substantial evidence that 
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membrane-localized desmosomal proteins are expressed during collective migration 
in advanced epithelial cancer (Christiansen and Rajasekaran, 2006). Expression of 
desmocollins 1 and 3, which are members of the desmosomal cadherin family, increases 
in invasion regions of colorectal adenocarcinomas, as detected by immunohistochemistry 
(Khan et al., 2006), and this is indicative of collective invasion. Squamous cell carcinomas 
of the skin retain functional desmosomes at cell-cell junctions, which does not seem to 
prevent aggressive tumour behaviour or risk of metastasis (Kurzen et al.,2003).
Integrins
Integrins are heterodimeric cell-surface receptors that are typically involved in cell-matrix 
interactions. The function of integrins in cell-cell interactions is poorly understood, but 
recent data suggest that integrins are also involved in formation of cell-cell contacts 
in collective cell migration. α5β1 integrin interacts with fibronectin along interfaces 
between ovarian carcinoma cells (Casey et al., 2001) or fibroblasts (Salmenpera et al., 
2008), and blocking of β1 integrin function through the use of a function-perturbing 
antibody in migrating multicellular melanoma clusters leads to loss of cell-cell cohesion 
followed by cell detachment and the transition to amoeboid single-cell migration 
(Hegerfeldt et al., 2002).
Tight junctions
Tight junctions and tight-junction-related proteins (including claudins 1 and 4, occludin 
and zona occludens 1; ZO-1) are present in many invasion zones of squamous cell 
carcinomas (Langbein et al., 2003) as well as in melanomas in vitro, as detected by 
histopathological sections. ZO-1 colocalizes with N-cadherin in homophilic junctions 
between melanoma cells and in heterophilic junctions between melanoma cells and 
fibroblasts (Smalley et al., 2005), suggesting that expression of junction proteins favours 
invasiveness of melanomas. Besides its function as a cell-adhesion molecule, the tight-
junction protein junctional adhesion molecule C (JAM-C) can lead to activation of β1 
and β3 integrins and promote collective migration of epithelial cancer cells across a 2D 
surface (Mandicourt et al., 2007). 
Gap junctions
Gap junctions are present at cell-cell junctions in all epithelia and in most other cells, 
and mediate direct intercellular metabolic coupling and signalling across the plasma 
membranes of neighbouring cells. In many cancer cells, including melanoma and lung 
squamous cell carcinomas, the homotypic gap junctions between cancer cells themselves 
and the heterotypic gap junctions between cancer cells and dermal fibroblasts are 
mediated by connexins CX26 and CX43, respectively (Ito et al., 2006). Heterotypic gap-
junction formation depends additionally on cadherin mediated cell-cell adhesion (Hsu 
et al., 2000), but the role of connexins in supporting collective migration is unclear.
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Growth factors and chemokines
Paracrine and autocrine secretion of growth factors and chemokines has a direct 
influence on cell polarization, migration initiation and persistence of migration in single 
cells (Friedl and Weigelin, 2008). Likewise, collective cell migration in morphogenesis and 
cancer strongly depends upon chemokine and growth-factor signalling to establish and 
maintain the collective cell polarity and migration (Friedl and Gilmour, 2009; Lecaudey 
and Gilmour, 2006). Soluble factors either stem from the cytokine network produced by 
adjacent stromal cells and act in a paracrine manner, or are released from cells within 
the group and act in an autocrine or juxtacrine fashion. In oral squamous cell carcinoma 
in vitro, collective invasion is stimulated by paracrine stromal-cell-derived factor 1 (SDF-1) 
and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), which are produced by fibroblasts of the tumor 
stroma in response to cancer-derived cytokines such as interleukin-1 (IL-1) (Daly et al., 
2008). In sprouting angiogenesis, autocrine regulation of collective endothelial cell 
sprouting occurs through the secretion of endothelial-cell-derived secreted epidermal 
growth factor (EGF)-like domain-containing protein 7 (EGFL7), which is deposited into 
the ECM on the basal side of sprouts and supports outgrowth of nascent vessels (Schmidt 
et al., 2007). The autocrine release of fibroblast growth factor (FGF) along the axis of 
the primordium is required for the development of the lateral line (the anlage of the inner 
ear) in zebrafish (Aman and Piotrowski, 2008). 
The polarity of cells within a cluster is maintained by differential expression of growth 
factor receptors in cells located at the front and rear of the cluster. FGF induces front-rear 
asymmetry by the differential expression of the SDF-1receptors CXCR4 and CXCR7 at 
front and rear regions, respectively This maintains preferential sensitivity to SDF-1 and, 
hence, collective forward migration in tip cells (Lecaudey and Gilmour, 2006; Aman and 
Piotrowski, 2008). Similarly, during branching morphogenesis of the developing trachea 
in Drosophila embryos, high expression of FGF receptor favors commitment to leader cell 
function, whereas cells with low FGF responsiveness take over trailing function (Ghabrial 
and Krasnow, 2006).
CELL-MATRIX INTERACTIONS IN COLLECTIVE CELL MIGRATION
The molecular mechanisms of cell-matrix interactions in collective cell migration share 
many features with the migration of individual cells. These include the formation of 
actin-rich protrusions, force generation through the formation of cell-matrix adhesions, 
and focalized proteolysis. Below, we summarize how these three mechanisms function 
together to support collective cell migration.
Actin-rich protrusions
The mechanisms that control cell polarization and actin polymerization and lead to 
protrusion of a collective leading edge (i.e. a defined tip of cells that guides migrating cell 
groups and generates force) are most probably homologous to the polarity mechanisms 
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of single cells (Vitorino and Meyer, 2008). Leading-edge protrusions are dynamic actin-
containing cell structures that protrude in the direction of increased concentration of 
chemoattractants, growth factors and other extracellular ligands that define cell polarity 
and the location of cell-matrix interactions (Friedl and Weigelin, 2008). Cell protrusions 
are driven by polymerization at the barbed end of actin filaments (oriented toward 
the plasma membrane) and dissociation at the pointed end (in the cytoplasm) (Mattila 
and Lappalainen, 2008). In collective migration across a flat 2D substratum, the front row 
of cells contains continuous lamellipodia that cross the boundaries of multiple cells and 
drive the leading edge forward (Farooqui and Fenteany, 2005). 
In vascular sprouting and collectively invading cancer cells, the leading edge frequently 
contains one or several pseudopodia and filopodia, which are cylindrical actin-rich 
protrusions with a finger-like shape (Inai et al., 2004; Wolf et al., 2007). Pseudopodia 
and filopodia develop in response to chemoattractic stimuli, and contain multiple actin 
filaments in parallel orientation that push the plasma membrane forward. Actin dynamics 
in pseudopodia and filopodia are controlled by the Rho GTPase CDC42 and its downstream 
effectors Ena/VASP, mDia2/Drf3 and IRSp53, which enhance actin nucleation and deform 
the plasma membrane outward (Krugmann et al., 2001; Mattila and Lappalainen, 2008). 
Besides establishing directionality of cell polarization, actin-rich cell protrusions sense 
the environment, initiate cell attachment to adjacent tissue structures, and have a role 
in the maturation of E-cadherin-containing adherens junctions (Vasioukhin et al., 2000; 
Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007). Initiation and expansion of E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell contacts 
are dependent on the activity of RhoA and its downstream effector myosin II, as well 
as on the Rho GTPase Rac1 and the actin-nucleating ARP2/3 complex, which mediate 
concurrent lamellipodial protrusion and turnover, and the formation and remodelling of 
cell-cell junctions (Yamada and Nelson, 2007). 
In addition to the anterior protrusions of leader cells, collectively migrating epithelial 
monolayer sheets generate multiple ‘cryptic’ actin-rich lamellipodia underneath each cell 
that generate traction against the underlying 2D substratum (Farooqui and Fenteany, 
2005; Fenteany et al., 2000). Thus, despite the presence of E-cadherin-dependent cell-cell 
junctions in cell regions that are more distal to the substrate, the basolateral regions of 
moving cell sheets develop protrusive cytoskeletal activity, and this occurs even in cells 
that are multiple rows behind the leading edge (Farooqui and Fenteany, 2005). Thus, 
protrusive force generation occurs both in leading cells and in cells in the mid-regions 
of collectively migrating cell sheets, suggesting that cells translocate actively instead of 
passively throughout the cell group.
Adhesion and force generation
As does individual cell migration, collective cell migration through 3D interstitial tissue 
depends upon integrins, which connect the ECM to the intracellular actin cytoskeleton. 
Integrins bind to extracellular ligands by clustering in the plasma membrane and recruiting 
several cytoskeletal adaptor proteins (including paxillin, talin, tensin and vinculin) with 
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their cytoplasmic tail (Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007). In collective migration of melanoma cells 
from primary explant culture, β1 integrins cluster preferentially at cell-matrix interactions, 
and are required to generate traction force at the leading edge and to maintain high 
migration speed (Hegerfeldt et al., 2002). Fibroblast-led collective invasion of squamous 
carcinoma cells (see below) depends on the function of integrins α3 and α5 in fibroblasts, 
which generate force and tube-like migration tracks through which the cancer cells follow 
collectively (Gaggioli et al., 2007).
Focalized proteolysis
In 3D tissues, collective cell migration is more space-consuming than single-cell migration 
(Friedl et al., 1997; Friedl et al., 2004). To generate sufficient space to accommodate 
the volume of several cell diameters, collective cell migration through a 3D matrix is 
highly dependent on local matrix degradation and on the generation and widening 
of paths of least mechanical resistance (Gaggioli et al., 2007; Wolf et al., 2007). 
Whereas single cancer cells generate small microtracks, collective invasion strands form 
macrotracks of varying width (up to several hundreds of micrometres, or more) (Wolf 
et al., 2007). In migrating cell groups such as colon adenocarcinoma cells (Nabeshima 
et al., 2000) and fibrosarcoma cells (Wolf et al., 2007), several proteases including 
the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) MT1-MMP and MMP-2 are preferentially localized 
to the leading edge. This implicates ECM degradation as an early event in collective cell 
movement. MT1-MMP is a cell-surface-localized multifunctional protease that is required 
for the activation of other MMPs, such as MMP-2. It is also required for the degradation 
of fibrillar collagen, which leads to migration-path formation and secondary widening 
during collective invasion of sarcoma and epithelial-cancer cells (Sabeh et al., 2004; Wolf 
et al., 2007; Wolf and Friedl, 2008).
CROSS-TALK WITH THE SURROUNDING STROMA DURING 
COLLECTIVE CELL MIGRATION
For the initiation or maintenance of collective migration, the migrating cell group 
interacts with the adjacent stroma physically, and through soluble or matrix-deposited 
factors (chemically). The crosstalk with the tissue stroma generates migration trails, leads 
to the formation of basement membranes that act as tracks, and supports the migration 
process through heterologous cell-cell contacts with stromal cells.
Forming a migration track
The ability of squamous cell carcinoma cells to collectively invade into connective tissue 
is supported by adjacent activated fibroblasts, which generate migration tracks through 
an MMP- and adhesion-force-dependent process (Gaggioli et al., 2007). Fibroblast-led 
collective invasion requires RhoA- and ROCK-dependent actomyosin activity for MMP-
dependent collagen remodelling by fibroblasts, and further requires CDC42-mediated 
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force generation in the cancer cells that follow the tracks (Gaggioli et al., 2007). In other 
systems, such as fibrosarcoma cells invading 3D tissue in vitro, proteolytic tip-cell function 
can be provided by the cancer cells themselves. Here, an individual ‘leader’ cell utilizes 
focalized proteolysis by the surfacecollagenase MT1-MMP to generate tracks of least 
mechanical resistance that enable the cell mass to undergo subsequent collective invasion 
(Wolf et al., 2007).
Deposition of a basement membrane
Besides its role in guiding the direction of cell migration, the migration track has structural 
and molecular properties that could serve additional functions. For instance, during 
collective cell migration into primordial tissue, the newly secreted basement membrane 
might promote the maintenance of collective front-rear polarity. In addition to providing 
a smooth scaffold along which cells glide in a continuous fashion, the basement membrane 
(through its interaction with adhesion receptors) triggers cell polarization into basolateral 
and apical compartments; this occurs during the formation of both sprouting epithelial 
ducts (such as mammary ducts) and blood vessels. 
In branching morphogenesis of mammary ducts, basal myoepithelial cells secrete 
components of the circumferential basement membrane (particularly laminin I, 
the secretion of which is a prerequisite for both elongation of ducts and maintenance 
of the polarity of the lumenal epithelial cell layer of the acinar structures) and move 
along the basement membrane (Gudjonsson et al., 2002). ZO-1 is apically expressed 
towards the lumenal surface, which is suggestive not only of front-rear, but also of apico-
basal, polarity during sprouting (Ewald et al., 2008). Likewise, sprouting blood vessels are 
laterally stabilized by a newly secreted basement membrane (Brachvogel et al., 2007). 
Perivascular basement membrane consists of nidogen-1, perlecan, several laminins and 
collagen IV, which are jointly deposited by endothelial cells and pericytes (Brachvogel et 
al., 2007). In the skin, dermal fibroblasts cooperate with epidermal keratinocytes to build 
the basement membrane by jointly depositing laminins 1 and 5, collagen IV and nidogen 
(Nischt et al., 2007; Smola et al., 1998). Such basement-membrane deposition is an early 
event during wound healing of the skin, whereby a keratinocyte monolayer moves across 
provisional wound matrix and deposits a basement membrane in cooperation with dermal 
fibroblasts (Friedl and Gilmour, 2009). Likewise, in epithelial cancers such as oral cancer 
and basal cell carcinoma, collective invasion occurs along an intact basement membrane, 
yet the role of the basement membrane in favouring or counteracting collective invasion 
is not clear (Bauer et al., 2008; Boyd et al., 2008).
The role of E-cadherin
Besides its function in maintaining epithelial morphology and inhibiting invasive behaviour, 
the adherens-junction protein E-cadherin has a role in supporting collective cell migration 
by mediating adhesion and force generation between the migrating cell group and 
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adjacent resident tissue cells. During oogenesis in Drosophila, border cells form a cohesive 
cluster of six to ten cells that moves by means of heterologous E-cadherin-E-cadherin 
inter actions between migrating cells and nurse cells that are present in the stroma of 
the primordial ovary (Geisbrecht and Montell, 2002; Niewiadomska et al., 1999).
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Collective cell migration links hallmarks of single-cell movement with the process of 
cell-cell communication, apical and basal polarity, and multicellular tissue functions, all of 
which have previously been understood to be incompatible with cell-migration dynamics. 
Whereas the overall framework of collective cell migration is now becoming sufficiently 
clear, many of the mechanisms remain insufficiently defined by direct evidence, particularly 
the mechanisms of cell-cell cohesion and intercellular communication, as well as the role 
of tissue-derived factors that guide collective migration in a time-, space- and tissue-
confined manner. Moreover, because of the diversity in cell type and tissue context in 
which collective cell migration can occur, many different molecular combinations are likely 
to substantially extend the few principles described here. As an example, if a cell group 
invades an epithelium, E-cadherin mediates not only the junctions within the moving 
group but also – with faster dynamics – the interaction with the surrounding tissue cells. By 
contrast, if a cell group invades ECM-rich interstitial tissue, homologous and heterologous 
interactions are mediated by E-cadherin and integrins, respectively. Moreover, if different 
cell and tissue compartments become transmigrated by the collective group (such as in 
cancer invasion), sequential engagement of different signalling, adhesion and protease 
systems might contribute to collective invasion and, possibly, to metastatic dissemination. 
Thus, rather than representing a uniform process, collective cell migration must be 
understood as diverse and plastic, and dependent on both the cell type from which 
the group originates and the tissue that is transmigrated. 
With the advent of live-cell and live-animal microscopy, novel types of collective 
cell dynamics might be identified and classified in the future. A challenge will be to 
distinguish collective cell migration more clearly from other processes of multicellular 
translocation, including tissue drift and folding, the slow kinetics of cell-cell networks in 
live tissues, and the coordinated streaming of single, loosely connected cells. In addition, 
an understanding of common rules in, and differences between, collective invasion in 
different contexts will enable us to define strategies either to interfere with overgrown 
benign or neoplastic collective invasion or to enhance insufficient collective movement in 
wound healing. Finally, it is possible that, with advancing knowledge about tissue dynamics 
during formation and regeneration, many tissue regions that thus far are understood to 
be stable or even static structures will emerge as slowly moving cell convolutes that fulfil 
some, if not all, of the principles of collective migration.
This work was supported by grants from the Deutsche Krebshilfe (106950) and 
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (FR 1155/8-3) to P.F.
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ABSTRACT
Cancer cell invasion into healthy tissues develops preferentially along pre-existing tracks 
of least resistance, followed by secondary tissue remodelling and destruction. The tissue 
scaffolds supporting or preventing guidance of invasion vary in structure and molecular 
composition between organs. In the brain, the guidance is provided by myelinated axons, 
astrocyte processes, and blood vessels which are used as invasion routes by glioma cells. 
In the human breast, containing interstitial collagen-rich connective tissue, disseminating 
breast cancer cells preferentially invade along bundled collagen fibrils and the surface of 
adipocytes. In both invasion types, physical guidance prompted by interfaces and space 
is complemented by molecular guidance. Generic mechanisms shared by most, if not 
all, tissues include (i) guidance by integrins towards fibrillar interstitial collagen and/or 
laminins and type IV collagen in basement membranes decorating vessels and adipocytes, 
and, likely, CD44 engaging with hyaluronan; (ii) haptotactic guidance by chemokines 
and growth factors; and likely (iii) physical pushing mechanisms. Tissue-specific, resticted 
guidance cues include ECM proteins with restricted expression (tenascins, lecticans), 
cell–cell interfaces, and newly secreted matrix molecules decorating ECM fibres (laminin-
332, thrombospondin-1, osteopontin, periostin). We here review physical and molecular 
guidance mechanisms in interstitial tissue and brain parenchyma and explore shared 
principles and organ-specific differences, and their implications for experimental model 
design and therapeutic targeting of tumour cell invasion.
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INTRODUCTION
Cancer cell invasion results from actomyosin dependent movement of the cellular body 
through or along tissue structures. After metastasis to secondary organs, local invasion 
by cancer cells may lead to secondary organ infiltration, thereby engaging with a tissue 
environment that differs from the primary organ 1. At any invasion stage, cancer cells are 
confronted with non-neoplastic tissue composed of cells and cell-derived extracellular 
matrix (ECM). Cancer cells constitutively express adhesion receptors that bind to ECM 
as well as to resident stromal cells which not only activate the actomyosin machinery to 
generate traction forces needed to migrate, but also deliver important signals for their 
growth and survival 2. Initially cancer invasion is largely non-destructive, but over time 
leads to substantial tissue remodelling, local destruction with ulceration, vessel disruption, 
and, ultimately, loss of function of invaded organs 3.
Two principal types of interstitial tissues are transmigrated by tumour cells: (i) collagen-
rich interstitial connective tissue present in most parenchymatous organs of the body 
and (ii) the interstitium of the brain. Both share significant similarities but also show 
important anatomic and molecular differences that impact upon the invasion process. 
The understanding of how physical and molecular guidance mechanisms converge, 
and how these principles apply to different tissues and organ systems, is important for 
developing experimental in vitro models of cancer invasion; it is further important for 
addressing and interpreting cell invasion patterns and routes in vivo by histopathological 
analysis. Using brain parenchyma and breast stroma as prototypic models for nervous and 
peripheral connective tissue invasion, respectively, we here review key tissue structures 
and their molecular properties that enable and guide cancer invasion and discuss 
the implications for designing experimental models and molecular anti-invasion therapy.
CELL–CELL AND CELL–MATRIX RECEPTORS
During cell–tissue interaction and migration in most tumours, integrin and non-integrin 
cell surface receptors simultaneously engage with locally available ECM and cell surface 
ligands (Table 1).
INTEGRINS
Integrins are heterodimeric transmembrane glycoproteins consisting of non-covalently 
linked α and β chains, which both determine ligand binding strength and specificity. 
Eight distinct α and 18 β chains combine to form 24 different heterodimers with distinct 
ligand specificity for ECM proteins (eg collagens, laminins, fibronectin, vitronectin, 
tenascins, thrombospondin, and fibrin) and cell surface receptors (eg ICAM-1, VCAM-1, 
and L1-CAM) 4,5. By these means, each cell type maintains a selective and activation-
dependent integrin repertoire and thus ligand preference. The cytoplasmic integrin 
domains connect, via cytosolic adaptor and signalling proteins, to the actin cytoskeleton 
and mediate intracellular mechanocoupling and signal transduction 6. Consequently, 
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integrins are important mediators for cell adhesion and migration. They further contribute 
to cell–cell contacts via direct interactions with counterpart cell receptors or indirectly, by 
bridging intercellular ECM molecules, including fibronectin or vitronectin 7.
SYNDECANS
Syndecans are a family of transmembrane heparan sulphate proteoglycans with four 
members, syndecans 1 to 4. Syndecans function mainly as co-receptors by binding to 
their ECM ligands in conjunction with other receptors, notably integrins 8. Through their 
heparan sulphate side chains, syndecans may further engage directly in ligand binding 9.
DYSTROGLYCANS
Dystroglycans are heterodimeric complexes consisting of non-covalently associated α and 
β subunits with extracellular ligand-binding and transmembrane functions, respectively 10. 
Dystroglycans are a part of the larger dystrophin-associated protein (DAP) complex 
that connects basement membranes to the cytoskeleton, particularly via α2 laminins 
and perlecan 10.
IMMUNOGLOBULIN (Ig) SUPERFAMILY CELL ADHESION PROTEINS
Ig superfamily members consist of immunoglobulin-like and fibronectin type III domains 
involved in homophilic and heterophilic cell–cell adhesion 11. The superfamily includes 
a variety of cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) with distinct ligand-binding specificities, 
including ICAM (intercellular), NCAM (neural), Ep-CAM (epithelial), L1-CAM, VCAM 
(vascular), ALCAM (activated leukocyte), and JAM (junctional adhesion molecule), 
among others 11.
CADHERINS
Cadherins are transmembrane proteins consisting of several tandemly repeated cadherin 
domains that mediate calcium-dependent homophilic cell–cell contacts 12,13. The cadherin 
superfamily comprises a total of more than 100 different members 14, with E- (epithelial) 
and N-cadherin (neural) most widely expressed in epithelial and neural tissues, respectively.
LINK MODULE SUPERFAMILY OF HA-BINDING PROTEINS 
(HYALADHERINS)
CD44 is the main HA receptor expressed by all nucleated cells in vertebrates 15. Besides 
the standard form (CD44s), multiple splice variants encoded by variable exons v1–10 
(CD44v1–10) can be expressed depending on the cell differentiation and activation state 16. 
Interactions of CD44 with multiple other molecules, including collagens, laminins, and 
fibronectin, have been shown in vitro; however, the relevance of these interactions to 
processes in vivo is not clear.
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Table 1. Cell–matrix and cell–cell adhesion molecules expressed in glioma and carcinoma cells 
compared with normal brain and breast tissue
Cell receptor ECM/cell ligand
Glioma 
cells*
Carcinoma 
cells* Ref
Integrin
α1 β1 
α2 β1 
α3 β1
Type I and IV collagens, laminin
Type I and IV collagens
Laminins including laminin-332, 
type IV collagen
–
↔
↑
↓
↓
↓
[43,152]
[43,152,153] 
[42,43,136,152]
α6 β1
α6 β4 α9 β1 α5 β1 αV β3
Laminins
Laminins
Tenascins, fibronectin
Fibronectin
Vitronectin, laminin, 
thrombospondin, tenascins, 
type IV collagen, osteopontin, 
periostin, tropoelastin
↔
↑
↑
↔/– 
↑
↓
↓
↔
↓
↑
[42,43,152,158]
[153–158] 
[53,159] 
[42,43,152,153,160] 
[42,43,141,161]
αV β5 Vitronectin, laminin, 
thrombospondin, tenascins, 
type IV collagen, osteopontin, 
periostin
↑ – [161]
Syndecans (1 – 4) Laminin, type I collagen, 
tenascins, fibronectin, 
thrombospondin, vitronectin
↔ ↔ [44,162]
α- and β-dystroglycans
CD44
ICAM-1
NCAM 
L1-CAM
N-cadherin
E-cadherin
Laminin, perlecan
Hyaluronan, type IV collagen
Hyaluronan, LFA-1
NCAM, L1-CAM, neurocan
L1-CAM, NCAM 
N-cadherin
E-cadherin
↓
↑
↑
↓
↑
↓
–
↓
↑
↔
–
↑
↑
↓↔(D)/–(L)
[45,163,164]
[42,52,165,166] 
[42,167,168] 
[169–171] 
[172–175] 
[176–178] 
[91,177,179]
*Expression in histopathological samples compared with normal human tissue: ↔, not altered; 
–, not expressed; ↑, up-regulation; ↓, down-regulation. D = ductal breast carcinoma; L = lobular 
breast carcinoma. References often show trends, with divergent expression regulation in  
patient subgroups.
These receptors mediate tissue recognition and mechanical coupling and, with their 
expression levels and tissue context, whether cells remain immobile, migrate slowly or 
rapidly; and they further determine whether migration occurs individually with cell–cell 
junctions absent or collectively, as multicellular groups with cell–cell junctions present 2,17.
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GUIDANCE STRUCTURES OF BRAIN TISSUE
Brain tissue harbours both primary tumours of neural origin and secondary metastases 
originating from other tissues. The structures that guide invasion into brain tissue are cell 
processes of neuronal and astrocytic origin, blood vessels, and tissue gaps present along 
vessels and brain surfaces.
BRAIN CELLS AND VESSELS
The grey matter of the brain cortex consists of a dense network of neurons, including 
their dendrites and myelinated axons, together with astrocytes (Figure 1A). The top layer 
Figure 1. Three-dimensional reconstruction of human brain structures. Images represent 3D 
projections from 200-µm-thick sections of formalin-fixed post-mortem human brain, including 
cortex (A, D), white matter (B), and corpus callosum (C). Staining was performed using the following 
primary antibodies: rabbit anti-type I collagen (Col I) polyclonal Ab (pAb; Abcam); chicken anti-
glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) pAb (Abcam); rat anti-myelin basic protein (MBP) mAb (clone 
12, Abcam); mouse anti-collagen IV mAb (clone Col-94, Sigma); and DAPI. Astrocyte processes 
and myelinated axons form interconnected networks in the cortex and aligned tracks in the white 
matter. (D) Blood vessel surrounded by glia limitans (filled arrowhead) bordering perivascular space 
(open arrowhead). Scale bars = 100 µm.
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of the cortex, termed glia limitans superficialis, is formed by astrocyte processes which 
interact tightly with the pia mater, consisting of a basement membrane and an outward 
monolayer of mesothelial cells (Figure 2A). Besides contributing to the outer meninges, 
both pia mater and glia limitans also extend into the brain parenchyma, where they 
cover and ensheath arteries, arterioles, and larger veins 18. Glia limitans with its basement 
membrane, but without pia mater, further surrounds small venules and capillaries 18. 
Thus, all larger blood vessels in the brain differ from vessels in other organs by their 
dual-layer microanatomy with a continuous perivascular space bordered by pia mater 
and glia limitans (Figure 1D) 19. Through this connection, the perivascular space conducts 
interstitial fluid and passenger leukocytes towards the subarachnoid space and ventricular 
cavities, thus fulfilling a draining function, which is similar to that of lymphatic vessels 
that are absent in the brain (Figure 2A) 20. As an exception, in capillaries, the basement 
membranes of glia limitans and endothelial cells are fused to a singular layer and obliterate 
the perivascular space 20.
Adjacent to the cortex, the white matter consists of myelinated axon tracks with 
adjacent oligodendrocytes providing axonal myelin sheaths and astrocytes providing 
an interstitial stroma by their interconnected processes, but lacks neuronal cell bodies 
(Figures 1B and 1C). Myelinated fibres thus form elongated tracks with interspersed 
astrocyte processes and a gap-like interstitium filled with ECM (Figures 1B and 1C). 
The brain anatomy thus consists of cell-fibre and perivascular space-track systems, which 
both provide constitutive trails of least resistance to moving cells.
MOLECULAR COMPOSITION OF BRAIN ECM AND BASEMENT 
MEMBRANES
The brain ECM is mainly deposited by astrocytes and oligodendrocytes and comprises 
an estimated 20% of the brain volume in adults 21. The main ECM components are 
hyaluronic acid (HA), tenascin R, and lecticans, which interconnect with each other non-
covalently and form molecular networks filling the intercellular space 22.
HA is a non-sulphated, linear, high-molecular-weight glycosaminoglycan which, due 
to its water-binding capacity, controls the high water content of the brain interstitium 23. 
Besides tenascins and lecticans, HA binds to cell surface receptors including CD44 and 
ICAM-1, which together contribute to both ECM organization and cell–matrix interaction. 
Tenascin R, a brain-specific member of the tenascin family comprising also tenascins C, X, 
and W, is a homotrimer with both lectican and integrin binding sites forming an adhesion 
bridge between the ECM and cells 24. Lecticans comprise a family of chondroitin sulphate 
proteoglycans with four members (brevican, versican, neurocan, and aggrecan), whereby 
brevican and neurocan are brain-specific 25. Lecticans contain HA and tenascin R binding 
sites and thus act as link molecules in protein–proteoglycan–glycosaminoglycan networks 26. 
Compared with peripheral interstitial tissues, a distinctive feature of the brain ECM is 
the absence of fibrillar collagen networks, which results in a low stiffness of the brain 
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parenchyma 18. In a restricted expression pattern, fibrillar collagens I and III are, however, 
deposited by leptomeningeal cells, pericytes, and smooth muscle cells in blood vessels 
and the brain meninges, including the pia mater 18, 27, 28 (Figure 1).
Basement membranes are dense sheet-like meshworks of 50–100 nm thickness, which 
are particularly permissive for guiding cell migration 29. Basement membranes consist 
of interconnected collagen IV, laminins, heparan sulphate proteoglycans (perlecan), and 
nidogen/entactin 29. Collagen IV is a heterotrimer composed of three α-polypeptide 
chains 30, which interconnect with laminins, also heterotrimeric molecules, consisting of 
α, β, and γ chains 31.
GUIDANCE OF GLIOMA CELLS
Gliomas are the most common primary brain tumours in adults. Gliomas presumably 
originate from transformed glial progenitors and, depending on their differentiation state, 
several subtypes exist, including astrocytomas, oligodendrogliomas, and ependymomas 
32,33. Glioma cells can form tumours in any brain region and infiltrate adjacent parenchyma 
diffusely, thereby, arguably, recapitulating the migration of glial progenitor cells during 
brain development 32,34,35. Glioma cell invasion into brain tissue occurs along pre-
existing brain structures, with notable preference for myelinated fibres and blood vessels 
(Figure 2) 36, 37. Ultimately, through the perivascular space, glioma cells can reach and 
populate the subarachnoid space 37, 38. As a consequence of such extended tissue 
invasion, surgical resection of gliomas is usually non-curative and followed by cell survival 
and regrowth from invasion zones beyond the resection margins 35. For as yet unknown 
reasons, glioma cells usually do not invade vessel lumens; thus, unlike most other 
malignancies, systemic dissemination and metastasis in non-neuronal organs are a rarity 
in brain neoplasia 39.
GUIDANCE BY BLOOD VESSELS
Glioma cells migrate along blood vessels using two biomechanically distinct routes: (i) 
the glia limitans along the outward vessel–parenchyma interface (Figure 2B) and (ii) inside 
the lumen of the perivascular space (Figures 2C). For the interstitial-type migration along 
the glia limitans, glioma cells may displace astrocytes bordering the blood vessels and 
employ the basement membrane as a substrate 40,41, whereas the role of simultaneous 
glioma cell–astrocyte interactions is unclear. Glioma cells further penetrate through the glia 
limitans and its basement membrane to reach the barrier-free lumen of the perivascular 
space and migrate along the inner basement membranes of vessels 40,41 (Figure 2C).
In vivo, glioma cells express and/or up-regulate a range of receptors binding to 
laminins and collagen IV, including integrins (α2β1, α3β1, α6β1, α6β4, αvβ3, αvβ5), 
dystroglycans, and syndecans 42–45 (Table 1). Consequently, laminins and collagen IV are 
the main ligands supporting glioma cell invasion along basement membranes, with 
α3β1 integrin as the major laminin receptor and laminins 332 and 511 as the matching 
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ligands 43,46. Candidate cell–cell adhesions for the invasion route along the glia limitans 
comprise integrins connecting to cell surface-associated fibronectin and vitronectin, 
together with homophilic engagement of N-cadherin, L1-CAM, and NCAM (Figure 2B). 
Thus, whereas molecular guidance by the basement membrane appears to predominate 
in perivascular invasion, the role of glioma–astrocyte interactions remains to be clarified. 
GUIDANCE BY NERVE TRACKS
The mechanisms of glioma cell invasion along myelinated fibres are likely multifactorial, 
whereby each relative contribution remains to be elucidated (Figure 2D).
Figure 2. Anatomic and molecular guidance of glioma cell invasion. (A) Guidance along the glia 
limitans and perivascular space, as well as by neuronal and astrocyte tracks. (B) Extravascular 
guidance along the vessel–stroma interface. (C) Guidance by the perivascular space. (D) Glioma 
cell migration along white matter tracks. HA = hyaluronan; Vn = vitronectin; Fn = fibronectin; 
Ln = laminin
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Myelin sheaths formed by oligodendrocyte processes are considered as non-permissive 
substrates for cell migration, because they lack commonly known pro-migratory 
ECM proteins (eg laminins, collagens) and cell surface receptors that can bind these 
molecules 47. In addition, myelin sheaths express repelling receptors, including Nogo-A, 
myelin-associated glycoprotein, and oligodendrocyte myelin glycoprotein, which together 
inhibit axonal growth and cell migration 48, 49. Glioma cells, due to their altered protease 
expression profile, including increased MMP-14/MT1-MMP and MMP-2 levels 50, are, 
however, able to proteolytically cleave inhibitory molecules from the myelin surface using 
MMP-14 and thereby remove otherwise dominant anti-migration signals 51. Thus, an anti-
migratory brain scaffold is conditioned by ECM remodelling and processing of cell surface 
receptors towards a migration-enhancing tissue environment.
Due to their high water content and non-covalent intermolecular linkages, the ECM 
networks between myelinated fibres formed by HA, tenascin R, and lecticans are likely 
soft and deformable, compared with collagen-rich peripheral tissues. It is not known 
whether and how glioma cells use this HA-based matrix as a migration substrate; 
however, the consistent up-regulation of the HA receptors CD44 and ICAM-1, and of 
the tenascin R receptor α9β1 integrin in glioma cells, is suggestive of a pro-invasive 
cell–ECM interaction 42,52,53. Glioma cells further up-regulate ADAMTS-5 (a disintegrin 
and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs), which is secreted, cleaves brevican, 
and thereby likely disrupts ECM networks and lowers the physical interfibre resistance 
26,54,55. The distance between myelinated fibres in white matter tracks is less than 1 µm; 
thus, glioma cells have to expand the inter-fibre space and deform their nuclei, which 
are the largest and most rigid organelle in cells 56. Consequently, glioma cell invasion 
along myelinated fibres in a rat brain model also depends on cell squeezing in a myosin 
II-dependent manner 57.
Simultaneously with myelinated fibres themselves, astrocyte processes localizing 
ubiquitously in all brain regions may contribute to glioma cell guidance (Figure 1). 
The border of gliomas shows an increased number of reactive astrocytes, which together 
with glioma cells secrete various pro-migratory molecules, including laminins, vitronectin, 
fibronectin, and thrombospondin 46, 58–61. Because of their polyvalency (ie one molecule 
comprises more than one receptor-binding site), they adsorb to and decorate cell surfaces 
and provide a multimeric ECM meshwork available for counterpart cell surface receptor 
engagement (Figures 2B and 2D) 7. Thus, glioma cells employing myelinated fibres and 
astrocyte processes as a substrate for migration engage multiple receptor–ligand systems 
for polarization and generating actomyosin-mediated traction forces, together with 
pericellular proteolysis.
GUIDANCE OF METASTATIC TUMOUR CELLS IN BRAIN TISSUE
Besides glioma cells, circulating tumour cells of other organs (mainly carcinoma and 
melanoma cells) may penetrate through blood vessels, establish metastatic brain lesions, 
and invade the brain. Similar to glioma cell invasion, metastatic brain invasion occurs 
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preferentially along the blood vessels but spares white matter tracks and thus commonly 
lacks diffuse infiltration 62, 63. The vascular basement membranes are considered the most 
important structures for initial growth and migration of carcinoma and melanoma cells 
metastasizing in the brain 64, 65. It is likely that the lack of glioma cell-specific capabilities to 
remove anti-migratory activity of white matter tracks confines metastatic cell movement 
to the perivascular space, reminiscent of retained structural and molecular cues present 
in the connective tissue environment that they originate from.
CELL AND TISSUE STRUCTURES OF THE MAMMARY GLAND
The mammary gland is a prototypic peripheral organ consisting of the epithelium with an 
underlying basement membrane that forms the milk-producing alveoli and connecting 
ducts, and surrounding collagen-rich connective tissue including blood and lymph vessels 
and nerve tracks, as well as an adjacent layer of fat tissue (Figure 3A). In contrast to 
most other peripheral tissues, the postnatal mammary gland is structurally dynamic and 
undergoes glandular growth and sprouting during puberty and pregnancy, a process that 
is recapitulated in a pathological manner during breast cancer.
MAMMARY EPITHELIUM
The basic structural units of the mammary gland are alveoli joined together to form 
a lobule. Each lobule has its own lactiferous duct converging with other ducts to form 
a tree-like branching network towards the nipple. Both alveoli and ducts consist of 
Figure  3. Three-dimensional reconstruction of human mammary gland tissue. Images represent 
3D projections from 200-µm-thick sections of formalin-fixed breast carcinoma samples and show 
normal, non-invaded tissue regions. (A) Ducts surrounded by non-desmoplastic fibrous tissue. (B) 
Adipose tissue. Samples were labelled by mouse anti-collagen IV mAb (clone Col-94; Sigma), mouse 
anti-E-cadherin mAb (clone SHE78-7; Calbiochem), and DAPI. Fibrillar collagen was detected by 
second harmonic generation (SHG), revealing structural discontinuities and clefts (arrowheads). 
Dashed line in B, inter-adipocyte track part of which is highlighted in inset. Scale bars = 100 µm.
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a bilayered epithelium, inner luminal cells surrounding the cavities, and outer myoepithelial 
cells engaging with the surrounding epithelial basement membrane 66. Mammary ducts 
remain quiescent until puberty, when hormone-induced elongation and secondary 
branching occur by sprouting-type movement of the terminal end bud (TEB), a specialized 
region at the end of each primary duct. During pregnancy, through a similar sprouting 
mechanism, additional lateral branching occurs and luminal epithelial cells differentiate 
in the secretory alveoli 67.
ECM OF THE MAMMARY GLAND
The interstitial tissue of the mammary gland contains fibrillar type I collagen as 
a main structural component and interconnected glycoproteins 67, 68. After extracellular 
deposition by fibroblasts, the propeptides of the triple-helical type I procollagen molecule 
are proteolytically cleaved by the endopeptidases ADAMTS-2, 3, and BMP-1 (bone 
morphogenetic protein-1), resulting in monomeric tropocollagen, which spontaneously 
polymerizes to multimeric fibrils 69–72. The fibrous connective tissue of the normal 
breast stroma is heterogeneous in physical organization and density, with collagen 
fibrils measuring approximately 70 nm in diameter organized laterally into wavy fibre 
bundles (Figure 3) 73. Thereby, regions of dense collagen bundles intersperse with loosely 
organized networks and inter-fibre clefts of variable widths, ranging from 3 to 30 µm 74 
(O Ilina, unpublished data). This spatial structure of interstitial collagen, including physical 
and molecular signalling properties, are strongly modulated by collagen cross-linking and 
the presence of regulatory proteins. Collagen fibrils are cross-linked covalently by lysyl 
oxidases released by fibroblasts, stably bridging neighbouring collagen monomers and 
increasing fibril stiffness 75, 76. The kinetics of fibril formation, their physical properties, and 
function towards cells are further modulated by type I collagen-binding ECM constituents, 
including fibrillar type III 77 and V collagens 78, fibronectin 79, decorin 80, and biglycan 81. 
Fibronectin is an abundant fibrillar constituent of the ECM, with multi-adaptor functions, 
coupling cells and matrix via α5β1 integrin and providing binding sites for collagen type 
I and heparan sulphate proteoglycans 82. Collagen-interacting molecules that modify 
its function further include proteoglycans (heparan sulphate, chondroitin sulphate) and 
hyaluronan, which together form a viscous, gel-like filling of inter-fibrillar spaces and 
provide binding sites for growth factors and cytokines. Heparan-sulphate proteoglycans 
bind growth factors, such as FGF1, FGF2, and HGF; chemokines incuding SDF-1α; and 
collagen-associated glycoproteins, including periostin 83. HA non-covalently binds to 
proteoglycans and ECM proteins, including osteopontin, tenascin C, and versican 84, 85.
The adipose tissue of the mammary gland comprises groups of adipocytes with a cell 
surface-associated basement membrane composed of collagen type IV, laminins, and 
perlecan 86. The interstitial ECM supporting adipocytes is composed of type I collagen 
fibres 87, interconnected with collagen types III, V, and VI, fibronectin, and proteoglycans 88, 
which form a loose reticular network with interstitial clefts 89 and interspersed cell- and 
vessel-rich fibrous septa (Figure 3B).
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In human quiescent breast epithelium, α1β1, α2β1, α3β1, and α6β4 integrins are 
expressed by myoepithelial cells and are involved in the stable adhesion to ECM and 
thus cell anchoring to the matrix 90. The quiescent state of normal breast epithelium 
is further maintained by desmocollin-2 (Dsc-2) and desmoglein-2 (Dsg-2), which form 
hemidesmosomal junctions between luminal epithelial and myoepithelial cells and 
E-cadherin connecting luminal epithelial cells laterally 91. Thus, in the quiescent mammary 
gland, the structure of the ECM is mainly anti-migratory, stabilized by integrin- and 
cadherin-based cell–matrix and cell–cell adhesion.
GUIDANCE OF BREAST CARCINOMA INVASION
The majority of breast carcinomas originate from dedifferentiated luminal epithelial cells, 
histopathologically classified as ductal or lobular lesions depending on their original 
location 92. Thereby, invading breast cancer cells appear to recapitulate the process 
of duct elongation occurring during development, although in a spatially and timely 
deregulated form. During gland formation, the terminal end buds invade the mammary 
stroma collectively as multicellular ducts with cell–cell junctions intact 93. Similarly, ductal 
carcinomas form multicellular invasion strands consisting of cancer cells with cell–cell 
junctions retained, which with decreasing differentiation lose apicobasal polarity 
and the lumen 92. During collective invasion, ductal carcinoma cells remain physically 
and functionally connected, with expressed cadherins (E-cadherin and P-cadherin), 
tight (JAM-A, claudin-3, and -4), and immunoglobulin-based junctions (ALCAM and 
L1-CAM) 2, 94–96. Unlike ductal carcinoma, most of these cell–cell junction proteins are 
down-regulated in invading lobular carcinoma cells, with the loss of E-cadherin as 
a parameter for the diagnostic differentiation between ductal and lobular carcinoma 92. 
Nonetheless, most invasive lobular carcinomas invade collectively as thin multicellular 
sheets and strands (Indian file pattern) parallel to collagen bundles, histologically with 
notable cell–cell contact retained or as detached individual cells with cell–cell junctions 
lost 97. Candidate adhesion mechanisms for multicellular cohesion within Indian files 
that lack E-cadherin include N-cadherin and other cadherins, yet their mechanical and 
signalling contribution remains to be defined. Irrespective of the type of invasion, and 
in contrast to TEB sprouting which occurs with a basement membrane largely intact, 
the transition to invasive carcinoma is initiated by the disappearance of the basement 
membrane which allows for initial tumour cell contact to and migration along 
fibrillar collagen 98.
In response to the direct tumour cell–stroma interaction, both tumour cell- and stromal 
cell-derived changes in intracellular signalling and reactive cytokine and growth factor 
release induce substantial molecular and physical reorganization of the ECM molecular and 
physical reorganization, enhancing pro-migratory cancer cell activation and guidance 99. 
The main structural and molecular guiding principles within the mammary gland are 
the ducts themselves, the surrounding bundled type I collagen fibres, their secondary 
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decoration with pro-migratory ECM molecules, and intercellular spaces between 
the basement membranes of adipocytes. 
INTRADUCTAL GUIDANCE
As a not yet invasive precursor, carcinoma in situ is an intraluminal ductal or lobular 
accumulation of epithelial cells with disordered, multilayered epithelial organization, 
partially or completely obliterated lumen, but intact cell–cell junctions and basement 
membrane (Figures 4A and 4B). As a first in situ invasion route with basement membranes 
and stromal tissues intact, neoplastic epithelial cells proliferate within and likely move 
along the lumen of the duct, which leads to the expansive growth of tumour foci and 
outward pushing of the surrounding ECM but not interstitial invasion or metastatic 
dissemination 100.
Figure 4. Anatomic and molecular guidance of breast cancer invasion. (A) Overview of guidance 
structures in the mammary gland. (B) Intraductal guidance in breast carcinoma in situ. (C) Guidance 
by fibrous tissue. (D) Carcinoma cell invasion in adipose tissue. HA = hyaluronan; Vn = vitronectin; 
Fn = fibronectin; Ln = laminin
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HAPTOTATIC GUIDANCE
The ECM surrounding invading breast tumours undergoes substantial changes in density, 
composition, and structural organization, termed a desmoplastic reaction 101,102, including 
the accumulation of fibrillar collagen and other matrix components, which enhance 
neoplastic invasion and disease progression. With increased collagen I deposition, the fibres 
become aligned and bundled, and cross-linking is increased, resulting in elevated stiffness 
of peritumoural ECM 103. As mechanisms, elevated activity of lysyl oxidases and tissue 
transglutaminases in stromal cells mediate covalent collagen cross-linking 104 and thereby 
enhance carcinoma cell invasion 105. Adhesion-promoting additional ECM constituents, 
including laminin-332 106, non-basement membrane collagen IV 107, fibronectin 108, 
and elastin 102, are jointly synthesized by carcinoma cells themselves and stroma cells, 
and reinforce migration-promoting activities, as suggested by their chemotaxis- and 
haptotaxis-enhancing effects in vitro 109. Likewise, the composition of core proteins 
and glycosaminoglycan chains is altered in the ECM surrounding breast carcinoma. 
Versican, the major chondroitin sulphate proteoglycan present in the peritumoural 
stroma 110, forms non-covalent cross-links to different matrix molecules, including HA, 
tenascins, and fibronectin, and is recognized by the cell surface molecules β1 integrin and 
CD44 111. Similarly, the expression of HA is strongly up-regulated in the peritumoural 
stroma and carcinoma cells themselves 112,113, together with its receptor CD44 114, thus 
creating additional options for cell–ECM interactions.
Besides structural ECM components, numerous matricellular proteins are de novo 
deposited nearby the front of invading tumours, including thrombospondin-1 115, 
tenascin C 116, SPARC (osteonectin) 117, osteopontin 118, and periostin 119, all of which 
exert structural, growth factor binding and signalling functions towards tumour and 
stromal cells. Matricellular proteins, including osteopontin and thrombospondin-1, favour 
cell invasion in vitro in haptokinetic and 3D migration assays 120–122, and further support 
the growth and spontaneous metastasis of breast carcinoma cells in mouse models 
in vivo 123.
As mechanisms, matricellular proteins likely support motility and metastasis by 
complexing with and interconnecting between ECM structures, including fibrillar collagen 
type I, fibronectin, and heparin, thus modulating tissue porosity and stiffness, and 
providing additional functional ligands for cell surface receptors. As examples, periostin 
and osteopontin display binding sites towards cell surface αvβ1, αvβ5 and αvβ5 integrins 
and CD44 120, 123, 124. Tenascins C and X bind to collagen type I and fibronectin fibres via 
periostin 125 and/or the leucine-rich proteoglycan decorin 126, which provides bridging and 
possibly bundling of ECM, and additional ligand sites for cell guidance. Thus, interactions 
of various de novo deposited ECM proteins and proteoglycans with the collagen-based 
scaffold lead to its decoration and ‘functionalization’, which adds a migration-promoting 
layer, often together with signals for growth and survival.
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PHYSICAL GUIDANCE BY COLLAGEN SCAFFOLDS
The molecular modifications of the peritumoural ECM microanatomy further lead to 
marked physical alterations, resulting in lateral association and bundling of collagen 
fibrils, and increased overall ECM stiffness. The curly normal structure of collagen fibres 
oriented parallel to ducts becomes straightened and realigned perpendicular to the tumour 
boundary, and fibre bundles are thickened with marked inter-bundle gaps and spaces 127. 
Despite the elevated collagen density, inter-fibre clefts present in desmoplastic regions of 
invading tumours likely represent a network of microchannels suited to provide contact 
guidance to invading cells (O Ilina, unpublished data).
As part of the underlying process of anatomic restructuring, carcinoma-associated 
fibroblasts mechanically remodel the collagen network by adhesion, compaction and 
contraction 128, and/or proteolytic cleavage and re-alignment in parallel order 129. Aligned 
collagen bundles are a strong pro-migratory stimulus for cell invasion and further correlated 
with enhanced metastasis in vivo 128, arguably by providing unhindered tracks of least 
resistance 130 and contact guidance 131. Similar guidance is recapitulated by experimental 
microtracks in 3D collagen lattices enhancing breast cancer cell invasion in vitro 132. As 
a consequence of entering narrow tracks, carcinoma cells adjust their calibre by first 
deforming themselves followed by lateral pushing, thereby accommodating the ECM 
geometry to the space required for invasion by a physical mechanism 132.
GUIDANCE BY ADIPOSE TISSUE
Following penetration of the stromal layer, breast carcinoma cells reach the adipose 
tissue, as an indication of particularly aggressive forms of invasive carcinomas 133. Ductal 
breast cancer cells invade as solid strands between adipocytes, followed by adipocyte 
inclusion and destruction by the tumour mass 133. Lobular carcinoma cells invade adipose 
tissue preferentially along collagen fibres between adipocytes as multicellular Indian files 
or as individual cells 134. These different routes likely depend on adhesion or chemokine 
receptors differentially expressed by breast cancer cells and available counterpart 
ligands in the adipose tissue. Molecular guidance mechanisms of differential adipose 
tissue invasion are unknown, yet candidate pathways include integrins interacting with 
basement membrane components (ie α3β1, α6β4, and αvβ3, fibronectin (α5β1), and 
collagen type I (α2β1) 134,135 (Figure 4D). Carcinoma cells may further utilize barrier-free 
clefts formed by loosely organized ECM between adipocytes for unhindered invasion 
and expansive growth, thus adjusting the space by outward pushing of the fibrillar ECM 
network. Thus, peritumoural ECM provides a complex environment with distinct invasion-
promoting molecular zones together with spaces of least resistance.
ADHESION RECEPTORS IN BREAST CARCINOMA INVASION
Together with migration-promoting ECM modifications, expression modulation of 
the adhesion receptor repertoire in breast carcinoma cells coincides with the acquisition 
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of a mobile state. Numerous in vitro models implicate β1, β3, and β4 integrins as 
the major receptors for cell–matrix coupling and mechanotransduction in breast cancer 
cells, the blocking of which attenuates migration and invasion in 2D and 3D models 136, 137 
(O Ilina, unpublished data). Histopathological data from human breast cancer lesions 
show marked down-regulation of most integrin subunits in tumour cells at the invasion 
front (Table 1 and references cited therein). Conversely, αvβ3 integrin, which is not 
expressed by normal breast epithelium, becomes up-regulated, which coincides with 
the increased stromal deposition of ECM ligands for αvβ3 integrin, including periostin, 
osteopontin, and tenascin C 138, 139. Because of their pro-adhesive functions, the down-
regulation of many integrins at the tumour invasive edge might allow cancer cells to turn 
over stable contacts to basement membrane or other ECM components, and transit to 
a mobile state through alternative integrins engaging with neo-ligands of the reactive 
stroma. In vitro, tenascin C, thrombospondin-1, and osteonectin modulate otherwise 
stable integrin-dependent attachment, which favours the turn-over of adhesion sites 
and enhances cell migration 140; thus, lowering strong adhesion to ECM ligands may 
support invasiveness in a context-dependent manner. Consistently, β3 integrin supports 
the haptotactic migration of breast carcinoma cells towards osteopontin in vitro and 
enhances bone-specific spontaneous metastasis in vivo 141. Likewise, integrins α6β4 and 
α3β1 mediate migration along or invasion into model basement membrane in vitro and 
furthermore are associated with enhanced systemic metastasis 135, 142, suggesting a role 
in promoting both cell migration and metastatic dissemination. In summary, the integrin 
profile in invading breast cancer cells likely matches and engages with an altered ligand 
repertoire in the reactive tumour stroma, which results in dynamic interactions with ECM 
and enhanced invasion.
In morphogenesis, the multicellular sprouting of breast epithelium during mammary 
gland development is not affected by the knockout of individual integrin subunits, 
including α2, α3, α4, and β4 143–145, with reduced epithelial branching caused by α2 
integrin deficiency 144 and mild defects of gland polarity and anchoring to the basement 
membrane after the loss of β1 integrin 145. This mild phenotype suggests the function of 
as yet unknown compensatory adhesion systems to mediate normal duct elongation and 
sprouting morphogenesis, with unclear implications for the redundancy of pro-invasive 
adhesion systems in breast cancer.
Besides their contribution to cell migration and metastasis, integrins mediate stroma-
derived growth and survival signals in tumour cells 137. Consequently, the cellular 
mechanisms by which certain integrin subsets control poor outcome in breast carcinoma 
in vivo, ie their role in promoting invasion versus metastasis versus growth and survival, 
remain unclear.
INTRAVASATION AND METASTASIS OF CARCINOMA CELLS
Whereas in other tumour types blood and lymph vessels serve as pro-invasive 
structures 37, 130 perivascular invasion is not a prominent feature of invading breast 
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carcinoma in human lesions (O Ilina, unpublished data). However, similar to most 
metastasizing tumour types, breast cancer cells eventually reach the lumen of blood 
and lymph vessels. Tumour-associated blood vessels are less organized, with incomplete 
basement membrane, only loosely associated pericytes, and leaky cell–cell junctions 146, 
and thereby likely facilitate the vessel wall penetration and intravasation by tumour cells. 
In lymph vessels, carcinoma cells were shown to form tissue-like multicellular cords, 
‘emboli’, and intravascular growing tumour foci, which eventually spread further and 
reach distant organs 147, 148. A range of invasion-promoting factors locally up-regulated 
in the tumour stroma, including periostin 123, osteopontin 149, and tenascin C 116, strongly 
support distant breast cancer metastasis in mouse models in vivo, whereby their local and 
systemic effects 150 likely converge to enhance both local invasion and metastatic seeding 
at a distant site (eg by generating a ‘pre-metastatic niche’).
TUMOUR CELL INVASION IN BRAIN AND MAMMARY  
GLAND – SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
Despite their distinct invasion routes and molecular mechanisms, the invasion of 
glioma and carcinoma cells into the brain and mammary gland, respectively, shares 
the principle of guidance by the tissue scaffold, likely by a combination of molecular and 
physical mechanisms guiding cells along interfaces through pre-existing trails of least 
resistance. In the brain interstitium, which lacks fibrillar collagen, major invasion routes 
are basement membranes and intercellular tracks provided by myelinated axons and 
astrocyte processes. Basement membranes guide via laminin- and collagen-IV-mediated 
integrin engagement, whereas white matter tracks guide by cell–cell contacts and as yet 
unknown adhesion and force generation mechanisms. In the mammary gland, guided 
invasion follows gaps between bundled collagen fibres and interstitial spaces bordered 
by adipocyte-associated basement membrane, and likely depends on restricted integrin-
mediated mechanocoupling. However, in both cases, it remains unclear how physical and 
molecular guidance principles are coordinated, how both principles synergize, and where 
they negatively impact each other.
Mechanically, migration through a porous interstitial space, along a viscoelastic protein 
polymer such as collagen bundles or basement membranes or along cell surfaces such as 
myelinated axons, represents a near barrier-free migration type with little or no enzymatic 
tissue modification required. Interface-mediated guidance is recapitulated in vitro by 2D 
culture in which cells move along a functionalized surface or by engineered 3D ECM-based 
models guiding cell invasion along tissue gaps and trails 17, 132. In diffuse brain infiltration, 
the inter-scaffold substrate is soft ECM dominated by HA non-covalently linked to scaffold 
proteins; thus, the mechanical resistance is likely low and allows glioma cells to squeeze 
through the gaps and push the gel-like interstitial matrix aside. In the reactive stroma 
of breast tumours, the ECM content between collagen bundles is poorly contrasted by 
immunohistochemistry or non-linear (multi-photon) microscopy; thus, their composition 
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and mechanical properties in native state are unknown. Whereas the dimensions and 
function of the inter-fibre gaps in vivo likely provide space for invasion by cell squeezing, 
pulling, and pushing in collagen-based in vitro models 132, their guidance function in 
desmoplastic stroma remains to be shown. Histologically, invading cancer cells seem to 
‘respect’ cell and ECM boundaries, resulting in proteolytic tissue destruction as a late 
consequence rather than as a prerequisite of invasion.
As a further shared event between brain and connective tissue invasion, tumour cells 
themselves, or the reactive tumour stroma, provide pro-migratory tissue conditioning. In 
breast carcinoma, the invasion-promoting properties of fibrillar collagen are increased 
by pro-migratory proteins deposited into the existing scaffold. In glioma, the proteolytic 
removal of otherwise anti-migratory activity is required for white matter infiltration, and 
it is not known whether similar mechanisms are involved in the invasion of peripheral 
connective tissue.
IMPLICATIONS
Despite extensive in vitro and in vivo investigations, for most invasion routes the combined 
molecular and physical mechanisms are not clear, and likely several complementary 
mechanisms converge to influence invasion outcome. Whereas molecular pathways 
have been studied extensively, the physical guidance mechanisms, including mandatory 
surface receptors and proteases required for contact guidance, remain poorly addressed. 
Thus, a mechanistic understanding of guidance, including its central signalling or 
mechanocoupling nodes that could be targeted, is required to design effective inhibition 
approaches, besides the targeting of integrins and other adhesion systems. It is likely 
that, even with integrins inhibited, major invasion pathways are still active in cancer cells, 
similar to leukocytes 151; therefore, models are needed to identify additive effects and 
compensation in order to establish rational targeting of tissue invasion.
Structural and molecular insight into tissue invasion by cancer cells is further 
mandatory for the development of experimental in vitro and in vivo models exploring 
the mechanisms of cancer invasion. Whereas for breast cancer invasion, protein-scaffold-
based collagen, basement membrane, and interconnecting accessory protein-containing 
ECM models appear sufficient as they reflect the natural main routes and ligands, glioma 
invasion is likely more complex and requires the simultaneous presence of cell and ECM 
scaffolds in an interconnected manner. The design of an appropriate cell environment 
comprising the main tissue components critical for each cancer cell invasion route in vivo 
will improve the clinically relevant identification of key molecules that guide cancer cell 
invasion, and dissect the relative contribution of physical versus molecular guidance.
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ABSTRACT
Cancer invasion into an extracellular matrix (ECM) results from a biophysical reciprocal 
interplay between the expanding cancer lesion and tissue barriers imposed by 
the adjacent microenvironment. In vivo, connective tissue provides both densely packed 
ECM barriers adjacent to channel/track-like spaces and loosely organized zones, both of 
which may impact cancer invasion mode and efficiency; however little is known about 
how three-dimensional (3D) spaces and aligned tracks present in interstitial tissue guide 
cell invasion. We here describe a two-photon laser ablation procedure to generate 3D 
microtracks in dense 3D collagen matrices that support and guide collective cancer cell 
invasion. Whereas collective invasion of mammary tumor (MMT) breast cancer cells into 
randomly organized collagen networks required matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) activity 
for cell-derived collagen breakdown, re-alignment and track generation, preformed 
tracks supported MMP-independent collective invasion down to a track caliber of 3 μm. 
Besides contact guidance along the track of least resistance and initial cell deformation 
(squeezing), MMP-independent collective cell strands led to secondary track expansion 
by a pushing mechanism. Thus, two-photon laser ablation is useful to generate 
barrier-free microtracks in a 3D ECM which guide collective invasion independently of 
pericellular proteolysis.
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INTRODUCTION
Cell migration in vivo is a complex process defined by determinants of both the cell and 
the tissue environment on or through which the cell migrates. In interstitial migration 
through a 3D extracellular matrix (ECM), important physical determinants of cell 
movement include the degree of ECM alignment, the width of pores present therein, 
and the ECM stiffness (Erler and Weaver 2009, Wolf et al 2009, Friedl and Wolf 2010, 
Egeblad et al 2010b). Thereby, the ECM provides both a physical scaffold for cell adhesion 
and migratory guidance but also a physical barrier which, if sufficiently dense, hinders or 
prevents cell movement (Wolf et al 2007, Hotary et al 2003).
An in vivo interstitial ECM is heterogeneous in composition, density and organization. 
It comprises regions of high density with tightly packed collagen fibers and loose regions 
composed of random collagen fibers resulting in variable gap diameters and clefts (Wolf 
et al 2009, Provenzano et al 2008b, Condeelis and Segall 2003). Both the density and 
degree of alignment of a 3D ECM impact the molecular mechanisms of cell migration, 
particularly the engagement of integrins and the requirement for pericellular proteolysis 
(Ruiter et al 2002, Friedl and Wolf 2010). The dimensions of ECM gaps and pores 
determine the physical space available for moving individual cells or cell groups (Friedl 
and Wolf 2010), as well as the speed and persistence of migration (Ghajar et al 2008). 
In vivo loose and randomly organized connective tissue favors single-cell dissemination 
of amoeboid breast cancer cells (Farina et al 1998, Pinner and Sahai 2008, Wyckoff et al 
2006); conversely regions of highly aligned collagen bundles and myofibers in the deep 
mouse dermis support cell collective invasion in fibrosarcoma xenografts (Alexander et 
al 2008). In vitro, collective invasion into dense collagen lattices requires localized cell-
mediated pericellular proteolysis and ECM realignment resulting in elongated gaps and 
tracks of least resistance (Wolf et al 2007). The major cell surface collagenase controlling 
type I collagen degradation is MT1-MMP/MMP14 (Sabeh et al 2004), and consequently 
membrane-type-1 MMP (MT1-MMP) activity is rate limiting for collective invasion into 
3D collagen lattices in vitro (Wolf et al 2007). However, when and under which ECM 
conditions pericellular proteolysis is required for cancer cell invasion is controversial, 
based on divergent results from different labs using different collagen matrix substrates 
in vitro (Hotary et al 2003, Provenzano et al 2008b, Wolf et al 2003) and in vivo (Wyckoff 
et al 2006). Thus, the physical determinants of the ECM structure to either support, 
mechanically impede or arrest cell migration in vitro and in vivo remain to be determined.
Different in vitro collagen-based cell invasion models consisting of 3D collagen lattices 
after re-assembly of monomeric collagen mimic the structure of connective tissue in vivo 
to varying degree (Wolf et al 2009). In most cases, in vitro reconstituted fibrillar collagen 
provides porosity as well as barrier function to moving cells, similar to loose connective 
tissue in vivo, but they lack well-controlled spatial characteristics because smaller and 
larger pores result from a stochastic collagen fiber polymerization process which fails
to recreate defined in vivo-like trails (Provenzano et al 2008a, Wolf et al 2009, 
Egeblad et al 2010a). Consequently, to create spatially defined, non-random models 
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for cell migration through collagen-based 3D environments, random fibrillar matrix 
polymerization needs to be combined with procedures to generate predefined tracks 
that mimic particular patterns of connective tissue organization. We here show how two-
photon excited laser microsurgery can be used to generate physical tracks in 3D collagen 
matrices of defined width and length. The resulting micro- and macropatterned lattices 
were used to address the conditions for MMP-dependent and -independent collective 
migration of invasive cancer cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and reagents
Dual-color mouse mammary tumor (MMT) cells that express cytoplasmic DsRed2 and 
nuclear EGFP coupled to histone 2B (Tsuji et al 2006) were maintained in RPMI 1640 growth 
medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FCS (Sigma), penicillin and streptomycin 
(each 50 U ml−1) (PromoCell) in a humidified incubator (370 C, 5% CO2). The function 
of MMPs was inhibited with the broad-spectrum inhibitor GM6001 (final concentration 
20 μM) (Chemicon). Pericellular collagen degradation was visualized using polyclonal rabbit 
IgG directed against a collagen cleavage-specific peptide  GP(OH)GPQG (ImmunoGlobe, 
Germany), using an established neoepitope staining protocol (Wolf et al 2007).
3D spheroid culture
Cells from subconfluent cultures were detached with 2 mM EDTA, and multicellular 
spheroids were generated using the hanging-drop method (Korff and Augustin 1998). 
In brief, cells were re-suspended in RPMI 1640 growth medium supplemented with 
10% methylcellulose, and incubated in 25 μl droplets overnight. After cell aggregation, 
spheroids were washed in PBS and incorporated into 3D type I collagen lattices consisting 
of non-pepsinized rat-tail collagen (final concentration: 6 mg ml−1; BD Biosciences) 
the porosity of which approximates that of dense ECM regions of an in vivo interstitial 
matrix (Wolf et al 2009).
Two-photon laser microsurgery
Generation of microtracks ablated from fibrillar collagen within 3D collagen lattices 
was performed using two-photon excitation at 830 nm with a Ti:sapphire laser (XR, 
Coherent) on an upright microscope stage (LaVision BioTec) using a 20× NA 0.95 water-
immersion objective (Olympus) and a focal power of 400 mW. The regions of interest of 
150 μm in length and variable widths and depths were positioned directly adjacent to 
the edge of multicellular spheroids before the onset of invasion. Following microtrack 
generation spheroid-containing lattices were maintained at 37 °C and monitored for 
growth and invasion activity for up to 48 h. At the end-point, cultures were fixed (4% 
paraformaldehyde, room temperature, 30 min) and reconstructed by confocal microscopy 
(Olympus FV100), using confocal reflection for visualizing collagen fibers.
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Time-lapse microscopy and image analysis
Migration of MMT cells into collagen-ablated microtracks was monitored for 48 h using 
time-lapse two-photon microscopy. Images were acquired every 15 min at a 830 nm 
excitation wavelength allowing the simultaneous visualization of DsRed2, EGFP and 
second harmonic generation (SHG), as described in Friedl et al (2007). Z-stacks were 
obtained with a step-size of 5 μm. Image processing and 3D reconstruction were obtained 
using the ImageJ (1.40v; W. Rasband, NIH) or ImSpector 3.4 (LaVision BioTec) software.
RESULTS
Two-photon laser microsurgery to generate microtracks in 3D collagen 
lattices
To establish an in vitro model for naturally occurring clefts and tracks forming trails of 
least resistance, similar to connective tissue patterns in vivo (Wolf et al 2009), microtracks 
within 3D collagen matrices were generated by two-photon laser ablation and used for 
studying cell migration along barrier free interfaces. Regions of interest were defined and 
ablated using a laser power density of 400mW, resulting in rectangular 3D tracks devoid 
of collagen structures (figures 1(A) and (B)). Scanning at higher laser intensities resulted 
in cell damage and poorly defined edges of the microtracks, consistent with out of focus 
energy absorption and overshoot-vaporization. Lower laser power was not sufficient to 
reliably ablate the collagen fibers and form defined microchannels (data not shown). 
To vary microtrack geometry, channels were created with constant length (150 μm) but 
varying widths and depths (3 to 30 μm in both x and z directions) (figure 1(C)). 
In each case, the channels showed precise medium-collagen interfaces and were 
largely free of debris inside the lumen (figure 1(B)), thus representing a defined model 
for 3D tracks within a physiological substrate as a border to support cell adhesion 
and guided migration.
Collective cancer cell migration into collagen-ablated microtracks
The physical structure of an ECM has been shown to influence greatly the efficiency 
of cancer cell invasion (Harley et al 2008) and requirements for pericellular proteolysis 
(Gaggioli et al 2007, Wolf et al 2007, Friedl and Wolf 2010). Using dense fibrillar collagen 
as a physiological substrate, we tested whether collective cell migration into collagen 
ablated microtracks requires MMP-dependent pericellular proteolysis. Multicellular 
spheroids of invasive MMT cells expressing cytoplasmic DsRed2 and nuclear H2B/EGFP 
(Tsuji et al 2006) were embedded within 3D collagen lattices, and subsequently two-
photon excited ablation of tracks was performed adjacent to the spheroid–collagen 
matrix interface (figure 2(A)). 
MMT cells invaded spontaneously as multicellular strands into the collagen matrix 
along preformed microtracks (figure 2(A), numbers) and further into secondary invasion 
zones de novo generated by the cells themselves (figure 2(A), arrowheads). Secondary 
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invasion (figure 2(A), white arrowheads) as well as invasion from spheroids into non-
dissected collagen (figure 2(B)) was accompanied by MMP-dependent pericellular 
collagen degradation which was detected by collagen degradation neoepitope staining 
(Col 3/4) (figure 3), similar to invasive HT-1080 fibrosarcoma cells (Wolf et al 2007, Friedl 
and Wolf 2008). Consistent with MMP-dependent invasion, both collagen degradation 
and invasion activity were ablated in track-free collagen lattices by the broad-spectrum 
MMP inhibitor GM6001, whereas spheroid growth remained undiminished (figures 2(B), 
(C) and 3). Thus, MMT cells require MMP function for collective penetration into a dense 
3D collagen matrix, as described in Friedl and Wolf (2008).
In contrast to non-dissected collagen scaffolds, when microtracks with a track caliber 
exceeding the single-cell diameter (15–20 μm) were juxtaposed to spheroids, MMT cells 
maintained collective migration capability despite the presence of GM6001 (figure 2(B)). 
The first tip-like cell migrated individually into the track yet maintained rearward 
cell–cell interaction with neighbour cells, which subsequently followed while maintaining 
Figure 1. Two-photon laser generation of collagen-ablated microtracks within a 3D matrix. 
(A) Xy and xz view of a two-photon laser-generated microtrack showing a collagen-cleared lumen. 
(B) 3D reconstruction of a laser-generated microtrack. (C) Collagen-ablated microtracks of different 
calibers. The collagen structure was visualized by confocal reflection microscopy.
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front–rear as well as lateral cell-cell junctions by moving along the track edge until its 
lumen was filled completely (figure 2(D)). Notably, after microtracks were filled, MMT 
cells failed to form secondary de novo tracks in the presence of GM6001, suggesting that 
collective invasion into a randomly structured, dense collagen matrix but not barrier-free 
microtracks requires proteolytic ECM degradation.
Physical events during MMP-independent migration into narrow 
microtracks
In vivo invading cancer cells are confronted with the ECM of widely varying patterns 
and pore sizes (Provenzano et al 2008a, Wolf et al 2009, Egeblad et al 2010a). To test 
Figure 2. Protease-independent collective migration of MMT cells into collagen-ablated microtracks. 
(A) DMSO-treated control MMT cells develop multiple collective strands invading a native collagen 
matrix both along laser-ablated microtracks (numbers) and secondary invasion strands into 
regions of previously unmodified collagen (white arrowheads). (B) Blocking of MMP function with 
a hydroxamate inhibitor GM6001 abrogates invasion of MMT cells into a non-dissected collagen 
matrix but not into laser-dissected microtracks. Cell proliferation was not affected by GM6001. 
(C) Quantification of secondary invasion strands in DMSO-treated control samples compared to 
cultures treated with GM6001. (D) Time course of MMP-independent collective migration into 
a laser-ablated microtrack (GM6001-treated culture). Scale bars 20 μm.
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the minimum track dimensions permissive for MMP-independent collective invasion, 
the dimensions of microtracks were reduced to the technical limit of laser-dissection using 
a single-line scan. The resulting tracks measured approximately 3 x 3 μm (figure 4(A)) 
which exceeded the lateral point-spread function of the two-photon set-up by factor 
4 and the vertical by factor 2 (Andresen et al 2009). Despite the average cell diameter 
of 15 to 20 μm and the presence of GM6001, MMT cells migrated collectively into all 
Figure 3. Invasion of MMT cells into a native or a laser-dissected collagen matrix involves pericellular 
proteolysis. (A) Abrogation of pericellular proteolysis of MMT cells in a laser-dissected or an intact 
collagen matrix after inhibiting MMP activity with GM6001, compared with DMSO-treated control 
cultures. Scale bar, 20 μm. (B) Quantification of collagen neoepitope staining in GM6001-treated 
and control samples. The remaining cell-associated fluorescence pattern and intensity in GM6001-
treated spheroids corresponds to the non-specific fluorescence signal obtained by an isotypic and 
secondary antibody alone (not shown). Data represent the mean intensity ± SD of ten pericellular 
regions after correction for a background signal from cell-free collagen from three independent 
experiments. Asterisks, p < 0.0001, unpaired two-tailed Mann–Whitney test.
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tested microtracks whereby the dimensions of the microtracks determined whether cells 
migrated in parallel or were organized in single-cell chains (figures 4(A) and (B)). After 
initial immigration, collagen-ablated microtracks were laterally enlarged by invading 
cell strands, so that resulting tracks eventually matched the diameter of single cells or 
multicellular strands (figures 4(A) and (B)). In microtracks that were smaller than the mean 
nuclear diameter (5–10 μm), the morphology of cells and nuclei adopted a cigar-like shape 
and cells arranged as chain-like files within 6 h after the invasion onset, consistent with 
substantial cell deformation and squeezing (figures 4(A), insets; (C)). In a second phase 
following initial deformation, the nuclear shape reverted back to roundish morphology 
(figure 4(C)), concomitant to microtrack widening (figures 4(B) and (C)). 
Both initial cell deformation and secondary shape reversion with track widening 
were independent of pericellular collagen degradation in GM6001-treated cultures 
(figures 3(A) and (B)), consistent with a physical outward compression that did not require 
structural collagen remodeling. In conclusion, collective invasion is an adaptive multi-
Figure 4. MMP-independent lateral widening of microtracks of different dimensions. (A) Geometry 
of MMT cell strands migrating into microtracks of different dimensions in the presence of GM6001. 
Scale bar, 20 μm. (B) Average microtrack diameter change after colonization by moving cells 48 
h after laser ablation. (C) Time-dependent deformation of nuclei of MMT cells migrating into 
microtracks of 3 or 20 μm in the presence of GM6001. Data show the mean nuclear diameter 
of 30 cells ± SD from two independent experiments. Asterisks, p < 0.0001, unpaired two-tailed 
Mann–Whitney test.
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parameter process, the protease requirements of which depend upon the geometry and 
deformability of both the cell body and the encountered track of least resistance. Thereby, 
the widening of ECM tracks to accommodate the cell shape during migration occurs by 
proteolytic remodeling as well as physical outward pushing.
DISCUSSION
Two-photon laser dissection is suited to generate micro- or macro-patterned matrices of 
defined dimensions to study matrix-guided mechanisms of cell invasion in a physiological 
substrate, here 3D fibrillar collagen. Established 3D collagen based models to study 
mechanisms cell invasion in vitro provide cells with a physiological substrate for attachment 
and migration and recapitulate randomly or partially aligned matrix organization (Wolf 
et al 2009), yet fail to recapitulate aligned clefts and gaps of different calibers present in 
many connective tissues (Provenzano et al 2008a, Alexander et al 2008, Friedl andWolf 
2009, Egeblad et al 2010b). Substantial recent progress has provided micropatterned 
surfaces to study directed cell migration along gradients of biomolecules (DeLong et al 
2005, Lee et al 2008, Luo and Shoichet 2004), pre-defined microtracks (Falconnet et al 
2006, Sarig-Nadir et al 2009), or synthetic 3D biopolymers, i.e. polyethylene glycol (PEG) 
hydrogels as a substrate (Bott et al 2010, Kloxin et al 2010). Although these studies 
demonstrate spatial control of cell migration and implicate ECM structures in guiding 
cell directionality, but they either poorly recapitulate the geometry of tracks and trails 
that surround the cells three dimensionally, or they represent an artificial substrate with 
physicochemical properties that differ from native tissue components. Micropatterned 
collagen gels using microscale cavities (Nelson et al 2008, Raghavan et al 2010) are suited 
to construct 3D space with defined geometry into which cells are positioned; yet they do 
not generate cell-free tracks inside the matrix that the cells can use for individual and/or 
collective migration. Photosensitive PEG-based hydrogels, which are used for controlled 
generation of microtracks, provide a 3D scaffold for monitoring cell guidance; however 
they lack physiological hydrostatic and ligand properties as well as MT1-MMP sensitivity 
present in native collagens (Kloxin et al 2010).
The here developed two-photon laser ablation of fibrillar type I collagen, which is 
a physiological in vivo-like substrate for cell attachment and collagenolytic degradation, 
is suited to position collagen-free tracks of defined geometry directly adjacent to cells 
and cell spheroids to be readily used for cell migration and secondary remodeling. 
The excitation wavelength of 830 nm at 400 mW focal power using a 20 x 0.95 NA 
objective was required to evaporate collagen fibers precisely with minimum of remaining 
debris down to a smallest caliber 3 μm in lateral and vertical directions. As a drawback 
of two-photon laser ablation, the resulting tracks exceed the technical resolution of 
the system (~500 nm lateral and 1.5 μm vertical resolution) which indicates heat-induced 
destruction of collagen fibers beyond the focal volume by factors 2 to 4. To further 
reduce the track caliber, an objective lens with a higher numerical aperture combined 
with an excitation wavelength in the visible range and/or altered laser pulse duration 
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might be useful. The laser ablation approach may be amenable to other 3D fibrillar 
tissue scaffolds, such as fibrin or PEG lattices and further may be used to generate more 
complex track structures of varying width, direction and bifurcations for studying tissue-
guided biophysics of cell migration.
Several secreted MMPs, including MMP-1, MMP-3 and MMP-13, are effective 
collagenases; however for invasive cell migration through native fibrillar collagen, 
MT1-MMP is the rate-limiting effector, the inhibition of which is not compensated by 
other proteases (Sabeh et al 2004, Wolf et al 2007). MT1-MMP has a key function in 
the generation of micro- and macrotracks generated by cancer cells themselves (Wolf et 
al 2007) or stromal cells (Gaggioli et al 2007), and the tunnel-like trails are permissive 
for the formation of collective invasion strands (Friedl and Wolf 2008). Consistent with 
MMP-dependent collagen remodeling, spontaneous invasion of MMT cells into dense 3D 
collagen matrices with laser generated tracks consisted of two processes, (i) the migration 
into the preformed trails until they were completely filled, and (ii) the secondary 
penetration of a matrix within cell derived tracks. Whereas cell-derived track generation 
was abrogated by broad-spectrum MMP inhibition, migration into preformed microtracks 
persisted, which provides direct evidence that collective invasion is dependent on sufficient 
space available in the tissue matrix to accommodate the volume of the cell strand (Friedl 
and Wolf 2008). In vivo, collagen rich interstitial tissues provide gaps and trails of 3–30 
μm diameter, similar to those generated here by laser ablation (Wolf et al 2009). MMP-
independent collective migration could thus occur in physiological clefts between tightly 
packed collagen bundles or along pro-invasive structures, such as blood or lymphatic 
vessels and muscle strands (Alexander et al 2008) which may represent preferential tracks 
of least resistance.
The mechanisms maintaining MMP-independent migration into laser-ablated tracks 
comprise two synergistic processes: (i) contact guidance supporting cell alignment and 
movement along the edge of the track (Condeelis and Segall 2003, Gauvreau and Laroche 
2005, Jiang et al 2005) and (ii) nonproteolytic displacement of the cell–matrix interface 
resulting in secondary track widening. Despite inhibition of MMPs and irrespective of 
the track caliber ranging below or exceeding the respective cell diameter, cell-dependent 
secondary diameter widening reached by two to threefold enlarged track caliber, 
suggesting an adaptive pressure-driven process that adjusts the geometry of the ECM 
as far as matrix elasticity permits. Such cell-derived compression of fibrillar tissue may 
lead to scaffold condensation, thus locally increasing ECM tension and density. Although 
the current setting did not permit to directly measure the pressure forces exerted by 
the cells for secondary track enlargement, cell-induced tissue compression may contribute 
to increased intro-tumor pressure alongside with other mechanisms, including hydrostatic 
tissue pressure in tumors caused by defective blood vessels (Vakoc et al 2009, Fukumura 
et al 2010, Fukumura and Jain 2007) and increased ECM stiffness caused by proteolytic 
long-term remodeling and condensation of the ECM structure (Provenzano et al 2006, 
2008a, 2008b, Egeblad et al 2010a), and further act as a diffusion barrier (Davies Cde et 
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al 2002). It is unclear to which extent the tissue elasticity in vivo allows such cell-pressure-
induced tissue deformation; yet the histological sections of concentrically growing primary 
tumors and metastases suggest a high degree of tumor-induced pressure on the interstitial 
ECM structure (Pluen et al 2001, Netti et al 2000). In conclusion, the collagen-based 
3D microtrack model is useful to generate defined trails of least resistance and to gain 
insight into the physical principles of space requirements and pressure-induced tissue 
deformation by single cell and collective cell migration.
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ABSTRACT 
Breast cancer undergoes collective tissue invasion and, in experimental models, can 
collectively metastasize. The prevalence of collective invasion and its contribution to 
distant metastasis in clinical disease, however, remains poorly defined. We here scored 
the adipose tissue invasion of primary invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), expressing 
E-cadherin, and E-cadherin negative invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) and identified 
predominantly collective invasion patterns (86/86 samples) in both carcinoma types. 
Whereas collective invasion in IDC lesions retained adherens junctions, multicellular 
clusters and “Indian files” in ILC, despite the absence of adherens junctions proteins 
E-cadherin and β-catenin, retained CD44 in cell-cell junctions. The extent of collective 
invasion into the adipose tissue correlated with poor outcome, with strongly decreased 
distant metastasis-free survival (hazard ratio: 2.32, 5-year follow-up). Thus, collective 
invasion is the central invasion mode in clinical breast cancer, develops distinct junctional 
subtypes in IDC and ILC, and associates with metastatic evasion.
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Metastatic progression of breast cancer is initiated by invasive mobility of cancer cells 
penetrating the peritumoral stroma to reach the blood circulation1-3. In epithelial cancers, 
invasion and metastatic progression can proceed by distinct cellular mechanisms, 
including single-cell mobility and collective invasion4-7. In mouse models for breast cancer 
in vivo both individual and clustered circulating tumor cells (CTCs) can be isolated from 
peripheral blood and are able to colonize distant organs7, 8. Likewise, both individual and 
clustered CTCs are present in the peripheral blood of stage IV breast cancer patients7, 8. 
Whereas the relevance and mechanisms of collective invasion and metastasis are being 
uncovered in mouse models, the prevalence of collective invasion in clinical breast 
cancer lesions, and whether the extent of collective invasion correlates with metastatic 
progression remain unexplored.
Whether cells move individually or collectively is defined by the molecular organization 
and stability of cell-cell junctions9. Individual cell invasion results from the downregulation 
of cell-cell junctions in response to activation signals, e.g. as part of epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transition (EMT), whereas collective invasion and metastasis critically 
depend upon intact junctions between cancer cells, particularly adherens junctions (AJ) 
and desmosomal adhesions9, 10. In mouse models for invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) 
and 3D analysis of selected human IDC samples, multicellular invasion is associated 
with E-cadherin expression along cell-cell junctions6, 11, whereby partial E-cadherin 
downregulation and upregulation of EMT markers were noted in small subregions of 
collective invasion11. This indicates molecular variability of collectively invading cancers. 
Despite its emerging relevance for tissue penetration and metastasis, a topologic and 
molecular classification of collective invasion in clinical breast cancer lesions, its molecular 
subtypes and prevalence is missing. 
Using quantitative 2D and 3D image cytometry in a retrospective cohort of 111 clinical 
breast cancer samples, we here derive the prevalence of collective invasion in IDC and ILC 
lesions and its association with metastasis. We show that collective invasion, irrespective 
of E-cadherin expression, is the default invasion program the extent of which strongly 
correlates with metastatic outcome.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Antibodies
The following antibodies were used: anti-human E-cadherin (MA5-14458, Thermo 
Scientific); anti-human E-cadherin (SHE 78-7, Thermo Scientific); anti-human vimentin 
(chicken polyclonal, Abcam); anti-mouse β-catenin (14/β-catenin, BD Biosciences); 
anti-pan keratin (C11, CST); anti-human CD44 (rabbit polyclonal, Sigma-Aldrich); 
secondary Alexa-fluor-488/647-conjugated goat anti-mouse and anti-rabbit and anti-
chicken IgG (Invitrogen).
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Primary breast cancers
Paraffin-embedded, formalin-fixed breast cancer samples (N=111) were selected from 
a retrospective cohort of breast cancer patients collected between January 1991 and 
December 1996 based on whether patients had experienced distant metastasis within 5 
years after primary surgery (N=48) or not (N=63)12. Patient selection stratified for equal 
frequency of lymph node metastasis in both groups, with or without metastasis free 
survival (Supplementary Table; Table 1). This matched procedure minimizes the otherwise 
positive association of lymph node metastasis and distant metastasis found in cohorts of 
randomly selected patients1. All patients received local surgery, mastectomy (N=57) or 
lumpectomy (N=54) and the majority subsequently received radiotherapy (N=87) and/or 
adjuvant systemic therapy (N=24) according to the standard of care at that time (Table 1). 
Tumor samples were encrypted and analyzed in an anonymized manner, as approved by 
the institutional review board and according to national law13.
Table 1. Patient subgroups and tumor characteristics
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Immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence of thin tissue sections
Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded breast tissue sections (5 μm thickness) were 
deparaffinized, followed by antigen retrieval using Tris-EDTA buffer (95-100°C) and 
incubation with 3% hydrogen peroxide at room temperature (RT). Tissues were incubated 
with anti-E-cadherin antibody (1 h) followed by biotinylated secondary antibody (1 h), 
streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase (30 min) and DAB substrate solution (5 min). For 
nuclear staining, tissues were incubated with Haematoxylin (1 min). Sections were 
embedded in Xylene-based mounting medium and automatically scanned with a 0.24 μm/
pixel resolution (Pannoramic250 Flash II scanner). For immunofluorescence staining, non-
specific epitopes were masked with 5% normal goat serum (NGS) and 0.05% Tween-20 
in 1x Tris-buffered saline (TBS), followed by incubation with primary antibody (β-catenin, 
1:100; vimentin, 1:400; pan-cytokeratin, 1:200; CD44, 1:300) for 18 h at 4°C, washed 
with TBS and incubated with secondary Alexa-fluor-antibodies (1:400) and DAPI (1 μg/ml) 
(1 h, RT). After washing, sections were embedded in Fluoromount-G® (Southern-Biotech) 
and scanned with confocal microscopy (Olympus FV1000) using long working distance 
20X NA 0.50 and 40X NA 0.80 objectives with 2.5 μm z-step size, or 20X objective with 
a resolution of 0.5 μm/pixel using the automated Vectra Intelligent Slide Analysis System 
(Version 2.0.8, PerkinElmer Inc.). 
3D reconstruction of thick tissue sections
Tissue sections (200 μm) were obtained from sectioning of formalin-fixed breast 
cancer samples. Antigen retrieval and non-specific epitope masking were performed 
as for immunofluorescence analysis of thin slices. Tissue slices were incubated for 24 
h at room temperature (RT) with anti-E-cadherin (1:100), or anti-CD44 (1:100). After 
each incubation step, thick samples were extensively washed (3-5x, 24 h, RT) followed 
by incubation (24 h, RT) with secondary antibodies and DAPI (1 µg/ml). 3D confocal 
reconstructions (Olympus FV1000) were obtained using long working distance objectives 
20X NA 0.50 and 40x NA 0.80 with a z-step size of 2.5 µm and digital post-processing 
(Imaris V.6.1.5 software, Bitplane). 
Quantification of vimentin and cytokeratin levels
For image segmentation and quantification, regions of interest from individual images 
or image stacks containing normal breast ducts or multicellular cancer groups within 
the marginal adipose tissue were identified in IDC and ILC tissue sections. Image analysis 
from both spectrally unmixed epifluorescent images (Vectra 2.0.8, PerkinElmer Inc.) 
or maximum intensity projections from 3D confocal stacks were manually segmented, 
background corrected, and the mean gray values of vimentin and cytokeratin were 
obtained using ImageJ (ImageJ; 1.40v; National Institute of Health) from the following 
regions: luminal epithelium of normal cytokeratin-positive ducts in the tumor-free 
margin; multicellular epithelial cytokeratin-positive groups in the marginal adipose tissue; 
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and cytokeratin-negative vimentin-positive stromal cells which were further identified by 
elongated morphology and spindle-shaped nuclei.
Quantification of collective invasion by pathological scoring
The peritumor fibrous tissue (collagen-/fibroblast-rich tissue) and the marginal adipose 
tissue were scored for the presence of multicellular tumor nests, clusters and strands 
relative to individualized tumor cells. As threshold for positivity for collective invasion, 
the fraction of cancer cells with multicellular organization located in the fibrous or 
adipose peritumor tissue was at least 95% in both fibrous and marginal adipose tissue 
for IDC; 75% in fibrous tissue and 90% in marginal adipose tissue for ILC samples. To 
determine whether collective invasion correlates with distant metastasis, the extent of 
collective invasion within the marginal adipose tissue was scored and correlated with 
the metastasis-free survival. Of the tissue blocks that contained adipose tissue (N=102), 
the majority showed adipose tissue invasion (N=86). The extent of such collective invasion 
was determined by a board-certified breast pathologist (P.B.) in a blinded fashion from 
samples stained by anti-E-cadherin antibody and hematoxylin. Cancer cells were identified 
by their typical histopathological features, including large and irregular-shaped nuclei, 
invasive growth pattern and, for IDC lesions, E-cadherin positivity. A histopathological 
collective invasion (CI) score was obtained using the following formula:
The extent of invasion by tumor cells in the adipose tissue was obtained by estimating 
the area fraction of tumor cells occupying adipocyte-containing regions (islands and 
continuous areas) relative to the total tumor area. The area fraction of adipose tissue per 
sample was obtained by estimating the proportion of the adipocyte-rich regions relative 
to the whole tissue in the section. 
Quantification of collective invasion by semi-automated image analysis
To validate histopathological scoring results, quantitative cytometry was performed on 
all E-cadherin positive samples (N= 75). The area fraction of adipose tissue relative to 
the total tissue content was calculated after manual selection, followed by automated 
thresholding of E-cadherin channel, manual exclusion of normal ducts, to identify 
tumor cells expressing E-cadherin in the adipose tissue. The area of tumor cell groups 
was measured relative to adipose tissue area. As a confirmatory approach, the extent 
of collective invasion was determined using the absolute area occupied by E-cadherin 
positive tumor cell groups within the adipose tissue.
Cl score in adipose tissue = 
% Area of tumour cells occupying adipose tissue
% Area of adipose tissue in the whole section
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Statistical analysis
Distant metastasis-free survival was correlated with CI score, area of collective invasion 
zone and tumor size using the medians as cutoff values. Comparison of the Kaplan-Meier 
curves between patient cohorts with high or low collective invasion and the calculation 
of the hazard ratio were performed using the Log-Rank test. One-way ANOVA (Kruskal-
Wallis test) with multiple comparison test (Dunn´s test) was used to compare vimentin 
levels in luminal epithelium, cancer groups and stromal cells. CI-scores or areas occupied 
by collective invasion between patient subsets were compared using the Mann-
Whitney test. All statistical analyses were performed using the GraphPad Prism software 
(version 5). P values below 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.
RESULTS
The prevalence of collective invasion in histological primary breast cancer lesions was 
classified from the presence or absence of multicellular tumor nests (syn. clusters) 
within the fibrous and/or marginal adipose tissue. The majority of samples were scored 
positively for invasion into the peritumor tissue (106/111 samples), and all these lesions 
(106/106) were enriched for multicellular patterns, including (i) multicellular compact 
strands, (ii) roundish nests or (iii) elongated multicellular chains (Indian files) (Fig. 1c; 
Supplementary Fig. 1a).
Collective cell invasion in E-cadherin-positive IDC
To verify epithelial collective invasion, we verified intact cell-cell interactions9 and 
detected intercellular E-cadherin in multicellular nests and strands in the peri-tumor 
fibrous or adipose tissue. All invasive IDC lesions (75/75) stained positive for E-cadherin, 
with a linear distribution between cancer cells (Fig. 1a-c). 3D reconstruction confirmed 
multicellular cohesive strands retaining E-cadherin along cell-cell junctions (Fig. 1d), in 
line with collective invasion with intact AJs observed in experimental models14.
Collective cell invasion devoid of adherens junctions in ILC
Similar to IDC, the invasive patterns in ILC maintained multicellular organization as 
strands, clusters and Indian files (Fig. 1b, c; Supplementary Fig. 1a), whereas solitary 
tumor cells were rarely observed (Fig. 2b, arrowhead). Consistently, these multicellular 
groups lacked intercellular E-cadherin (Fig.1b, c) and the intracellular AJ adapter 
protein β-catenin (Fig. 2a, c; Supplementary Fig. 1b, c), confirming the absence of AJs 
in ILC15. To determine whether the invasive groups in ILC retain any cell-cell junctions, 
we examined the distribution of CD44 as an alternative adhesion receptor distributing 
along cell-cell junctions16. Consistently, cell-cell contacts between cytokeratin-positive 
cancer cells retained linear CD44 label in multicellular nests (Fig. 2c), thicker strands 
(Supplementary Fig. 1c) and Indian files (Fig. 2a; Supplementary Fig. 1b). In contrast 
to IDC, which formed thicker strands, AJ-negative multicellular files in ILC were 
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Figure 1. E-cadherin expression and collective invasion patterns in primary breast cancers. (a) 
Tumor-adipose tissue interface of non-adipose tissue invading IDC. (b) IDC and ILC invading 
marginal adipose tissue (black dotted lines) with and without E-cadherin expression, respectively. 
Zooms show the invasive multicellular cancer cell nests between adipocytes. Arrowheads, junctional 
E-cadherin (brown color). (c) Absolute numbers and percentage (%) of IDCs and ILCs with peritumor 
invasion, frequency of multicellular organization of cancer cells within fibrous and/or adipose tissue 
and frequency of junctional E-cadherin expression. (d) 3D reconstruction of confocal z-projection 
(100 μm thickness) from a 200 μm thick IDC sample. Arrowheads, junctional E-cadherin. White 
arrows, leader cells. Scale bars, 2000 μm (a, b; overviews); 100 μm (a, b, details; d, overview); 
25 μm (d, detail).
a)
b)
d)c)
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Figure 2. Cell-cell interaction pattern and molecular status of cell-cell junctions in E-cadherin 
negative invasion zones. (a) Confocal microscopy of β-catenin, CD44, vimentin and epithelial 
keratins in E-cadherin-negative ILC from two adjacent sections. White arrowheads denote CD44 but 
not β-catenin localized along cell-cell junctions between keratin positive indian files. White arrows 
show vimentin-positive stromal fibroblasts. (b) 3D reconstruction of confocal z-projection (80 μm 
thickness) from a 200 μm thick ILC sample. White arrowheads and arrows depict individual cancer 
cells and leader cells, respectively. (c) Molecular characteristics of cell-cell junctions in E-cadherin 
negative ILC subset, using β-catenin and CD44 as markers. (d) Vimentin levels after densitometric 
identification of tissue subregions in E-cadherin-negative ILC samples (N=8). Values represent 
median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers). P values, 
one-way Anova. Scale bars, 100 μm (a, b, overview); 50 μm (b, detail); 25 μm (a, detail).
a)
b)
d)
c)
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thinner, with a thickness of 1-3 adjacent cells (Fig. 2b). Thus, despite the deficiency 
in E-cadherin, ILCs retain cell-cell cohesion and invade the peritumor tissue as 
collective files.
Lack of vimentin in collective invasion fronts
We next addressed whether collective invasion and EMT coincide, including 
the downregulation of epithelial keratins and upregulation of vimentin4. Neither 
E-cadherin positive nor E-cadherin negative collective invasion patterns expressed 
pan-cytokeratin, with intensities similar to the normal luminal epithelium 
(Supplementary Fig. 1d), but lacked vimentin expression, whereas vimentin was present 
in the spindle-shaped stromal cells (Fig. 2a, Supplementary Fig. 1c, white arrows; 
Supplementary Fig. 1e; Fig. 2d). This indicates that both IDC and ILC, irrespective of 
E-cadherin expression, lack EMT induction.
Association of collective cancer invasion and distant metastasis
To address the extent of collective invasion two complementary strategies were used. 
The areas of the marginal adipose tissue occupied by collective invasion fronts were 
histomorphologically scored by a breast cancer pathologist and compared for patient 
subsets with (n= 44) or without (n=58) distant metastasis within 5 years of follow-up. 
In addition, a subset of E-cadherin positive samples was scored by semi-automated 
image segmentation. 
The adipose tissue content per sample was equal in both patient subsets 
(Supplementary Fig. 2a). The CI scores obtained by both strategies showed strong positive 
correlation (Supplementary Fig. 2b). This validates patient selection and scoring strategy. 
Both scoring approaches revealed that the extent of collective invasion into the adipose 
tissue correlated positively with distant metastasis (Fig. 3a, b). Consistently, distant 
metastasis-free survival was significantly reduced in patients with high CI scores (Fig. 3c, 
Supplementary Fig. 2c) with a hazard ratio of 2.32 and 2.29 using histomorphological 
scoring and segmentation-based analysis, respectively. The CI score neither correlated 
with metastasis to the locoregional lymph nodes at the time of surgery nor with tumor 
grade, tumor size or menopausal status (Supplementary Fig. 2d). Thus, the extent of 
collective invasion in the marginal adipose tissue is an independent parameter associated 
with distant metastasis.
DISCUSSION
We here identify collective invasion as by-far predominating strategy for local tissue 
invasion in primary breast cancer, irrespective of the histological subtype and E-cadherin 
status. The strong association of deep collective adipose tissue invasion with metastatic 
disease indicates an important role for cell-cell cooperation in systemic dissemination.
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Figure 3. Correlation of collective cancer invasion into the adipose tissue with distant metastasis. 
(a, b) Collective invasion score in adipose tissue, calculated by (a) image analysis and (b) visual 
pathological inspection in patient subgroups without and with distant metastasis (DM) within 5 years 
of follow-up. Values in (a, b) display medians (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/
minimum values (whiskers). P values, Mann Whitney test. (c) Kaplan-Meier survival plot comparing 
distant metastasis free survival (DMFS) between patients with high versus low histopathological 
collective invasion scores in the adipose tissue. P value and hazard ratio with 95% confidence 
interval, Log-rank test. 
Collective invasion with and without adherens junctions
In moving epithelia, stable cell-cell junctions maintained by E-cadherin are critical 
in mediating multicellular coordination and polarity, mechanotransduction and 
movement7, 17. Here, we could discriminate at least two types of collective invasion 
using cytokeratins as an epithelial identifier and AJ markers: (i) E-cadherin positive and 
vimentin-negative compact strands in IDC and (ii) thinner and arguably more loose 
files in ILC, which retain cell-cell interactions but lack both E-cadherin and vimentin. 
The retention of cell-cell interactions in human samples of ILC matches cell-cell 
interactions identified in an experimental ILC mouse model, where invading cells 
after somatic inactivation of the E-cadherin gene retained multicellular organization 
a) b)
c)
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instead of disseminating individually18. The E-cadherin deficient subtype in ILC retained 
cytokeratin and but lacked vimentin and AJ marker expression, indicating that epithelial 
differentiation and collective organization occur independently of EMT, despite E-cadherin 
downregulation19. E-cadherin-low or -deficient junctions are likely sufficiently stable 
to mediate cell-cell binding when tissue density is high and extracellular confinements 
force cells together (“cell-jamming”)20. The molecular variability of collective patterns 
suggests that local tissue penetration represents a continuum from quiescent epithelium 
to multicellular epithelial invasion21, recapitulating variants of collective invasion during 
tissue morphogenesis and regeneration5. Likely, such variety of collective invasion patterns 
is relevant for other epithelial neoplasms, including colorectal and pancreatic cancer11.
Collective invasion as initiator of cancer metastasis
Invasion of breast cancer cells into the adipose tissue correlates with disease progression 
and poor clinical outcome, including lymph node metastasis and disease-free survival1. 
The here identified strong association between the extent of collective cancer invasion 
into the adipose tissue and the appearance of distant metastasis supports concepts on 
tumor-cell cooperation7 and paracrine adipose tissue functions in enhancing metastasis22. 
Collective invasion into the peritumor stroma may support distant metastasis by 
several mechanisms, including pro-survival, pro-invasive and mitogenic signals provided 
by cell-cell interactions and paracrine growth factors released between tumor cells23; 
its contribution to desmoplasia-like ECM remodeling24; and by enabling a multicellular 
mass with high mechanical stability during both tissue penetration and hematogenous 
spread8. In addition, tumor-associated adipocytes express migration-enhancing 
ECM components and soluble factors, which may promote tumor cell migration and 
intravasation by supporting angiogenesis and increasing vessel permeability22. Tumor-cell 
and adipocyte-derived intercellular paracrine signalling may thus cooperate to enhance 
collective metastasis.
Implications
The range of collective invasion patterns detected in IDC and ILC lesions indicates 
remarkable morphologic and molecular diversity of collective behaviors. Defining 
E-cadherin- dependent and -independent types of cell-cell cooperation and their cross-
talk with EMT and other activation programs will be required to define the subtypes, 
mechanisms and interconversions of collective cooperation in epithelial malignancies.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Supplementary Figure 1. Morphological and molecular mapping of ILC. (a) Multicellular 
organization in IDC and ILC. Representative histology of IDC and ILC (H&E staining). Dashed lines 
highlight morphological variation of multicellular tumor cell groups. (b) Organization of cell-cell 
junctions in ILC. Confocal microscopy of β-catenin, CD44 and epithelial keratins. White arrowheads 
denote the presence of both β-catenin and CD44 localized along cell-cell junctions in the luminal 
epithelium (green dashed box) and absence of β-catenin with retained CD44 in indian files (blue 
dashed box). (c) Lack of EMT in adherens junctions-negative ILC clusters. White arrows show lack 
of vimentin in cytokeratin-positive but β-catenin negative ILC clusters. Arrow, vimentin-positive 
stromal cell. (d) Spatial and molecular segregation of epithelial and stromal cells. Densitometric 
analysis of vimentin and pankeratin intensity in ILC samples. Each symbol represents one ILC sample. 
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(e) Vimentin levels in tumor and stromal compartments of IDC samples defined by cytokeratin status 
(N=8-13). P values, one-way Anova. Scale bars, 2000 μm (a, overview), 100 μm (a, detail; b, c), 
25 μm (b, c, detail).
Supplementary Figure 2. Validation of collective invasion scoring strategies. (a) Adipose tissue 
area fraction per sample obtained by visual scoring in patient subgroups with and without distant 
metastasis. (b) Linear regression analysis comparing the collective invasion (CI) scores obtained by 
visual pathological scoring or semi-automated image analysis in E-cadherin positive sample subset 
(n=75). P values, Spearman correlation. (c) Kaplan-Meier survival plot predicting distant metastasis 
free survival (DMFS) for patients with high versus low areas of collective invasion zones obtained 
by digital image analysis. P value and hazard ratio with 95% confidence interval, Log-rank test. 
(d) Collective invasion score adipose tissue obtained by histopathological scoring relative to other 
stratifiers of patient subsets, including menopausal status, tumor size, tumor grade and lymph node 
metastasis at time of surgery. (a, d) Values represent medians (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) 
and maximum/minimum values (whiskers). (a, d) P values, Mann Whitney test.
a) b)
d)c)
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Supplementary Table 1. Patient stratification based on lymph node metastasis
  DM-Free DM
Frequency of LNM 31/63  (49%) 26/48 (54%)
LNM: Lymph node metastasis; DM: Distant metastasis.
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ABSTRACT
The actin dynamics underlying different types of cancer cell invasion within complex 3D 
tissue environments are poorly understood. In breast cancer, both single-cell and collective 
invasion occur during metastatic progression, though their transitions and underlying 
cytoskeletal dynamics remain unclear. We here develop an orthotopic microimplantation 
strategy in mice to initiate collective invasion and distant metastasis from breast 
cancer microlesions and monitor the underlying actin dynamics and associated stromal 
remodelling by intravital multiphoton microscopy. Similar to human breast cancer lesions, 
E-cadherin positive 4T1 and E-cadherin negative MMT cells collectively invade along 
stromal structures, including collagen fibers and fibroblasts, with an increased probability 
for individual-cell dissemination when E-cadherin was absent. High-speed monitoring 
of LifeAct-GFP by time-lapse microscopy revealed that the actin and shape dynamics 
of detached cells and many leader cells is distinct from cells in the bulk of the tumor. 
Detached cells and many leader cells exhibit fast local fluctuations of the actin cytoskeleton 
as well as local protrusion and retraction events compared to cells after individualization. 
By providing direct access to the cellular and cytoskeletal dynamics during invasion, this 
intravital implantation and microscopy strategy links the actin cytoskeleton to clinically 
relevant invasion phenotypes and bridge the gap between in vitro and clinical research. 
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INTRODUCTION
Progression and fatal outcome of breast cancer disease result from the emergent ability 
of cancerous cells to locally invade, detach from the primary tumor and undergo systemic 
metastasis1.  Neoplastic tissue invasion and systemic dissemination may occur from early 
to late stages of cancer disease, as both resource and amplifier for metastatic progression 
and relapse2. To unravel early steps and molecular drivers of breast cancer invasion in vivo, 
preclinical intravital microscopy in rodents has identified critical mediators of single-cell 
invasion, including transient TGF-beta signalling, heterogeneity and clonal expansion of 
tumor subregions, and the significance of tumor-associated macrophages guiding cancer 
cells and enhancing systemic dissemination3,4,5,6,7. Accordingly, intravital microscopy is 
indispensable for mapping intra-tumor heterogeneity and decipher how tumors co-evolve 
with the reactive tumor stroma and the resulting anatomic, molecular and functional 
reprogramming8. 
As both origin and effector of intratumor heterogeneity, a range of adaptive invasion 
strategies underlie the invasion of epithelial cancers, including collective  and individual-cell 
migration8. Collective invasion occurs in cell groups or strands connected and coordinated 
by adherens and other  junctions which mediate multicellular actomyosin contractility, 
polarity and  paracrine cell-cell signalling9. Conversely, individually moving tumor cells have 
abandoned cell-cell junctions and disseminate by amoeboid or mesenchymal movements, 
which depend upon distinct cell-matrix adhesions and cytoskeleton organization10. 
Invasion programs respond to environmental triggers and are adaptive, with epithelial-
mesenchymal transition (EMT) as an important program to reduce cell-cell junctions and 
support individualization as well as yet undefined mechanochemical triggers imposing 
remarkable plasticity and transitions invasion programs11,12. 
Invasion is mediated by the molecular assembly and dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton 
which defines the shape, polarity and dynamics in both individually and collectively 
moving cells and ultimately metastasis formation13,14,15,16. Actin dynamics is ubiquitous, 
and in the context of invasion controls the stability and kinetics of cell-cell junctions 
as well as actin-rich protrusions at the invasion front and thereby fulfil a dual role in 
both multicellular cooperation and individualization17. To deliver these in part divergent 
functions, cortical actin networks can exhibit a range of assembly types and dynamic cell 
structures. Travelling actin waves can generate repeated local protrusions, as in moving 
Dictyostelium discoideum amoebae and fibroblasts moving across 2D substrate18,19. In 
addition, intracellular stress fibers anchored by relatively stable focal adhesion complexes 
or linked to adherens junctions transmit long-range forces to the substrate and between 
neighbour cells, as in moving epithelial and endothelial sheets in vitro20,21. Similar actin 
fibers, together with cadherins, also forms polymerized structures that are critical for 
the functioning of cell-cell junctions21. Contractile actin dynamics, mediated by myosin, 
further contribute to shape change and migration in 3D in vitro environments22. However 
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how actin networks are organized by contractile and polymerization events during 
collective and single-cell invasion in vivo remains unclear. 
Collective invasion patterns with intact E-cadherin positive cell-cell junctions  prevail 
in clinical breast cancer samples, and circulating tumor cell clusters are regularly isolated 
from the blood of breast carcinoma patients23,24,25. Genetically engineered mice or grafted 
tumors monitored by window-based intravital microscopy emphasize a dominance of 
amoeboid-moving tumor cells disseminating individually or aligned in loose groups 
(“multicellular streaming”), but lack reliable evidence for collective invasion26,27,28. 
However, intravital microscopy models to monitor actin dynamics in collective invasion 
and its gradual transitions to single-cell dissemination are lacking.
To resolve the disconnect between clinical evidence and intravital microscopy strategies, 
we performed microsurgical implantation of multicellular spheroids into the mammary fat 
pad and applied longitudinal mammary window imaging to identify plasticity of invasion in 
breast cancer modes, their guidance by tumor-stroma interfaces, and their actin kinetics. 
The data suggest particularly strong fluctuations of actin dynamics in individualized cells 
compared with follower cells, indicating differential actin polymerization dynamics in 
invasive subregions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Antibodies and reagents 
Primary antibodies and dilutions were: anti-human E-cadherin (mouse monoclonal, clone 
SHE78-7, 1:100, ThermoFisher Scientific); anti-human E-cadherin (mouse monoclonal, 
clone 36/E, 1:100, BD Biosciences); anti-human E-cadherin (rabbit monoclonal, clone 
EP700Y, ThermoFisher Scientific); anti-human β-catenin (mouse monoclonal, clone    
14/β-catenin, 1:200,   BD Biosciences); anti-mouse p120 catenin (mouse monoclonal, 
clone 98/pp120, 1:200, BD Biosciences); anti-human cytokeratin 8+18 (rabbit 
monoclonal, clone EP1628Y, 1:2000, Abcam); anti-bovine wide spectrum cytokeratin 
(rabbit polyclonal, 1:100, Abcam); anti-rat vimentin,  (chicken polyclonal, 1:300, Abcam); 
anti-human collagen IV (rabbit polyclonal, 1:200, ThermoFisher Scientific). Secondary 
antibodies were AlexaFluor 488/546/647-conjugated goat anti-mouse, anti-chicken 
or anti-rabbit (cross-adsorbed). F-actin was visualized with AlexaFluor568-conjugated 
phalloidin (1:200, ThermoFisher Scientific) and nuclei were labelled with 4’,6-diamidino-
2-phenylindole-(DAPI) (1 µg/ml, Roche Diagnostics).
Cell lines and culture 
Mouse mammary carcinoma cells 4T1 (CRL-2539, ATCC) and MMT expressing cytosolic 
DsRed2 and nuclear H2B-eGFP (kindly provided by Dr. R.M. Hoffman, AntiCancer, 
Inc., San Diego, USA) were maintained in RPMI 1640 growth medium (ThermoFisher 
Scientific) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma-Aldrich), 1% sodium 
pyruvate (ThermoFisher Scientific), 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (PAA 
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Laboratories), 2 mM L-glutamine (ThermoFisher Scientific) (37°C, 5% CO2, humidified 
atmosphere). Lentiviral particles were produced in HEK293T cells by the ViraPower 
expression system (Life technologies) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. H2B-
mCherry was sub-cloned from pcDNA 3.0 H2B-mCherry (kind gift of Dr. A.J.C. de Groof, 
Nijmegen, The Netherlands) into the lentiviral backbone pLenti6.2v5 (Life Technologies). 
To generate dual-color cells, pLentiCMV-MCS-Lifeact-GFP vector (kind gift of Dr. Olivier 
Destaing, Institut Albert Bonniot, Grenoble, France) was introduced into H2B-mCherry 
expressing 4T1 cells. Stable clones were established by selection with blasticidin 
(5 μg/ml) and puromycin  (3 μg/ml) followed by single-cell sorting (FACS Aria SORP, 
Becton Dickinson). 
Spheroid generation
Spheroids were generated using the hanging-drop method. Cells from subconﬂuent 
cultures were detached with 1 mM EDTA and 0.075% trypsin (ThermoFisher Scientific), 
counted, and 500-1000 cells were incubated in 25 µl droplets of RPMI 1640 growth 
medium supplemented with 10% methylcellulose (Sigma) (18h, 37°C, 5% CO2, 
humidified atmosphere).  After cell aggregation, spheroids were harvested, washed and 
kept in DPBS containing 0.9 mM Ca2+ and 0.5 mM Mg2+  (ThermoFisher Scientific) for 
subsequent analysis.
Spheroid invasion into 3D collagen lattices
Spheroids were incorporated into type I collagen from rat-tail tendon (BD Biosciences; ﬁnal 
concentration 4 mg ml− 1) prior to polymerization at pH 7.4 according to manufacturer’s 
protocol and overlaid with complete growth medium prior to  invasion culture (24-72h).
Immunohistochemistry
Paraffin-embedded tissue sections were deparaffinized, followed by antigen retrieval in 
Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 6, 95°C, 15 min), incubated with 3% hydrogen peroxidase (RT, 
10 min), washed in 0.1 M Tris/HCl buffer (pH 7.5, 3x, 5 min), incubated with primary 
antibody (4°C, overnight), washed (3x, 10 min)  and  incubated with  a secondary 
antibody conjugated to a polymer labelled with horseradish peroxidase (30 min, RT), 
washed (3x, 10 min)  and incubated with diaminobenzidine (DAKO; RT, 5 min) following 
by  haematoxylin staining (1-2 min). Sections were mounted in Pertex medium (Histolab) 
and scanned (Pannoramic 250 Flash II, 3DHistech).
Confocal microscopy
For immunofluorescence staining collagen-embedded spheroids were fixed  in 4% 
paraformaldehyde, incubated with primary antibody dissolved in PBS/0.1 % BSA/0.1 % 
Triton X-100 (Sigma) (12h, 4°C), washed (PBS, 3x, 30 min), incubated with secondary 
antibody, phalloidin and DAPI ( (2h, RT) and embedded in a customized imaging chamber.
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Thick tissue slices (200 μm) were obtained by vibratome sectioning (Leica, VT100s) of 
formalin-fixed breast cancer samples or mouse mammary fat pads. After antigen retrieval 
in Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 9; 95°C, 15 min), tissue slices were incubated with primary 
antibody, washed 5x and incubated with secondary antibodies and DAPI. All washing and 
incubation steps were performed in PBS containing 0.1%Triton-X 100,2%goat serum 
and 0.05% sodium azide (24h, 20°C).
Confocal microscopy (Olympus FV1000) was performed using 20x/0.50 NA and 
40x/0.80 NA long working distance objectives. Two-photon microscopy (LaVision BioTec) 
was performed using a 20x Olympus XLUMPlanFI 206/0.95 objective. 
In vivo spheroid implantation and mammary window imaging
Balb/C (for 4T1 tumors) and BALB/C-nu/nu (CAnN.Cg-Foxn1nu/Crl; for MMT tumors) 
female mice (6-8 weeks old) were obtained from Charles River Laboratories. Animal 
procedures were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the Radboud University, 
Nijmegen (RU-DEC 2012-129) and performed according to the guidelines of the Dutch 
Act on Animal Experimentation and the European FELASA protocol.
For implantation of the mammary window, the 4th mammary fat pad in anesthetized 
mice (1-2% isoflurane in oxygen) was exposed by surgical incision by image-guided 
microsurgery under a Leica MZFLIII microscope. A superficial microchannel was created 
within the fat pad using a 30G syringe needle (BD Medical) into which an individual 
spheroid in a microdrop (2 µl in PBS) was implanted using a gel-loading pipet tip (0.3 
mm inner diameter, BIOplastics). After implantation of up to 10 spheroids in the same 
tissue area a mammary imaging window (MIW) was inserted, fixed to the skin by gentle 
tightening of a purse-string suture around the skin rim, and closed by the cover-glass with 
a spring ring.
Intravital two-photon microscopy
Intravital imaging was performed on a customized upright TrimScope II multi-photon 
microscope (LaVision BioTec) equipped with three tunable Ti:Sa lasers and an Optical 
Parametric Oscillator (Coherent/APE) using a 20x Olympus XLUMPlanFI 206/0.95 water-
immersion objective and up to 5 PMTs with differential filter configuration (395/8 or 
447/60 – blue, 525/50 – green, 593/11б, 593/40 or 620/60 – red; 675/67, 710/75 or 
810/90 – far red, Semrock or Chroma Technology). The MIW of anesthetized mice (1-2% 
isoflurane in oxygen) was stabilized by a custom holder on the temperature-controlled 
stage (37°C). Blood vessels were visualized by intravenous injection of 70 kDa dextran 
conjugated to AlexaFluor 750 (2 mg/mouse, Molecular Probes). Multi-channel recordings 
as 3D stacks and time-lapse recordings were acquired by sequential excitation at 910 
nm (eGFP),  1090 nm (SHG, DsRed2, mCherry, AlexaFluor750) and 1180 nm (THG) with 
20-60 mW peak power under the objective for up to 4h observation periods. 
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Metastasis assay
4T1 or MMT tumors were grown by implanting 10 spheroids (1000 cells each) into 
the same mammary fat pad within the MIW. 2-3 weeks after spheroid implantation, 
the mice were sacrificed and primary tumors and lungs were harvested, snap-frozen in 
liquid nitrogen (MMT) or fixed in buffered formalin (4%, 24h) followed by embedding 
in paraffin (4T1. The absolute number of metastatic events of dual-color MMT cells 
was counted by sectioning whole lungs into 12 µm-thick slices with intervals of 60 
µm, followed by staining with for DAPI and whole-field fluorescence scanning  (Leica 
DMI6000B) of DAPI, eGFP and DsRed2. For mice bearing 4T1 tumors, which showed less 
reliable fluorescent protein expression after 3 weeks of growth in vivo, tumor cells were 
identified by staining for cytokeratin-8/18 followed by whole-slice scanning (Pannoramic 
250 Flash II). Metastatic load was calculated as the number of metastatic foci/lung, by 
extrapolating the cumulative number from all slices analyzed to the total lung volume. 
Image processing and analysis
Images were obtained using a z-step size of 5 µm, represented as a single slice, maximal 
projection, and 3D  reconstruction and analyzed by Fiji (1.49s, NIH, Bethesda, USA), 
using the mosaic function for stitching together 3D stacks, drift correction during time-
lapse recording (StackReg plugin), and manual segmentation to calculate the tumor 
area. The area of blood vessels was obtained by automated single-channel thresholding 
and area measurement relative to the tumor area. Collagen fiber alignment relative to 
invading collective strands or individual cells was quantified as the angle between both 
respective length axes. 
Analysis of actin dynamics
The changes of actin dynamics in space and time was measured as fluctuations in LifeAct-
gfp intensity. Changes in fluorescence intensity in space and time were obtained from 
single imaging planes selected to cross the center of the cell body without signs of drift. 
Selected cells were analysed using a semiautomatic, custom written MATLAB code that 
segments the image of the cell body from its local environment and calculates boundary 
motion and edge-layer intensity variability. Cell outlines were calculated to sub-pixel 
accuracy using an automatic snake algorithm with 200 boundary points and the edge-
layer of the cell body was found by subtracting an eroded binary mask of the cell body 
from a full mask of the cell body. Boundary motion for all times was found by performing 
a least squares fitting between the snaked boundary at times  and. Edge-layer intensity 
variability was calculated by cutting the edge-layer into wedges with an arc length of 
1.73 µm (2.5 pixels). This is larger than the average fluctuations in boundary position 
(see Fig. 4e below) and thus sufficient to capture cortical actin with accuracy, without 
out-of-field events during the observation period. The mean intensity in that wedge over 
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time was plotted as a kymograph and used for calculating the time-delay autocorrelation. 
Time-delay autocorrelation is defined as: 
In this expression, n represents the wedge index and I̅  an intensity offset to subtract 
the mean background fluorescence within each cell. The resulting time-delay 
autocorrelation functions were averaged for given time-delays (Δt) and the complement 
was taken. 
Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed with Graph Pad software v.5, using the non-parametric 
Mann-Whitney test. P values < 0.05 were considered significant. 
RESULTS
Implantation and window-based monitoring of tumor growth and 
metastasis in mammary tumors
To enable monitoring of both single-cell and collective invasion of breast carcinoma cells 
in vivo, the mammary imaging model3 was used for microimplantation of multicellular 
spheroids (Fig. 1a, b). To control for precise microenvironmental positioning, the superficial 
region of the 4th mammary fat pad was chosen as site for spheroid implantation, based 
on its collagen content and microscopic accessibility (Fig. 1c). Prior to implantation, 4T1 
and MMT spheroids developed intercellular junctions containing E-cadherin (4T1) and 
β-catenin and p120 catenin (4T1, MMT) (Suppl. Fig. 1a, b). After implantation, spheroids 
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Figure 1. Mammary imaging model to monitor tissue invasion and subsequent metastasis formation. 
(a) Schematic representation of the experimental design with spheroid implantation into mammary fat 
pad and subsequent metastasis detection. Cartoon showing main invasion-guiding tissue structures 
within mammary fat pad. (b) An image of the mouse after surgery mounted with a custom-made 
holder for intravital microscopy. (c) Z-stack of images showing tissue structure in the mammary fat 
pad before spheroid implantation (upper panel). Z-stack of images of MMT tumor spheroid after 
implantation into mammary fat pad (lower panel). The image depth is indicated for every image. 
(d) Multifocal tumor growth monitored by FluorVivo imaging. (e) Quantification of multifocal MMT 
tumor growth. Data represent 6 mice, 10 tumors per mouse.(f) Macrometastatic lesion in the lungs 
of mice bearing 4T1 tumor (upper panel); macrometastases and individual-cell metastases in mice 
bearing MMT tumors (lower panel). (g) Quantification of the number of multicellular metastatic foci 
per lung and the number of individual cells per lung. Data represent 6 mice (with MMT tumors) 
and 10 mice (with 4T1 tumors). Abbreviations: Tu, tumor; Tr, trachea. Values display median (black 
line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers) in (e, g). P values, Mann 
Whitney test. Scale bars, 50 μm (c); 2 mm (d) ; 200 μm (f, overview), 25 μm (f, insert).
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retained well-defined solid topology  in a non-perturbed mammary tissue composed 
of random collagen bundles, adipocytes and  perfused blood vessels without bleeding 
or induced inflammation post-surgery (Fig. 1c, lower panel). This implantation strategy 
allowed for detection of the whole microlesion, including the tumor core and tumor-
stroma interfaces adjacent to the mammary fat pad, with sub-cellular resolution (Fig. 1c, 
lower panel, Suppl. Fig. 1c). 
To reach high reproducibility and throughput, a multifocal implantation strategy 
mimicking the emergence of breast cancer lesions at multiple sites within the same 
mammary fat pad29 was used (Fig. 1d). Multifocal tumors grew exponentially for periods 
of up to 3 weeks without showing signs of regression (Fig. 1e, Suppl. Fig. 1d, e) and 
was followed by spontaneous metastasis to the lungs with  macroscopic lesions for 4T1 
and predominantly microlesions in MMT tumors (Fig. 1f, g). Thus the window-based 
microimplantation model supports tumor growth and metastatic evasion. 
Intravital imaging of collective breast cancer cell invasion and 
individualization
Collective invasion from both 4T1 and MMT tumors initiated within the first day after 
implantation, irrespective of E-cadherin expression (Fig. 2a-c). E-cadherin-positive 4T1 
mouse mammary carcinoma cells predominantly invaded as solid collective strands with 
defined leader cells and E-cadherin retained along cell-cell junctions (Fig. 2a, upper panel; 
Suppl. Fig. 2a). Conversely, E-cadherin-negative MMT cells invaded as loosely organized 
but nonetheless collective strands with frequent branching and head-to-tail cell alignment 
forming files (Fig. 2a, lower panel;  Suppl. Fig. 2a). These patterns matched the modes of 
collective invasion of 4T1 and MMT spheroids in 3D collagen culture, with the adherens 
junction protein b-catenin present along cell-cell junctions (Suppl. Fig. 2a). This indicates 
collective invasion as conserved cellular program in vitro and in vivo, irrespective of 
the E-cadherin status. 
Both, 4T1 and MMT cells exhibited plasticity of invasion modes with individually moving 
mesenchymal cells released. Compared to 4T1 cells and consistent with their E-cadherin 
deficient status, MMT cells were more invasive and developed a higher number of tip 
cells,  longer collective strands (Fig. 2b, c) and more frequently released individual spindle-
shaped cells from the tip ends in vivo (Fig. 2d). Likewise, in 3D organotypic culture, 
4T1 and MMT spheroids developed similar collective-to-single cell transitions releasing 
spindle-shaped individually moving cells (Suppl. Fig. 2a). 
When cross-referenced with primary human breast cancer lesions, the invasion 
pattern of 4T1 lesions recapitulated the solid multicellular topology of invasive ductal 
carcinoma with E-cadherin retained at cell-cell junctions; and MMT lesions matched both 
E-cadherin negativity and file-like pattern of invasive lobular carcinoma which invade as 
thin collective strands and individual cells (Suppl. Fig. 2b). Thus, collective invasion in 
human and mouse mammary tumors occurs irrespective of E-cadherin levels, whereas 
the likelihood for cell individualization increases when E-cadherin is absent.
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Figure 2. Collective and individual-cell invasion patterns and angiogenesis  in mammary carcinoma. 
(a) Time-course of 4T1 (upper panel) and MMT (lower panel) tumor growth and angiogenesis 
monitored by two-photon microscopy. Overview images are montage of separate images, each of 
which is a maximum intensity projection of a z-stack obtained with 5 µm interval.  Zooms show 
collectively invading strands and single cells. (b)  Number of collectively invading strands per tumor. 
Data represent 4 mice, 7-12 tumors. (c) Length of collectively invading strands in 4T1 and MMT 
tumors. Data represent 4 mice, 7-12 tumors. (d) Number of individually invading cells per tumor. 
Data represent 4 mice, 7-12 tumors. (e) Blood vessels area normalized to tumor area. Data represent 
4 mice, 4-7 tumors. Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/
minimum values (whiskers) in (b, c, d, e). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 200 μm (a).
a)
b) c) d) e)
Tissue guiding structures of mammary carcinoma cells
Tumor growth and invasion were accompanied by significant neoangiogenesis (Fig. 2a, e) 
and extensive recruitment of fibroblasts, similar to human lesions (Fig. 3a, b). To address 
whether early-onset invasion causes, or rather follows, microenvironmental remodelling, 
we mapped the 3D tissue topology surrounding invading cells. Both, collective strands 
and individual cells, predominately moved along collagen bundles or along adipocytes 
(Fig. 3c), with particular preference of collective invasion for collagen fibers in parallel 
alignment, whereas individually disseminating cells showed variable alignment angles to 
collagen structures (Fig. 3d-f). Consistently, in human carcinoma lesions finger-like strands 
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with outward tip cells were located within tracks and aligned in parallel to collagen 
bundles (Fig. 3c, lower panel; e, f), whereas invasion into adipose-rich tissue regions 
occurred as broad sheets with multiple leading cells intercalating between adipocytes 
(Fig. 3c, lower panels). Thus, implanted mammary carcinoma microlesions recapitulates 
with high fidelity the invasion pattern, reactive tumor stroma and topological alignment 
of human breast lesions.
Heterogeneity of actin dynamics during collective invasion in vivo
To monitor differential actin dynamics in detached cells and cells maintaining cell-cell 
junctions in vivo, collectively invading LifeAct-GFP expressing 4T1 lesions were pursued 
after 4 days of growth. Actin dynamics on imaging timescales of 10 seconds were 
observed in multiple regions of the invasion zone, thus representing molecular dynamics 
but excluding cell or membrane movement beyond the imaging mask (Fig. 4a). Analysis 
of actin dynamics was carried out using single imaging planes yielding complete cross-
sections of individual cells and, based on position, classified as detached cells, leader 
cells or bulk cells (Fig. 4a,b). The time dependent shape of each cell was subsequently 
extracted using a semi-automatic shape analysis approach30 (Fig. 4b). Actin intensity 
along the cell periphery was measured by segmenting the boundary into regions of equal 
width along the boundary, and analyzing the LifeAct-GFP intensity in each region to 
2.07 µm inward from the boundary (Fig. 4b, wedge zone). Kymographs of the averaged 
LifeAct-GFP intensity from individual cells show a heterogeneous intensity distribution 
along the perimeter, with focal enrichments, the intensity of which changes over time 
indicating that the cytoskeleton is primed for generation of local protrusions (Fig. 4c). 
As a measure for the local stability of actin organization, the time-delay autocorrelations 
for each region were measured for at least four representative cells in each class (Fig 4d). 
The average autocorrelation of actin intensities at 10 and 60 second time delays was 
highest in bulk cells and lowest in detached cells, while leader cells exhibited intermediate 
Figure 3. Stroma remodelling in mammary carcinoma.  (a) Stromal fibroblasts within mammary fat 
pad after spheroid implantation (upper panel). Stroma reaction after following 4T1 tumor growth 
for 8 days (middle panel) and close association of stromal fibroblasts with human IDC lesions (lower 
panel). (b) Number of vimentin-positive stromal cells in the peritumoral stroma. Data represent 
3 mice (5 tumors) and 4 samples of IDC lesions from cancer patients. (c) Collective and single-
cell invasion of 4T1 (upper panel) and MMT (middle panel) cells within collagen-rich and adipose-
rich stroma. Invasion pattern of human IDC lesions invading fibrous and adipose tissues (lower 
panel). (d) Cartoon showing the strategy to measure and represent collagen fibers alignment. (e) 
Quantification of the aligned collagen fibers fraction within the 900 ± 25° sector in 4T1 and MMT 
tumors and human IDC lesions. Data represent 3 mice and 5 samples of IDC lesions from cancer 
patients). (f) Frequency distribution of collagen angles near invading collective strands and individual 
cells of 4T1 and MMT tumors and human IDC lesions. Data represent 3 mice and 5 samples of 
IDC lesions from cancer patients). Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and 
maximum/minimum values (whiskers) in (b, e). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 50 μm (a, c).
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levels (Fig. 4d). Since actin waves and oscillations occur with timescales of 10s of seconds, 
we probed the intensity variations (defined as one minus the autocorrelation) for 10 
and 60 second time delays for different migration states. Detached cells and leader cells 
showed higher variability, indicating high actin dynamics, compared to bulk cells (Fig 4d). 
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Alongside actin polymerization intensity, local shape change was coregistered (Fig. 4e). 
Detached cells showed larger (> 2 µm) and more frequent protrusion growth than bulk 
cells, and leader cells showed intermediate protrusion size and frequency (Fig. 4e). Taken 
together, after detachment from the collective invasion zone, individually moving breast 
cancer cells adopt enhanced actin and protrusion dynamics, while collectively moving 
bulk-located cells retain comparably quiescent and leader cells intermediate, hybrid-type 
cytoskeletal activity.  
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
We here develop a high-resolution strategy to capture critical steps of invasion and 
cytoskeletal plasticity of breast cancer invasion over time. We identify differential 
dynamics of the cytoskeleton upon leader cell engagement in collective strands which 
is retained after transition to single cell migration. Thus, actin and protrusion kinetics, 
which occur on timescales much faster than migration speeds, represent critical features 
discriminating particularly migratory states from follower cells inside collective strands. 
Based on spheroid microimplantation at the edge of the mammary fat pad, this intravital 
imaging model thus delivers both the range of invasion plasticity present in human lesions, 
as well as superior resolution to monitor subcellular molecular events in the context of cell 
and stromal compartment function. 
Because implanted multicellular spheroids enable cell-cell junctions and a cohesive 
starting point, similar to a solid tumor lesion, the early onset of invasion shows abundant 
collective behaviours, but is followed by gradual transition to individualization the degree 
of which depends upon E-cadherin expression, as predicted from in vitro and genetically 
engineered in vivo models26.  The spheroid-implantation model thus complements 
established breast cancer window models by providing direct access to a range of 
invasion modes and their interconversions within their microenvironmental niches and 
guiding cues27,31,32.
Figure 4. Actin dynamics during collective and single cell invasion. (a) 4T1 cells in vivo segmented 
by extracting cells in different cell-cell contact conditions: isolated cells (b1); leader cells (b2); and 
bulk cells (b3). (b) For analysis each cell is segmented, the outside layer of the cell is broken up into 
wedges, and the mean actin intensity in each of the wedges over time is calculated. (c) The mean 
actin intensity inside of each wedge at each time point computed and plotted on a kymograph for 
the above selected cells. (d) The mean time-delay autocorrelations of actin intensity in the isolated 
cell with error bars; the mean time-delay autocorrelations for isolated (1), leader (2), and bulk 
(3) cells; boxplot of mean time-delay autocorrelations at time delays equal to 10 and 60 seconds 
for all analysed cells in each of the three conditions. (e) Cell boundary motion tracking for each 
of the representative cells; the mean boundary motion over time for each of the representative 
cells with error bars; and the distribution of boundary displacement for each representative cell. 
Data represent 13 cells from different regions. Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles 
(boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers) in (d, e). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 
50 μm (a), 10 μm (b).
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Loss of E-cadherin-based cell-cell junctions and acquisition of motile phenotype 
as a result of EMT or (epi)genetical E-cadherin gene alterations has been proposed as 
a prerequisite for local invasion and metastatic spread33,34,35. Consistently, E-cadherin 
negative MMT cells had a higher number of individualized cells in the primary tumor, 
although this did not lead to increased metastatic potential. Lack of increase in metastatic 
potential of E-cadherin-positive and -negative cells is consistent with clinical experience 
where IDC and ILC lesions have similar metastatic outcome and prognosis36. Likely, cell-cell 
junctions of alternative composition, such as other cadherins and immunoglobulin family 
members of adhesion molecules may provide E-cadherin independent interactions and 
secure collective invasion37,38. 
Intravital imaging of late-stage tumors and evidence from histopathological analysis 
suggest that collagen alignment and density, presence of stroma cells and proximity 
to blood vessels are involved in invasion guidance, by directing protrusion formation, 
directionality and migration speed in different cancer models27,31,39. Consistently, collective 
strands in both 4T1 and MMT lesions follow aligned collagen fibers, however, individual 
cells invaded with notably reduced alignment along collagen fibrils suggesting distinct 
mechanochemical interaction principles in both invasion modes. 
One significant advantage of the spheroid-implantation model is that multiple 
spheroids may be implanted in the same mouse. This increases the surface area 
of the tumor-stroma interface and allows collection of large data sets with equal 
conditions from the same mouse. This implantation approach may further be suited for 
implantation of patient-derived organoid. If combined with fate-tracing strategies, it 
will serve to elucidate the relevance of individual-cell versus collective cooperation for 
metastatic outcome.
Measurements of fast actin polymerization kinetics on 10 second timescales show 
increasing actin dynamics from bulk to leader cells and further increased activity in 
individualized cells after detachment. This indicates a critical role of polymerization 
kinetics, rather than myosin contractility alone, as a main driving force for leader cells and 
isolated cells.  The dynamics are much faster and more localized than the overall motion 
of cells.  Since fast actin dynamics are associated with distinct cytoskeletal structures, 
both live cell imaging and high resolution pathology thus provide insights into regions 
of high dynamics, and may offer a distinct approach to assess metastatic potential 
from molecular ultrastructure. Notably leader cells exhibit a breadth of behaviour, some 
exhibiting fast varying actin polymerization and localized protrusions like detached cells, 
while other leader cells resemble bulk cells.  
In conclusion, spheroid microimplantation closes the gap between in vitro analyses 
of spheroid growth and invasion in 3D organotypic culture and histopathology of clinical 
samples, with high spatial and temporal resolution to expand intravital imaging toward 
the molecular and biophysical underpinnings of invasion behaviours, including plasticity 
of the actin cytoskeleton during collective to single-cell transition.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Supplementary figure 1. (a) E-cadherin and vimentin p otein levels detected by Western blot in 
4T1 and MMT cells (b) E-cadherin, β-catenin and p120 catenin expression within cell-cell junctions 
of 4T1 spheroids prior to implantation in vivo. Scale bars 50 µm. (c) β-catenin and p120 catenin 
expression in MMT spheroids prior to implantation in vivo. (d) Z-stack of images of tumor growth 
withing mammary fat pad 8 days after spheroid implantation. (e) Initial stages of 4T1 tumor growth 
showing intact nuclei and cell invasion. (f) Quantification of tumor area during initial stages of 4T1 
and MMT growth. Data represent 3 mice (3-5 tumors) per group. Values display median (black line), 
25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers) in (f). P values, Mann Whitney 
test. Scale bars, 50 μm (b, c, d); 200 μm (e).
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Supplementary figure 2
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Supplementary figure 2. (a) Collective and single cell invasion of 4T1 and MMT spheroids in vitro 
in 4 mg-1 rat tail tendon collagen 48 h after embedding. (b) IDC and ILC lesions collectively invading 
surrounding stroma with and without E-cadherin, respectively.  3D reconstruction of 200 μm-thick 
ILC lesion showing collective strands and individual cells. Scale bars, 50 μm (a), 100 μm (b) .
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ABSTRACT
Collective cell migration results from the translocation of multicellular groups that retain 
cell-cell junctions together with coordinated front-rear polarity and supracellular acto-
myosin contractility. Here we addressed how confinement of extracellular matrix (ECM) 
defines the dependence of collective carcinoma cell invasion on pericellular collagenolysis 
and transition to single cell dissemination following downregulation of E-cadherin 
mediated cell-cell junctions. To validate ECM patterning and carcinoma invasion mode 
in samples of human invasive breast cancer lesions, ex vivo 3D reconstruction of thick 
sections from the tumor-stroma interface was performed. Multicellular cancer-cell 
strands retained intact E-cadherin-positive adherens junctions or E-cadherin negative, 
alternative junctions and were located within confined tissue clefts and niches bordered 
by bundled collagen tracks extending from the tumor border into the tumor-free stroma. 
Using a set of in vitro models and intravital imaging we showed that such tissue tracks 
guide collective invasion, irrespective of the presence of absence of E-cadherin in cell-cell 
junctions. Collective invasion into porous ECM or along barrier-free microtracks was 
matrix metalloproteinase (MMPs)-independent, unlike invasion into dense collagen 
scaffolds that lacked collagen-free microtracks. Downregulation of E-cadherin supported 
transition to single-cell dissemination only in loose or barrier-free ECM regions, and did 
not increase the probability of distant metastasis formation. These findings suggest that 
cell jamming by ECM confinement determines a range of collective invasion modes, and 
indicates that dissociation of adherens junctions do not support metastatic cascade. 
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INTRODUCTION
Collective cell migration results from the translocation of multicellular groups of cells that 
retain cell-cell junctions, together with coordinated front-rear polarity and actomyosin 
contractility. Cadherin-mediated cell-cell junctions connect with intracellular adaptors to 
the actin cytoskeleton and thereby coordinate cell-cell adhesion, cytoskeletal dynamics 
and multicellular movement1,2,3. In progressing cancers, E-cadherin is variably deregulated. 
Downregulation of E-cadherin occurs as part of the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition 
(EMT), which induces molecular reprogramming, weakens cell-cell junctions and increases 
motility and metastatic ability of cancer cells4,5. Therefore, E-cadherin is considered as 
a tumor suppressor counteracting metastatic progression. However, histopathological 
data suggest that the majority of epithelial cancer types, including invasive ductal 
carcinomas (IDC), retain E-cadherin based adherens junctions and invade as multicellular 
strands or groups with progression to advanced stage6,7,8,9. Likewise, invasive lobular 
carcinomas (ILC), which lack E-cadherin expression, retain multicellular organization 
and epithelial properties in the invasion zones. Thus, clinical evidences supporting that 
E-cadherin expression inversely correlates with poor outcome are controversial4,10,11,12,13,14. 
Cancer metastasis may arise by two concurrent programs, cancer cells disseminating 
and colonizing organs individually, or collective invasion and dissemination with cell-cell 
junctions retained15,16. During collective metastasis, E-cadherin and desmosomal cell-cell 
junctions remain intact in tumor cell clusters circulating in the bloodstream, and tumor 
cell emboli further show enhanced metastatic seeding17,15. In addition, during collective 
metastasis only a minority of carcinoma cells seems to undergo EMT, whereby both 
primary tumor, circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and metastatic sites predominantly maintain 
epithelial properties, irrespective of E-cadherin expression14,18,19. Thus, it remains unclear 
to which extent downregulation of E-cadherin supports carcinoma invasion in vivo and 
how the weakening of cell-cell junctions influences invasion and metastasis formation.
Cancer progression results from reciprocal interactions between tumor cells and 
the surrounding stroma. During carcinoma progression the organization of the stroma 
undergoes substantial modification, including collagen realignment and crosslinking by 
recruited fibroblasts20,21. This results in a heterogeneous microenvironment with varying 
density, topography and stiffness, which provides physical constrains which impede 
invasion, but also in acquisition of invasion-promoting structures which guide and support 
invasion22. Cells invading ECM in vivo encounter various degrees of confinement imposed 
by collagen fibers and other tissue interfaces, including boundaries of adipocytes, nerves 
and vessel tracks22,23. Physical confinement influences the mechanisms of cell invasion by 
controlling cell adhesion, cytoskeletal organization and contractility. To cope with varying 
tissue organization, cancer cells employ both protease-dependent pericellular degradation 
of matrix components and protease-independent shape adaptation for movement along 
tracks of least resistance and squeezing through tissue confinements24. As example, lateral 
confinement by dense ECM imposes collective invasion of mesenchymal cells by forcing 
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cells to cooperate and maintain cell-cell junctions despite otherwise low cell-cell junction 
stability 25,26,27,28,29. Recruited stromal cells may further support cancer cell migration by 
providing direct cell-cell interactions and pro-migratory signals by releasing chemokines 
and growth factors30,31.  
Given diverse and potentially conflicting roles of E-cadherin in single-cell and collective 
movement, and the ability of even fully mesenchymal cells to cooperate and invade 
collectively in complex tissue environments, it remains unresolved whether E-cadherin 
mediated cell-cell junctions counteract, or rather support, carcinoma cell invasion and 
metastatic evasion.
Using a range of spatially and topologically defined 3D ECM-based invasion models in 
vitro and orthotopically invading in breast tumors in vivo we tested whether E-cadherin 
enhances or limits breast carcinoma dissemination in confining and non-confining tissue 
environments. We identify matrix confinement as overarching mediator of collective 
invasion irrespective of the stability of E-cadherin-based cell-cell junctions and show 
that downregulation of E-cadherin does not support systemic dissemination and 
metastatic outgrowth. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Antibodies and reagents
The following antibodies were used: anti-human E-cadherin (1:100, mouse monoclonal, 
clone SHE78-7, ThermoFisher Scientific); anti-human E-cadherin (1:100, mouse monoclonal, 
clone 36/E, BD Biosciences); anti-mouse N-cadherin (1:100,  mouse monoclonal, clone 
32/N-cadherin, BD Biosciences); anti-human/mouse α-catenin (1:1000, rabbit polyclonal, 
Sigma-Aldrich); anti-human MMP-14 (1:500,  mouse monoclonal, clone LEM-2/15.8, 
Merck Millipore); anti-humanCOL2 3/4C (collagen I cleavage site; 1:25, rabbit polyclonal, 
Immunoglobe); anti-human β-catenin (1:200,  mouse monoclonal, clone 14/β-catenin, 
BD Biosciences); anti-human β-catenin (1:1000, rabbit polyclonal, Abcam); anti-mouse 
p120 catenin (1:200, mouse monoclonal, clone 98/pp120, BD Biosciences); anti-human 
cytokeratin 8+18 (1:2000, rabbit monoclonal, clone EP1628Y, Abcam); anti-human 
cytokeratin 8 (1:100, rabbit polyclonal, human specific, Abcam); anti-bovine wide-
spectrum cytokeratin (1:100, rabbit polyclonal, Abcam); anti-human vimentin  (1:300, 
chicken polyclonal, Abcam);  anti-human vimentin (1:300,rabbit monoclonal, SP20 clone, 
human specific, Thermo Scientific); anti-human collagen IV (1:200, rabbit polyclonal, 
ThermoFisher Scientific); anti-human zeb-2 (1:1000, rabbit polyclonal, Merck Millipore); 
anti-human Twist (1:1000, mouse monoclonal, clone 10E4E6, Abcam); anti-human 
β-tubulin (1:10000, mouse monoclonal, E7 clone, Developmental studies Hybridoma 
Bank, University of Iowa); anti-human GAPDH (1:10000, rabbit monoclonal, 14C10 
clone, Cell Signaling Technology); anti-human β1 integrin (1:100, mouse monoclonal, 
clone 4B4, BD Biosciences); anti human β2 integrin (1:10=10 µg/mL, mouse monoclonal, 
clone 7E4, Beckman Coulter); anti human β3 integrin (mouse monoclonal, clone Y2/51, 
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10 µg/mL, AbD Serotec); anti-human β4 integrin (mouse monoclonal, clone ASC-3, 
10 µg/mL, Abcam); anti human β7 integrin (rat monoclonal, PE labelled, clone FIB504, 
1:10, BD Biosciences); anti human α2 integrin (mouse monoclonal, FITC labelled, clone 
AK-7, 1:10, BD Biosciences); anti human α3 integrin (mouse monoclonal, clone 17C6, 
10 µg/mL, AbD Serotec); anti-human αV integrin (mouse monoclonal, human-specific, 
clone 17E6, 10 µg/mL, Abcam).
Secondary antibodies were cross-adsorbed goat anti-mouse, anti-chicken 
or anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) conjugated with AlexaFluor 488, 546 or 647 (1:200, 
ThermoFisher Scientific). 
F-actin was visualized with AlexaFluor 568-conjugated phalloidin (1:200, ThermoFisher 
Scientific). 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (1 µg/mL, Roche diagnostics) was used 
for nuclear labelling and small molecule inhibitors were cRGDFV and cRADFV peptides 
(Biochem); GM6001 (Ilomastat, 20 µM, Merck Millipore).
Cell lines and culture
Human mammary fibroblasts (HMF), MRC-5, primary normal and cancer-associated 
fibroblasts (CAFs) were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum 
(Sigma-Aldrich), penicillin (100 U/mL, PAA), streptomycin (100 μg/mL, PAA), 1 mM sodium 
pyruvate (ThermoFisher Scientific) and 1 mM L-glutamine (ThermoFisher Scientific). MCF-7 
(HTB-22, ATTC) and T47D (HTB-133, ATTC) cells were cultured in the same medium 
additionally supplemented with 10 µg/mL insulin solution from bovine pancreas (Sigma-
Aldrich). 4T1 cells (CRL-2539, ATCC) were grown in RPMI media (ThermoFisher Scientific) 
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma-Aldrich), penicillin (100 U/mL, PAA) 
and streptomycin (100 μg/mL, PAA), 1 mM sodium pyruvate (ThermoFisher Scientific) and 
1 mM L-glutamine (ThermoFisher Scientific). 
To generate fibroblast-conditioned ECM scaffolds, stromal fibroblasts were isolated 
from peritumoral or normal breast tissues from 3 breast carcinoma patients undergoing 
surgery at Radboud University Medical Center (Nijmegen, the Netherlands). The tissues 
were minced, treated with collagenase I (1 mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich) followed by differential 
sedimentation and plating of isolated cells in DMEM media supplemented with 10% 
FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at 37 °C as described32. To generate MCF7/eGFP 
cells, lentiviral particles containing pLenti6.2v5-eGFP (Clontech) were used followed by 
blasticidin selection (5 μg/mL) and cell sorting for GFP-expressing cells (FACS Aria SORP, 
Becton Dickinson). To generate 4T1/H2B-mCherry/LifeAct-GFP cells, lentiviral particles 
containing pLenti6.2v5- H2B-mCherry (kind gift of Dr. A.J.C. de Groof, Nijmegen, 
The Netherlands) and pLentiCMV-MCS-LifeAct-GFP vector (kind gift of Dr. Olivier Destaing, 
Institut Albert Bonniot, Grenoble, France) were used. Stable clones were selected with 
blasticidin (5 μg/mL) and puromycin (3 μg/mL) followed by cell sorting.  Lentiviral particles 
were produced in HEK293T cells using the ViraPower expression system (Life technologies). 
All cell lines were maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere supplied with 5% CO2.
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Transient and stable downregulation of gene expression
Transient siRNA-mediated knockdown of adherens junction proteins was performed 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Dharmacon). On-target plus siRNA smart pool 
or non-targeting control siRNA (25 or 50 nM) were transfected in Opti-MEM serum-
reduced medium using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent (ThermoFisher Scientific) for 24 
h, followed by incubation in complete growth medium (48 h) and functional studies 
accompanied by cell lysis for analysis of knockdown efficiency. 
4T1 cells with stable E-cadherin knockdown were generated using mission lentiviral 
particles containing the pLKO.1 construct to target mouse CDH1 (Sigma-Aldrich) to 
generate cells with knockdown of E-cadherin (4T1/shCDH1) or non-targeting sequence 
(4T1/shNT) (Table 1). 
MCF-7 cells were transfected with pSUPER-Ecadherin-shRNA (MCF7/shCDH1) or 
pSUPER-Control-shRNA (MCF7/shNT) using Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (ThermoFisher 
Scientific) and stable clones were selected using selected in G418 to generate stable 
E-cadherin knockdown, as described33.
Scanning electron microscopy
Collagen gels were fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (1 h, 37°C), 
washed, additionally fixed in 1% OsO4 in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (1 h, 37°C) and 
dehydrated. Images were taken using Zeiss Sigma 300 scanning electron microscope 
(Carl Zeiss AG, Jena, Germany).
Generation of spheroids
Cancer cell spheroids were generated using the hanging drop method34. Briefly, cells 
from subconfluent culture were detached using 1 mM EDTA (ThermoFisher Scientific) and 
Table1. ShRNA sequences used to target E-cadherin in 4T1 cells.
Specificity / product code Sequence
Non-Mammalian shRNA 
Control, SHC002
CCGGCAACAAGATGAAGAGCACCAACTCGAGTTGGTGCTCTTC 
ATCTTGTTGTTTTT
CDH1 shRNA
TRCN0000042578
CCGGGCTGGAATCTTTGTCCATGTACTCGAGTACATGGACAAAG 
ATTCCAGCTTTTTG
CDH1 shRNA
TRCN0000042579
CCGGCGGGACAATGTGTATTACTATCTCGAGATAGTAATACACAT 
TGTCCCGTTTTTG
CDH1 shRNA
TRCN0000042580
CCGGGCCTCATATCATCACCATCTTCTCGAGAAGATGGTGATGAT 
ATGAGGCTTTTTG
CDH1 shRNA
TRCN0000042581
CCGGCCGAGAGAGTTACCCTACATACTCGAGTATGTAGGGTAAC 
TCTCTCGGTTTTTG
CDH1 shRNA
TRCN0000042582
CCGGCCACGACCAATGATGGCATTTCTCGAGAAATGCCATCATT 
GGTCGTGGTTTTTG
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0.075% trypsin (ThermoFisher Scientific), suspended in growth medium supplemented 
with 10% methylcellulose (Sigma-Aldrich) and maintained overnight as hanging droplets 
each containing 500-1000 cells.
3D and interface collagen assays
For 3D culture spheroids were incorporated into pepsinized collagen type I from bovine 
skin (final concentration 1.6 mg/mL, PureCol, Advanced BioMatrix) or non-pepsinized 
collagen from rat tail tendon (final concentration between 2 mg/mL and 6 mg/mL; BD 
Biosciences) prior to polymerization to obtain low- or high-density 3D interface assay 
(IF). Fibrillar collagen matrices were polymerized by rising the pH to 7.4 using 0.75% 
Na-bicarbonate (Gibco) together with minimum essential Eagle’s medium (Sigma) for 
bovine skin collagen or 0.1 N NaOH for rat tail tendon collagen and polymerized at 37°C. 
For interface migration spheroids were allowed to sink down to the bottom of the well 
plate before collagen was polymerized, allowing cells to emigrate from spheroids along 
the interface between collagen and plastic. 3D collagen mixtures were incorporated into 
glass chambers or mounted as a drop-gels in 12-well plates and maintained at 37°C.
Function inhibition assays
Interference in live-cell assays was performed using antibodies against β1 integrin 
(clone 4B4), E-cadherin (clone SHE78-7) or isotypic controls (IgG1 or IgG2) at the final 
concentration 10 µg/mL. Adhesion function of α5 and αV integrins was also blocked 
using cRGDFV or control cRADFV peptide (Biochem). MMPs activity was inhibited with 
broad-spectrum inhibitor GM6001 (Ilomastat, 20 µM; Merck Millipore). Antibodies, 
inhibitors and respective controls were added to the cell-collagen mixture and growth 
medium prior to polymerization. Medium containing antibody or inhibitor was refreshed 
after 3 days of culture. 
Bright field and time-lapse microscopy
Cancer spheroids in 3D culture were monitored by brightfield microscopy using a CCD 
camera (Sentech), a 10x /0.20 NA air objective and frame grabber system (Vistek) for 
24-48 h at 37°C with a frame interval of 4 min. 
Two-photon laser micropatterning
Multiphoton excitation at 830 nm  (Coherent, Chameleon-XR) was used to generate 
linear microtracks in pre-formed 3D collagen matrices, as described35. Tracks of 150 x 
20 x 20 µm were positioned directly adjacent to the spheroid border and invasion was 
monitored for 24-48h.
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Immunohistochemistry
Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues from murine or human tumor lesions were 
sectioned into 4-5 µm slices with a microtome (Microm HM340E, Thermo Scientific), 
mounted on slides, air-dried (37°C, 18 h) and deparaffinized using xylene and descending 
ethanol concentrations (100% - 50%). Antigen retrieval was performed by 15 min boiling 
in citrate (pH 6.0) or Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 9.0) followed by blocking in 3% hydrogen 
peroxide and incubation with primary antibody (4°C, 18 h). Samples were incubated with 
secondary antibody conjugated to a polymer labelled with horseradish peroxidise for 30 
min followed by incubation with diaminobenzidine (DAKO; 5 min, 20°C) and hematoxilin 
(2 min) according to manufacturer´s protocol. Images were taken by automated slide 
scanning (Pannoramic250 Flash II, 3DHistech).
Immunofluorescent staining and confocal microscopy
Collagen lattices were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (30 min, 20°C), incubated in 
PBS/10% goat serum/0.3% Triton X-100 (1h, 20°C), followed by primary antibodies in 
PBS/0.1% BSA/0.3% Triton X-100 (4°C, 20°C), washed, and incubated with secondary 
antibody, DAPI and/or phalloidin (4°C, 20°C). Confocal fluorescence and reflection 
microscopy were performed using 20x/ 0.50 NA and 40x/ 0.80 NA objectives (Olympus 
FV1000).
3D reconstruction of carcinoma lesions ex vivo
Tissue samples obtained after surgical removal of primary breast cancer (Department of 
Pathology, Radboudumc, Nijmegen) were fixed in formalin and sectioned with a vibratome 
(Leica, VT100s) to obtain 200 μm thick slices. For optimized antibody penetration, 
sequential 24 h-incubation (4°C) were performed for each primary and secondary 
antibody incubation and washing steps (PBS/2% goat serum/0.1% Triton X-100/0.05% 
NaN3). Images were acquired using two-photon microscopy (LaVision BioTec) with a 20x 
/NA 0.95 objective (Olympus XLUMPlanFI 206) and excitation at 910/1090/1180 nm. 
Flow cytometry
For surface protein expression cells were detached with EDTA (2 mM), washed, incubated 
with primary antibody (10 mg/mL in PBS), washed, incubated with secondary Alexa488-
conjugated antibody (1:400) and analyzed by flow cytometry (FACSCalibur, BD Biosciences) 
and histogram population gating (FCS Express 3). 
SDS-PAGE and Western blotting
Cells were lyzed using SDS sample buffer (62.5 mM Tris-HCl, 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 
50mM DTT and bromophenol blue). Cell lysates were loaded onto 6-15% acrylamide 
gels, followed by electrophoresis and wet or semi-dry transfer (iBlot, ThermoScientific) 
onto PVDF membranes (0.45 µm, Amersham Hybond), followed by fluorescence detection 
(Odyssee, LI-COR Biosciences).
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Intravital two-photon microscopy
All experiments in mice were approved by the Ethical Committee on Animal Experiments 
(protocol number RU-DEC 2011-039 and RU-DEC 2012-129, Radboud University, 
Nijmegen, the Netherlands).
A mammary imaging window was mounted on top of the 4th mammary fat pad of 6-8 
week old Balb/C and BALB/C-nu/nu female mice and used for implantation of preformed 
cancer spheroids from 4T1 or MCF-7 cells, respectively. For imaging window implantation 
and two-photon microscopy mice were anaesthetized with isoflurane (1-2% in oxygen). 
Intravital imaging was performed using a two-photon microscope (TriMScope-II, LaVision 
BioTec), equipped with two Ti:Sa (Coherent Ultra II Titanium:Sapphire) lasers and one 
Optical Parameter Oscillator (APE/Coherent), 20x/0.95 water-immersion objective 
(Olympus XLUMPlanFI 206) and temperature-controlled stage (37°C).
Spontaneous metastasis analysis
Control or wild-type MCF-7 cells (1x106 in 50 µL PBS) or 4T1 cells (1x105 in 50 µL) were 
injected into the 4th mammary fat pad of imaging window-free BALB/C-nu/nu and Balb/C 
8-week old female mice (Charles River Laboratories), respectively. Tumor growth was 
monitored weekly in window-free, measured by caliper and the mice were euthanized 
after 30-36 days after cancer cell injection or when tumors reached the size of 2 cm3. 
Metastases in the lungs were identified by immunohistochemical staining of serial whole-
lung sections for cytokeratin-8/18 (4T1) or for human-specific cytokeratin-8 and vimentin 
(MCF-7) followed by whole-slice scanning (Pannoramic 250 Flash II, 3DHistech) and 
counting of metastatic foci. The metastasis score represents the cumulative number of 
lesions of all slices analyzed with 60 µm interval.
Image analysis
Invasion was quantified as the 2D area of the invasion region from projected 3D image 
stacks, the length of collectively invading strands and the number of detached individual 
cells, using manual image segmentation and analysis (ImageJ V1.49s, NIH, Bethesda, 
USA). Images were processed by adjustment of brightness and contrast, cropping, 
rotation, segmentation, 3D reconstruction, mosaic stitching and drift correction during 
time-lapse recording.  For measuring protein level, regions of interest were manually 
drawn on multichannel overlay images around single cells (for cytoplasmic and membrane 
markers), signal intensities were measured and normalized to the background intensities.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed as the non-parametric two-tailed Mann-Whitney 
test (GraphPad Prism 5). P-values after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons 
below 0.05 were considered significant. Unless indicated otherwise, experiments were 
independently performed three times. 
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RESULTS
Breast carcinoma cells migrate collectively within pre-existing tissue 
microtracks
To determine the type of invasion of breast cancer cells and the associated ECM structure 
in vivo, the three-dimensional (3D) organization of invasion pattern and the space 
between collagen bundles were analyzed in 200 µm-thick sections from clinical samples 
of invasive lobular and ductal carcinomas (ILC and IDC).  
Figure 1. Collective invasion occurs within pre-existing tissue tracks. a) Invasion patterns of 
E-cadherin positive IDC (top panels) and CD44-positive but E-cadherin deficient ILC (lower panels). 
b) Association of IDC and ILC invasion patterns with collagen organization. Examples show 
randomly organized and aligned collagen fibers detected by second harmonic generation (SHG). 
c) Quantification of E-cadherin level on the membrane of leader and follower cells in collective IDC 
a) b) c)
d)
e) f)
g) h)
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strands. Data represent 7 independent tumor samples, 20-30 cells per sample. d) Quantification of 
the number of single cells in IDC (n=7 independent tumor samples) and ILC (n=3 independent tumor 
samples) lesions. e) Organization of collagen-rich stroma in tumor-free zone. Examples denote SHG-
positive fibrillar collagen and SHG-negative clefts without or with stromal cells. e) Quantification of 
the distance between SHG-positive collagen fibers with aligned or random organization in tumor-
free normal mammary tissue IDC (n=7 independent tumor samples, 20 regions per sample) and ILC 
(n=3 independent tumor samples, 20 regions per sample) lesions. g) Organization of collagen-rich 
stroma in tumor-cell containing invasion zones. Examples denote SHG-positive fibrillar collagen and 
SHG-negative clefts with carcinoma collective strands. h) Quantification of the width of tissue space 
between collagen bundles filled with carcinoma collective strands in IDC (n=7 independent tumor 
samples, 20 regions per sample) and ILC (n=3 independent tumor samples, 20 regions per sample) 
lesions. Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values 
(whiskers) in (d, f, h), or mean ± SEM (b). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 50 μm (a, b); 
10 μm (e, g).
Carcinoma cells were arranged in multicellular structures, as (i) thick collective strands 
with E-cadherin present along cell-cell junctions in IDC; (ii) thin strands with absent 
E-cadherin in ILC samples, with nonetheless intact cell-cell junctions revealed by linear 
intercellular CD44 localization (Fig. 1a). Both types of carcinoma cell invasion retained 
multicellular organization similar to normal ducts, but without intact basement membrane 
revealed as lack of collagen IV staining (Suppl. Fig. 1a). Both IDC and ILC strands were 
negative for vimentin expression, but surrounded by vimentin-positive stromal cells 
(Suppl. Fig. 1a). Albeit with different strand calibres, both E-cadherin positive and 
E-cadherin deficient lesions generated collective invasion patterns (Fig.1b). In collective 
IDC strands, E-cadherin was abundantly retained at the cell-cell junctions, but with 
diminished intensity in leader cells (Fig. 1c). In ILC lesions, deficience for E-cadherin36,37 
correlated with increased tendency to single-cell patterns (Fig. 1d). Thus, primary breast 
cancer lesions contain two types of collective invasion with and without E-cadherin along 
cell-cell junctions. 
To derive whether collagenous tissue space surrounding the collective invasion 
zone was preformed or newly generated, we first obtained 3D maps from tumor-free 
regions. Peritumoral non-invaded breast tissue, similar to the normal breast tissue, was 
heterogeneous in collagen geometry with aligned or randomly organized subregions, 
forming microtracks between adjacent collagen bundles (Fig. 1b, Suppl. Fig. 1b-d), 
whereby random collagen bundles formed larger inter-fiber spaces as compared to aligned 
or bundled fibers (Fig. 1f). The dimensions of tissue tracks filled with stroma cells did not 
exceed the dimensions of empty tracks and were similar in morphology, suggesting that 
the track width uniformly scales with the dimensions of stromal cells (Fig. 1e; Suppl. Fig. 
1e). In IDC and ILC lesions multicellular carcinoma strands filled the volume of tube-like 
tissue tracks, which when reconstructed by second harmonic generation microscopy, 
formed a cleft-like network surrounding carcinoma strands bordered by parallel collagen 
bundles (Fig. 1b, g; Suppl. Fig. 1b, c). The dimensions of collectively invading IDC and 
ILC carcinoma strands exceeded pre-existing tissue microtracks in the peritumoral 
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regions (Fig. 1h) suggesting their widening of the tracks by carcinoma strands. Thus, 
the pertitumoral ECM provides confined track-like spaces bordered by collagen bundles 
along which both E-cadherin positive and -negative collective carcinoma strands align 
and, likely, cause track widening. This pattern indicates that invasion occurs in confined 
space which can be widened by collective invasion strands, similar to breast cancer cells 
moving in prefabricated microtracks in 3D collagen35. 
Collective invasion of breast carcinoma cells in vitro depends on  
the availability of 3D ECM tracks 
To recapitulate different types of ECM organization in human carcinoma lesions and to 
probe the geometrical requirements for collective breast cancer cell invasion we designed 
a range of collagen-based 3D invasion models, including (i) dense or loose fibrillar matrix, 
(ii) aligned or random collagen bundles, and (iii) cell-generated track-dependent models 
(Fig. 2a). As model for loose fibrillar ECM, collagen networks were reconstituted from 
bovine skin collagen (1.6 mg/mL) which provide large interfibre spaces of 0.9-12 µm 
width (Fig. 2a1, b1, e1; Suppl. Fig. 2a, b). 
As intermediate density ECM, rat-tail collagen (1.5 mg/mL) with pore diameters of 
0.7 - 5 µm (Fig. 2b2) and to model high-density ECM, rat-tail collagen (2.5 mg/mL) 
consisting of short fibrils with interfiber space of 0.46 - 2.5µm (2b3) were used. These 
densities match the density range of low to high densities in human carcinoma lesions, 
but contain randomly distributed pores instead of track structures. 
Figure 2. Collective invasion of breast carcinoma cells depends on availability of tracks within 3D 
matrix in vitro. b) Scheme of collagen-based invasion assays used to model MCF-7 invasion within 
low density (1) and dense matrix (2), laser-ablated microtracks in dense 3D collagen (3) and along 
an interface between 3D collagen and the bottom of the petri dish (4). b) Collagen networks with 
different density used for studies with MCF-7 cells, including low density collagen, PC (PureCol 1.6 
mg/mL), intermediate density collagen, RT (rat tail collagen, 1.5 mg/mL) and high density collagen, 
RT (rat tail collagen, 2.5 mg/mL). Quantification of pore diameters at different collagen densities. 
Data represent 3 independent experiments, 20 regions per experiment. c) Collagen-free de novo 
fibroblast-generated track adjacent to the tip of invading carcinoma strand. Quantification of 
de novo fibroblast-generated tracks diameter. d) Collagen-free track created by laser ablation of 
defined sub-region within dense collagen matrix adjacent to carcinoma cell spheroid. e) Collective 
invasion of MCF-7 cells within collagen matrices with different geometries with E-cadherin localized 
at cell-cell junctions: matrices– (1) within low-density collagen (PureCol 1.6 mg/mL), (2) within 
dense collagen in coculture with fibroblasts (rat tail collagen, 2.5 mg/mL), (3) into laser-ablated 
tracks within dense collagen (rat tail collagen, 2.5 mg/mL), (4) along the high-density 3D interface 
(rat-tail collagen, 2.5 mg/mL). f) Scanning electron microscopy of the surface forming interface by 
collagen matrices with different densities. g) Quantification of E-cadherin level in the leading and 
follower cells within collective strands invading within collagen matrices with different geometries. 
Data represent 20-30 cells per condition from 3 independent experiments. Values display median 
(black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers) in (b, c), or 
mean ± SEM (f). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 50 μm (b, e); 1 μm (g). 
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To mimic patterned ECM with aligned microtracks, fibroblasts introduced into dense 
collagen matrix created tube-like tracks of variable width by matrix remodeling (Fig. 2a 
2, c, e2), as described30. Controlled initial geometry, barrier-free tracks in dense collagen 
a)
b) c) d)
e)
f)
g)
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were created by laser ablation adjacent to tumor cell spheroids (Fig. 2a3, d, e3). Invasion 
along narrow cleft-like interfaces was achieved by embedding spheroids between 
the culture dish surface and 3D collagen of different density (Fig. 2a 4, e4).
To probe the dependency of collective invasion of preexisting tissue geometry, 
highly differentiated E-cadherin positive MCF-7 cells which cannot remodel ECM by 
themselves were confronted as spheroids with each track system (Fig. 2e 1-4). MCF-7 
cells invaded collectively into highly porous collagen, fibroblast generated and laser-
generatetd tracks, and in the interface model, by adopting different multicellular shapes 
in dependence of substrate geometry (Fig. 2e 1-4). In high-porosity 3D collagen, multiple 
multicellular protrusions adopted bulky shapes (Fig. 2e 1; Suppl. Fig. 2a, b), whereas 
elongated extensive strands emerged in coculture with human lung (MRC-5) or breast 
(HMF) fibroblasts (Fig. 2e 2; Suppl. Fig. 2c, d) or along pre-existing laser-generated tracks 
(Fig. 2e 3) of flat sheets in the interface model (Fig. 2e 4; Suppl. Fig. 2e). Conversely, 
with increasing collagen density MCF-7 cells failed to invade, but retained proliferation 
and growth (Suppl. Fig. 2c).  When the interface was formed by collagen with different 
density and, respectively, pore size, the efficiency of collective migration was modulated 
(Suppl. Fig. 2f) due to different density of collagen fibers forming the interfaces along 
which carcinoma cells invaded (Fig. 2g). Irrespective of matrix geometry, collective strands 
and sheets contained E-cadherin along cell-cell junctions (Fig. 2e, f) similar to ductal 
mammary gland morphogenesis38, and a trend for decreased levels in leader cells (Fig. 
2f). Thus, carcinoma cell collective invasion retains E-cadherin-based cell-cell junctions of 
varying degree, depends upon both tissue space and guidance, and results in different 
morphologies dependent on ECM pattern.
Guidance by preexisting vs. newly generated tracks
Kinetically, the tips of MCF-7 cell strands associated with fibroblasts (Suppl. Fig. 3a), 
similar to collective invasion of squamous cell carcinomas30. Collective invasion required 
the presence of fibroblasts, and the availability of newly generated collagen-free 
mictrotracks (Suppl. Fig. 3b), whereas fibroblast-conditioned medium or hepatocyte 
growth factor (HGF) alone was inefficient (Suppl. Fig. 3c, d). 
Fibroblasts of different origin, including lung and breast cancer origin, induced 
invasion to similar extent (Suppl. Fig. 3e, f). Since the ability of fibroblasts to induce 
collective invasion of MCF-7 cells was MMP dependent, and MT1-MMP is the main 
protease responsible for collagen type I proteolysis in fibroblasts and cancer cells39,40, 
MT1-MMP was ectopically expressed in MCF-7 cells (Suppl. Fig. 3g), to test whether 
proteolytic competence is sufficient to initiate collective invasion in a cell-autonomous 
manner. MT1-MMP enabled MCF-7 cells to invade high density collagen matrix (Suppl. 
Fig. 3h, i). indicating that the ability to remodel matrix is required for collective carcinoma 
cell invasion in dense matrix. 
To test whether collective carcinoma invasion of MCF-7 cells in preformed tracks 
occurs independently of pericellular proteolysis, we inhibited matrix metalloproteinases 
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(MMPs) with the broad-spectrum inhibitor GM6001matrices. The efficiency of collective 
invasion was not inhibited by GM6001 in 3D low-density collagen matrix (Suppl. Fig. 4a), 
whereas collective invasion in dense, fibroblast containing cultures, was abrogated by 
MMPs inhibition (Suppl. Fig. 4b). Similar to highly porous 3D cultures, collective migration 
within barrier-free tracks and interfaces was not affected by GM6001(Suppl. Fig. 4c, d). 
Thus, with sufficiently large pores or tissue tracks available, collective invasion occurs 
independently of MMPs by guidance along available interfaces, yet MMPs availability is 
required in dense, non-patterned tissue for neo-track generation. 
Requirements of integrins for collective carcinoma invasion
To determine whether collective carcinoma invasion along de novo-generated or pre-
existing tissue tracks is dependent on receptor-mediated force generation, or whether it 
occurs as a passive process, we perturbed the function of integrins. Integrinsare critical 
for collective invasion in other models, with β1 integrins, the major subset responsible 
for interactions with collagen type I41, was highly expressed by both MCF-7 cells and 
fibroblasts (Suppl. Fig. 5a, b). In the presence of β1 integrin perturbing mAb 4B4, 
fibroblasts lost polarity and their capability to initiate collective invasion of MCF-7 cells 
(Suppl. Fig. 5c, d). To discriminate whether β1 integrin was required in the tumor or 
stromal cell compartment, siRNA-mediated silencing of β1 integrin in MCF-7 cells or 
fibroblasts was performed. β1 integrin downregulation in both, fibroblasts and MCF-7 
cells, led to reduced collective invasion by about 40% (Suppl. Fig. 5e, f). Thus, both 
fibroblast-mediated collective carcinoma migration are supported by β1 integrin 
availability. Similar results were obtained for MCF-7 invasion along laser-generated tracks 
in the absence of fibroblasts (Suppl. Fig. 6a, b). Simultaneous interference with β1 and 
RGD dependent integrins more strongly interfered with collective invasion of MCF-7 cells 
within the interfaces, whereas β1 integrin targeting had only mild and cRGD alone no 
effect (Suppl. Fig. 6c, d). Thus, collective carcinoma invasion along preformed tracks and 
interfaces is supported by multiple integrin subsets. 
Cell-autonomous collective invasion and single-cell dissemination in 4T1 
cells
To test whether the dependence of collective invasion on ECM tracks is retained in a more 
aggressive breast carcinoma model, 4T1 cells, which, compared to MCF-7 cells, invade 
dense 3D matrix in a cell-autonomous manner were used in dense non-patterned 3D 
collagen in the absence of preformed tracks or fibroblasts.
Confronted with fibrillar collagen of a broadened density range to maximize ECM 
barrier function (Suppl. Fig. 7a; interfiber distance 0.39 - 0.7 µm), 4T1 cells autonomously 
invaded as collective strands irrespective of collagen density (Fig. 3a). Notably, in low- and 
intermediate-density collagen, 4T1 cells also disseminated as single cells, in contrast to 
MCF-7 cells (Fig. 3a, b). E-cadherin was present along cell-cell junctions of collectively 
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invading strands (Fig. 3c), with both E-cadherin and β-catenin levels diminished in leader 
cells and cells after detachment, compared to follower cells (Fig. 3d, e). 
In high, but not low density collagen collective invasion was dependent on MMP 
activity, as the number of collective strands was inhibited by GM6001, however the length 
of persisting collective strands was inhibited in both conditions tested (Suppl. Fig. 7b, c). 
Single cell detachment was dose-dependently diminished with increased matrix density 
(Fig. 3a, b), and abrogated in the presence of MMP inhibitor GM6001 (Suppl. Fig. 7b, c).
Thus, naturally lowered E-cadherin levels coincide with cell release in preformed or 
MMP-generated low-density tissue regions.
Figure 3. Matrix confinement defines the efficiency of collective invasion. a) Efficiency of collective 
invasion in autonomously invasive 4T1 cells within 3D collagen matrices of different density (rat-tail 
collagen 2, 4 and 6 mg/mL). Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent 
experiments.b) Quantification of the number of single cells, collective strands and the length 
of collective strands in collagen matrices of different density. c) Localization of E-cadherin in 
cell-cell junctions of 4T1 cells collectively invading 3D collagen matrices with different density. 
d) Quantification of membrane E-cadherin level in the leader, follower and detached cells for different 
collagen densities. Data represent 20-30 cells per condition from 3 independent experiments. 
e) Quantification of membrane β-catenin level in the leader, following and detached cells at different 
collagen densities. Data represent 20-30 cells per condition from 3 independent experiments. Values 
display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers) in 
(b), or mean ± SEM (d, e). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 200 µm (c); 50 µm (c).
a) b)
c)
d) e)
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Single-cell detachment after forced downregulation of E-cadherin 
under non-confining tissue conditions
To directly test the interdependence of matrix confinement and E-cadherin levels 
in controlling the transition from collective to single-cell migration, E-cadherin was 
stably downregulated in MCF-7 and 4T1 cells and the impact on migration mode was 
assessed for different ECM geometries (Fig. 4a; Suppl. Fig. 8a-d). Five shRNA sequences 
were initially used for downregulating E-cadherin in 4T1 cells yielding similar level of 
single cell dissemination, and one was selected for the further studies. In MCF-7 cells, 
downregulation of E-cadherin led to decrease in the expression of other epithelial 
markers, including p120 catenin isoform 1, and increased expression of the mesenchymal 
markers, including N-cadherin, vimentin and Zeb-2 (Fig. 4a). In 4T1 cells, downregulation 
of E-cadherin caused reduced expression of epithelial markers α- and β- catenins, but 
lacked repression of p120, and no further induction of mesenchymal markers vimentin, 
Zeb-2 and N-cadherin was noted (Fig. 4a). Thus, both models show decreased E-cadherin 
expression linked to a partial EMT phenotype. 
E-cadherin downregulation enabled the release of single cells from spheroids or 
collective invasion strands or sheets in all models of low density collagen. Individual 
MCF-7 cells detached in 3D low density collagen or within the low-density 3D interface 
interfaces (Fig. 4b, c). Likewise, 4T1 spheroids released a high number of individual cells 
when cultured in mid-density 3D collagen (Fig. 4d, e). Similar results were obtained with 
antibody blocking of E-cadherin, which resulted in the release of single MCF-7 cells in 
conditions of loose 3D matrix or laser-dissected tracks (Suppl. Fig. 9a-f). Combining 
shRNA-mediated knockdown of E-cadherin and antibody interference did not further 
increase single-cell release (Suppl. Fig. 10 a, b), indicating maximum efficacy of 
E-cadherin interference. 
Importantly, in both cell models, single-cell release was a linear function of ECM space, 
with near-complete abrogation below a pore diameter of 1 µm (Fig. 4f, Suppl. Fig. 9c). 
Thus, single cell detachment is a probabilistic process dependent on both, instability 
of cell-cell junctions and non-confining tissue conditions.
We next tested whether the single cell invasion in non-confining environments 
depends upon the function of β1 integrin, similarly to collective movement. Single cell 
invasion in low-density 3D collagen and the low-density interface assay was diminished 
by function-perturbing anti- β1 integrin mAb 4B4 (Suppl. Fig. 10c, d), but not by MMP 
inhibitor GM6001, resulting in non-proteolytic squeezing between collagen fibers (Suppl. 
Fig. 11a, b). In 4T1 model with increased matrix density the number of single cell released 
was completely inhibited by GM6001 treatment however the length of remaining 
collective strands was unaffected. In contrast, in low density collagen matrix single cell 
dissemination persisted (Suppl. Fig. 11c-e). 
Both, 4T1/shNT and 4T1/shCDH1 cells were capable to pericellular collagen 
degradation (Suppl. Fig. 11f), whereas MCF-7 cells, both control and after E-cadherin 
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Figure 4. Single cell detachment after downregulation of E-cadherin requires non-confining matrix 
conditions in vitro. a) Western blot showing the expression of cell adhesion molecules and EMT 
markers after shRNA-mediated knockdown of E-cadherin in MCF-7 and 4T1 cells. b) Collective and 
single-cell invasion modes in MCF-7 cells after knockdown of E-cadherin invading within loose 3D 
collagen matrix or in the low- or high-density 3D interface assay (IF). c) Quantification of the number 
of single cells released from MCF-7 spheroids within 3D loose collagen matrix and along interfaces 
formed by dense or loose collagen matrices. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 
independent experiments. d) Efficiency of single cell dissemination after E-cadherin knockdown in 
4T1 cells invading collagen matrices with different densities. e) Quantification of the number of single 
cells released from 4T1 spheroids within 3D matrices of different collagen densities. Data represent 
a)
b)
c)
d)
e) f)
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>=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments. f) Dependency of single-cell release 
on collagen pores diameter. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent 
experiments. Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum 
values (whiskers) in (c, e). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 200 µm (b, d). 
Figure 5.  Confinement determines molecular requirements for single-cell and collective migration. 
a) β-catenin localization at cell-cell junctions after E-cadherin knockdown in MCF-7 cells migrating 
a) b)
c) d)
e) f)
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in the low- or high-density 3D interface assay (see model description in Fig. 2a4). b) Quantification 
of membrane E-cadherin and β-catenin level in MCF-7 cells after E-cadherin knockdown migrating 
in the low- or high-density 3D interface assay. Data represent 20-30 cells per condition from 3 
independent experiments. c) β-catenin localization at cell-cell junctions of MCF-7 cells invading 
collectively within dense 3D collagen matrix. d) Quantification of membrane E-cadherin, β-catenin 
and p120 catenin levels in MCF-7 cells after E-cadherin knockdown in dense 3D collagen matrix. 
Data represent 20-30 cells per condition from 3 independent experiments. e) Immunofluorescence 
staining of β-catenin in 4T1 cells invading collectively within collagen matrices of different densities. 
f) Quantification of membrane E-cadherin and β-catenin level in collectively invading 4T1 cells after 
E-cadherin knockdown invading 3D collagen matrices with different densities. Data represent 20-30 
cells per condition from 3 independent experiments. Mean values ± SEM. P values, Mann Whitney 
test. Scale bars, 50 µm (a, c, e).
perturbation with SHE78-7, were likely relying on non-proteolytic squeezing between 
collagen fibers in non-confined matrix (Suppl. Fig. 11h). Thus, after downregulation of 
E-cadherin, single-cell detachment and dissemination is MMP independent and therefore 
tissue space-delimited, but requires β1 integrin function. 
Persistence of collective invasion under confinement despite E-cadherin 
downregulation 
In all models of high confinement, downregulation of E-cadherin by RNAi or antibody-
based strategies, in both MCF-7 and 4T1 cells, was not sufficient to release individual 
cells, but collective invasion persisted (Fig. 4b, d; Suppl. Fig. 9a). Notably, the number and 
length of collective invasion after E-cadherin knockdown in 4T1 cells were moderately 
reduced (Suppl. Fig. 12a, b) but remained unperturbed in MCF-7 cells when fibroblasts 
were present (Suppl. Fig. 12c, d). 
To test whether collective invasion in dense matrix is determined by persisting 
adherens junctions, we performed immunofluorescence staining of MCF-7 and 4T1 cells 
after E-cadherin downregulation. Cell-cell junctions were deficient for E-cadherin but 
retained localization of F-actin in both cell types (Fig. 5a, c, e; Suppl. Fig. 12e,) and 
β-catenin (in MCF-7 cells, whereas 4T1 cells lacked junctional β-catenin (Fig. 5a-f). Thus, 
despite profound downregulation of E-cadherin and a partial EMT signature, both breast 
carcinoma cells retained collective movement under conditions of tissue confinement 
with varying composition of cell-cell junctions.
We next determined whether residual adherens junctions of alternative composition 
compensate for deregulated E-cadherin function during confinement-enforced collective 
movement. Additional siRNA-mediated transient downregulation of E-cadherin, 
N-cadherin, P-cadherin, α-catenin, β-catenin or p120-catenin in MCF-7/shCDH1 cells had 
no impact on collective invasion in confinement, whereas under non-confining conditions 
β-catenin or p120-catenin RNAi enhanced single cell release further (Fig. 6a, b). 
Since p120 is a critical regulator of adherens junctions stability42 and its knockdown 
reached highest additional single cells release into non-confined matrix, we tested 
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Figure 6. Confinement promotes collective invasion and junctional β-catenin localization after dual-
targeting of adherens junctions. a) Example micrographs showing the invasion pattern of MCF-7/
shCDH1 cells after additional siRNA-mediated transient knockdown of β-catenin or p120 catenin 
disseminating as single cells in the low- or high-density 3D interface assay. b) Number of single 
cells after dual-targeting of adherens junction components in MCF-7 cells with downregulated 
E-cadherin in the low-density 3D interface assay. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 
3 independent experiments. c) Differential migration pattern and membrane β-catenin localization 
after siRNA-mediated knockdown of p120 catenin in MCF-7/shCDH1 cells migrating in the low- 
or high-density 3D interface assay. d) Quantification of membrane β-catenin level in MCF-7/
shCDH1 cells with additional siRNA-mediated knockdown of p120 catenin migrating individually or 
collectively in the low- versus high-density 3D interface assay. Data represent >=10 spheroids per 
condition from 3 independent experiments. Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles 
(boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers) in (b), or mean ± SEM (d). P values, Mann Whitney 
test. Scale bars, 200 µm (a); 50 µm (c).
a) b)
c) d)
whether adherens-like junctions persisted. β-catenin, a general marker of adherens 
junctions43, was retained at cell-cell junctions in collectively invading MCF-7/shCDH1 cells 
after siRNA interference with p120 catenin under confinement (Fig. 6c, d). This indicates 
that, despite divergent expression of E-cadherin and intracellular adapter proteins, 
confinement enables a range of cell-cell junction types. In aggregate, collective invasion 
under ECM confinement in vitro is adaptive and may retain E-cadherin positive adherens 
junctions or alternative, E-cadherin independent cell-cell interactions.
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Figure 7. Invasion mode depends on ECM confinement in vivo. a) E-cadherin localization at cell-cell 
junctions of MCF-7 and 4T1 lesions in the mouse mammary fat pad during collective invasion in vivo. 
b) Lack of single-cell dissemination and diminished collective invasion in vivo after knockdown of 
E-cadherin in MCF-7 cells. c) Collective and single-cell dissemination of 4T1/shNT and 4T1/shCDH1 
cells in subregions with different collagen density in vivo. d) Quantification of the number of single 
cells over time after E-cadherin knockdown in 4T1 cells in vivo. Data represent >=3-5 tumors per 
condition from minimum 3 independent experiments. e) Quantification of the number of detached 
single cells and associated matrix density in 4T1/shNT or 4T1/shCDH1 lesions. Data represent >=3-5 
tumors per condition from minimum 3 independent experiments. f) Time-curve of the primary 
tumor growth after E-cadherin knockdown in MCF-7 cells. Data represent 5 - 6 mice per group. g) 
Time-curve of the primary tumor growth after E-cadherin knockdown in 4T1 cells. Data represent 
a) b)
c)
h) i)
d)
e) g)
f)
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Role of E-cadherin for carcinoma local invasion and distant metastasis 
formation
To validate the significance of ECM confinement in the regulation of carcinoma 
invasion modes and their interconversions in vivo, MCF-7 or 4T1 cells were implanted 
into the mammary fat pad and the steps of tissue invasion monitored by multiphoton 
microscopy (Suppl. Fig. 13a). Both, MCF-7 and 4T1 cells initiated collective invasion 
strands with E-cadherin present along cell-cell junctions and preferential orientation 
along collagen bundles (Fig. 7a) and along the vimentin-positive cells of the reactive 
stroma (Suppl. Fig. 13b). Thus, similar to confining 3D culture, MCF-7 and 4T1 tumors 
both developed collective invasion along stromal structures. 
Downregulation of E-cadherin in MCF-7 cells was associated with decrease in 
cytokeratins expression (Suppl. Fig. 13c), whereas 4T1 cells retained cytokeratin expression 
in vivo (Suppl. Fig. 13d), likely consistent with acquisition of mesenchymal properties by 
MCF-7 cells. 
Despite partial loss of epithelial differentiation, MCF-7 cells failed to develop both 
collective or single cell invasion, resulting in spherically growing non-invading tumors 
(Fig. 7b). In contrast, knockdown of E-cadherin in 4T1 cells led resulted in largely 
undiminished collective invasion (Suppl. Fig. 13a) combined with slightly enhanced local 
single cell dissemination (Fig. 7c, d). Single cell dissemination was restricted to regions of 
loose fibrillar collagen, providing 2- to 4-fold larger pore diameters compared to tissue 
conditions where collective invasion persisted (Fig. 7e). Thus, E-cadherin downregulation 
does not disrupt collective invasion in vivo but mildly favors single-cell dissemination in 
tissue niches of low confinement. 
To monitor the effect of E-cadherin on distant metastasis, MCF-7/shCDH1, 4T1/
shCDH1 cells or respective controls were orthotopically implanted into the mammary fat 
pad and the incidence of lung metastasis was scored after 30-36 days of tumor growth 
by total-lung sectioning. E-cadherin knockdown in MCF-7 cells resulted in accelerated 
primary tumor growth (Fig. 7f), however did not induce distant metastasis. In 4T1 cells 
after E-cadherin knockdown both primary tumor growth and the frequency of lung 
metastasis remained unperturbed (Fig. 7h, i). Thus, downregulation of E-cadherin, albeit 
sufficient to weaken cell-cell junctions, was not sufficient to enhance distant metastasis 
in both low- and highly invasive mammary tumor models. 
5 mice per group. h) Example morphology of lung metastatic lesions after E-cadherin knockdown 
in 4T1 cells 38 days after implantation. i) Quantification of the number of metastatic foci within 
the lungs after E-cadherin knockdown in 4T1 cells. Data represent 5 - 6 mice per group. Values 
display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers) in 
(d, e, i), or mean ± SEM (f, g). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 50 µm (a, b, h), 20 µm (c).
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DISCUSSION
We here identify a range of collective epithelial invasion modes with distinct organization of 
cell-cell junctions and ability to release single cells, without direct impact on the metastatic 
potential. By forcing cancer cells together, tissue confinement enables actin-rich cell-cell 
interaction and collective invasion of cells with (i) high E-cadherin expression and mature 
adherens junctions, (ii) low E-cadherin expression forming alternative β-catenin positive 
adherens junctions, and (iii) low E-cadherin lacking adherens junctions components along 
cell-cell junctions. Whereas mature adherens junctions preclude single-cell detachment, 
alternative junctions are labile and allow cells to detach and move individually when 
tissue conditions are non-confining. Despite increased single-cell release, weakening of 
cell-cell junctions by targeted E-cadherin downregulation does not increase the incidence 
of distant metastasis, indicating that downregulation of E-cadherin is neither required 
nor sufficient for metastatic progression. The interdependence of cell-cell junction 
variability, invasion patterns and 3D tissue conditions suggest that jamming-based cell-cell 
cooperation enforces collective invasion and enables molecular variability of intercellular 
junctions types and stability. 
Confinement determines MMP dependence of collective invasion 
Normal and pathological mammary gland tissue organizations both include randomly 
organized networks or spaces and clefts between aligned collagen bundles which act 
as tracks that guide moving cancer cells, similar to other tissue types, including skin, 
colon and brain22,44,45. Both, peritumoral and distant regions of the mammary stroma are 
composed of pre-existing tracks, which likely impose different requirements for MMP-
dependent tissue remodelling. MMPs-dependent pericellular proteolysis was proposed to 
be a rate limiting factor for collective and single invasion through confined, but not porous 
collagen matrix40. Collective invasion within matrix depends on the available space, either 
preformed in the tissue, or de novo generated by proteolytic remodeling, thus enabling 
two types of collective invasion which, similar to individually moving cells, can be MMP-
dependent or -independent46. Carcinoma cells invade patterned ECM, containing large 
or small microtracks and guiding interfaces, collectively or as single cells irrespective of 
MMP expression. Similarly, preferential localization of collective strands bordered by 
aligned collagen bundles in vivo might reflect MMP-independent microtrack invasion. In 
contrast, collective invasion through confined randomly organized matrix indispensably 
required MMP-dependent pericellular collagenolysis or assistance of invasion-inducing 
fibroblast to guide the invasion of MT1-MMP-deficient carcinoma cells30,46.  Thus, large 
enough tracks, present within the peritumoral tissue,  may be permissive for collective 
and single-cell invasion, without tissue destruction accompanied by lateral track widening 
to accommodate solid multicellular collective strands35.
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Relevance of E-cadherin downregulation for invasion and metastatic 
progression
Spontaneous downregulation of E-cadherin localization at cell-cell junctions leads to 
increased single-cell detachment and local invasion, although systemically disseminating 
cancer cell subsets retrieved from the blood of tumor-bearing mice and patients comprise 
both, mesenchymal and epithelial molecular signatures14,15. As predicted by 2D culture 
models, low E-cadherin levels resulted in weakened cell-cell junctions and enabled 
single-cell detachment in 3D enviroments in vitro and in vivo when tissue space was 
non-confining4,47. However, despite destabilization of cell-cell junctions after E-cadherin 
downregulation, collective invasion of breast carcinoma cells predominated when tissue 
confinement was high, which matches phenotypes previously reported after E-cadherin 
deletion in the mammary epithelium18. This result contrasts with the general assumption 
that cells after downregulation of E-cadherin uniformly individualize14,48. In normal 
mammary epithelium cultured in 3D reconstituted basement membrane, collective invasion 
of protruding sprouts persists after E-cadherin deletion despite reorganization of multiple 
classes of junctional proteins, implying weakened but persistent cell-cell interactions 
persist in soft 3D matrix49. Similarly, loss of E-cadherin in an experimental mouse model for 
ILC induces tumor initiation and local tissue invasion by cohesive multicellular stands but 
lacks cell individualization, likely indicating that loss of E-cadherin alone is not sufficient 
to induce single cell dissemination18. In the model of partial EMT-like state obtained in 
both MCF-7 and 4T1 cells after downregulation of E-cadherin single cell dissemination in 
tissue regions of low matrix density and in unconfined in vitro collagen matrices. Thus, 
consistent cell individualization in 2D culture but not 3D environments after deregulating 
adherens junctions revels a broadened spectrum of migration mechanisms as potential 
outcome. In contrast, low matrix confinement correlates with higher invasion speed that 
is likely correlated with a faster rupture of low affinity cell-cell junctions 25, 46.
Although single-cell detachment after E-cadherin downregulation was enhanced in 
porous ECM, distant metastasis was neither facilitated nor impaired. This is consistent with 
findings that loss of epithelial features and EMT is not required for distant metastasis19 
and conflicts with reports showing increased metastasis after the loss E-cadherin in more 
complex oncogenic driver models which, besides loss of E-cadherin, further depend on 
additional mutations, genomic instability of loss of p53 and cooperation with oncogenic 
networks18. Thus, E-cadherin downregulation albeit favouring minor cell individualization, 
neither counteracts nor supports distant metastasis.
ECM confinement imposes collective cell invasion
E-cadherin is a master regulator of cell individualization, as part of EMT or by other 
mechanisms18,36, however breast carcinomas lack single-cell dissemination after knockdown 
or deletion of E-cadherin in 3D matrix environments. By using complementary in vitro 
models, mimicking geometry of tissue tracks identified in peritumoral stroma in vivo, 
we identify tissue confinement as dominant effector of collective invasion, irrespective 
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of the composition and stability of adherens junctions. Retained collective invasion after 
partial EMT is reminiscent of cell jamming and collective invasion of mesenchymal sarcoma, 
melanoma or neural crest cells in vitro and in vivo26,25. By limiting cell escape confining 
ECM topology dictates collective invasion behaviors in otherwise poorly interacting cells 
irrespective of E-cadherin status.
When classified for cell-cell junction organization after E-cadherin downregulation, at 
least two types of collective invasion were identified: (i) with β-catenin present at cell-cell 
junctions indicating adherens junctions with alternative cadherin composition, such as 
N- and P-cadherin50,51,52 and (ii) β-catenin negative junctions implying alternative, 
cadherin-independent cell-cell interactions25. The presence of β-catenin at cell-cell 
junctions is consistent with upregulated N-cadherin in MCF-7 cells, which by interacting 
with β-catenin may compensate for the loss of E-cadherin and stabilize adherens 
junctions, similar to collective migration of neural crest cells that form N-cadherin 
dependent cell-cell contacts53. Alternative junction types enhanced by confinement may 
further include tight junctions, desmosomes and members of immunoglobulin family of 
adhesion receptors, which all can connect cells and provide junction signalling17,25,54. Thus, 
irrespective of the junction type, by enforcing cell positioning in direct vicinity, confinement 
enables a range of molecular cell-cell contacts types not maintained under non-confining 
conditions, such as 2D culture. Even though affinity of interactions mediated by such 
junctions may be lower than those provided by E-cadherin, physical confinement is likely 
sufficient to ensure receptor-ligand interaction and mechanocoupling, as indicated by 
linear F-actin localization along β-catenin-negative cell-cell junctions. These findings 
are supported by the ability of mesenchymal cancer cells with intrinsically loose cell-cell 
junctions to reinforce cell-cell interactions under ECM confinement as a function of cell 
jamming phase diagram25.  Thus, confinement enables novel types and variability of 
cell-cell junctions and receptor combinations not reached under non-confining conditions. 
CONCLUSION 
Together, the data presented here highlight the key role of ECM confinement in regulating 
breast carcinoma collective and single cell invasion modes irrespective of E-cadherin based 
cell-cell junctions. Although weakening of adherens junctions increases the probability 
for single cell dissemination, the degree of ECM confinement determines the plasticity 
of invasion modes and invasion patterns. Further, we show here that downregulation 
of E-cadherin and switch to single cell dissemination is not a prerequisite for 
distant metastasis.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Supplementary Figure 1. a) Immunofluorescence staining of E-cadherin, vimentin and collagen 
IV in normal ducts, IDC and ILC lesions. b) 3D reconstruction of z-projection (200 μm thickness) 
from IDC and ILC samples with carcinoma cells oriented in the niches formed by aligned collagen 
fibres. c) 3D rendering of collective carcinoma strands and tissue tracks in IDC (left panel), and tissue 
tracks formed by collagen bundles (right panel). d) Structure surrounding E-cadherin positive duct 
in normal breast tissue. e) Quantification of inter-fiber distance of tissue tracks formed by collagen 
bundles with stroma cells present or absent within the tracks in normal breast tissue (n=3 tissue 
samples, 20 regions per sample), peritumoral regions of IDC (n=7 tumor samples, 20 regions per 
sample) and ILC (n=3 tumor samples, 20 regions per sample) lesions. Values display median (black 
line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers). P values, Mann Whitney 
test. Scale bars, 100 µm (a, d), 50 µm (b, c).
a)
b) c)
d) e)
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Supplementary Figure 2. a) Time course of autonomous collective strands generation from MCF-7 
spheroid within loose 3D collagen matrix. b) Quantification of the length of collective strands of 
MCF-7 cells generated within loose 3D collagen matrix. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition 
from 3 independent experiments. c) Lack of MCF-7 cell invasion within dense collagen matrix (top 
panel) and induction of collective invasion in co-culture with MRC-5 fibroblasts (lower panel). d) 
Quantification of the length of collectively invading strands from MCF-7 spheroids with and without 
MRC-5 fibroblast. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments. 
e) Time course of collective sheet migration of MCF-7 cells with the barrier-free interface formed 
by dense collagen matrix. f) Quantification of the area of collective sheet of MCF-7 cells within 
interface formed by collagen of different density. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition 
from 3 independent experiments. Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and 
maximum/minimum values (whiskers). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 200 µm (a, c, e).
a) b)
c) d)
e) f)
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a) b)
c) d)
e)
g)
f)
h) i)
Supplementary Figure 3. a) E-cadherin localization along cell-cell junctions of collectively 
invading MCF-7 carcinoma cells and direct interactions with fibroblasts at the tips of invading 
strands. b) Fibroblasts generated tracks of least resistance within confined 3D collagen reveal by 
immunofluorescent staining of Col3/4 and following MCF-7 cells. c) Collective MCF-7 invasion 
induced by direct interactions of MCF-7 spheroids with fibroblasts, but not fibroblast condition 
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medium or recombinant HGF (50-100 ng/mL). d) Quantification of the number of collective 
strands in MCF-7 spheroids in co-culture with fibroblasts, fibroblasts condition medium or HGF. 
Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments. e) MRC-5 and HMF 
fibroblasts support invasion of MCF-7 cells into dense collagen matrix. f) Quantification of the length 
of collective strands from MCF-7 spheroids induced by MRC-5 and HMF fibroblasts. Data represent 
>=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments. g) Western-blot showing expression 
of MT1-MMP by different fibroblasts and MCF-7 cells. h) Collective invasion of MCF-7 cells within 
dense 3D collagen matrix after overexpression of MT1-MMP. i) Quantification of number of collective 
strands within dense 3D collagen matrix of in MCF-7 cells after MT1-MMP overexpression. Data 
represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments.Values display median 
(black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers). P values, Mann 
Whitney test. Scale bars, 100 µm (a, b); 200 µm (c, e, h).
a)
b)
c)
d)
Supplementary Figure 4. a) Collective invasion into 3D loose collagen matrix in the presence of 
MMPs inhibitor GM6001. Quantification of the length of collective strands formed by MCF-7 cells 
in the presence of GM6001. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent 
experiments. b) Collective invasion into 3D dense collagen matrix in the presence of MMPs inhibitor 
GM6001. Quantification of the length of collective strands formed by MCF-7 cells in the presence 
of GM6001. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments. 
c) Collective invasion into laser-ablated tracks within dense collagen matrix in the presence of 
MMPs inhibitor GM6001. Quantification of the length of collective strands formed by MCF-7 cells 
in the presence of GM6001. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent 
experiments. d) Collective sheet migration within interface formed by dense collagen matrix in 
the presence of MMPs inhibitor GM6001. Quantification of the area of collective sheet migration 
of MCF-7 cells within interfaces formed by collagen matrix with different densities in the presence 
of GM6001. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments. Values 
display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers). 
P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 200 µm (a-d).
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a)
b)
c) d)
f)e)
Supplementary figure 5. a) MCF-7 cell surface expression of various α- and β integrin subunits. 
b) MRC-5 cell surface expression of various α- and β integrin subunits. c) Collective invasion of 
MCF-7 cells in co-culture with MRC-5 fibroblasts after blocking of β1 integrin with 4B4 antibody. 
d) Quantification of the length of collectively invading strands of MCF-7 cells in co-culture with 
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MRC-5 fibroblasts after blocking of β1 integrin with 4B4 antibody. Data represent >=10 spheroids 
per condition from 3 independent experiments. e) Collective invasion of MCF-7 cells after siRNA-
mediated knockdown of β1 integrin in MCF-7 cells (upper panel) or in MRC-5 fibroblasts (lower 
panel). f) Quantification of the length of collectively invading strands of MCF-7 after knockdown 
of β1 integrins in MCF-7 or MRC-5 cells. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 
independent experiments. Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and 
maximum/minimum values (whiskers). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 200 µm (c, e).
a) b)
c)
d)
Supplementary Figure 6. a) Collective invasion of MCF-7 cells into collagen-ablated microtracks 
within dense 3D collagen matrix after blocking of β1 integrin with 4B4 antibody. b) Quantification 
of the length of collectively invading MCF-7 cells into collagen-ablated microtracks within dense 3D 
collagen matrix after blocking of β1 integrin with 4B4 antibody. c) Collective sheet migration of 
MCF-7 cells along barrier-free interfaces formed by loose or dense collagen matrices after interfering 
with integrin function with 4B4 antibody, cRGD peptide or simultaneously 4B4 antibody and cRGD 
peptide. d) Quantification of the area of collective sheet migration of MCF-7 cells along barrier-free 
interfaces formed by loose (4 days) or dense (6 days) collagen matrices after interfering with integrin 
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a)
b) c)
function with 4B4 antibody, cRGD peptide or simultaneously 4B4 antibody and cRGD peptide. Data 
represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments. Values display median 
(black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers). P values, Mann 
Whitney test. Scale bars, 20µm (a); 20µm (c).
Supplementary Figure 7. a) Representative images of 3D collagen network formed by collagen 
at different densities used to model 4T1 cell invasion (rat tail collagen 2-6 mg/mL). Quantification 
of pores diameter at different collagen densities. Data represent 20-30 regions from 3 independent 
experiments. b) Collective and single-cell invasion of 4T1 cells into collagen of different densities 
in the presence of MMPs inhibitor GM6001. c) Quantification of the number of 4T1 single cells, 
collective strands and the length of collective strands after inhibition with GM6001 within 3D 
collagen of different densities. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent 
experiments. Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum 
values (whiskers). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 200 µm (b).
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a) b)
c) d)
Supplementary Figure 8. a) Surface E-cadherin expression after E-cadherin knockdown in MCF-7 
cells. b) Quantification of relative fluorescence intensity after E-cadherin knockdown in MCF-7 
cells. c) Surface E-cadherin expression after E-cadherin knockdown in 4T1 cells. d) Quantification of 
relative fluorescence intensity after E-cadherin knockdown in 4T1 cells.
Supplementary Figure 9. a) Single-cell MCF-7 dissemination after blocking of E-cadherin with 
SHE78-7 antibody. b) Quantification of the number of individually invading cells out of MCF-7 
spheroids in 3D collagen matrices of different densities or along interfaces formed by collagen 
of different confinement. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent 
experiments. c) Dependence of the number of individually invading cells out of MCF-7 spheroids on 
the pore diameter within 3D collagen matrices with different density. Data represent >=10 spheroids 
per condition from 3 independent experiments. d) Amoeboid single-cell invasion of MCF-7 cells 
after blocking of E-cadherin with SHE78-7 antibody within loose collagen matrix. e) Amoeboid 
single-cell invasion of MCF-7 cells along collagen-ablated tracks within dense 3D collagen matrix. 
f) Quantification of the number of individually invading MCF-7 cell moving along collagen-
ablated tracks within dense 3D collagen matrix. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition 
from 3 independent experiments. Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and 
maximum/minimum values (whiskers) in (b, f). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 200 µm (a); 
50 µm (d, e).
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c)
d)
e) f)
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Supplementary Figure 10. a) Additional blocking of E-cadherin with blocking Ab SHE78-7 in 
MCF-7 cells with E-cadherin knockdown migration within barrier-free interfaces formed by collagen 
with different density. b) Quantification of the number of single cells in MCF-7 cells with E-cadherin 
knockdown migration within barrier-free interfaces formed by collagen with different density. Data 
represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments. c) Single cell dissemination 
of MCF-7 cells with E-cadherin knockdown after blocking of β1 integrin with 4B4 antibody in 
loose 3D collagen matrix and within interface formed by loose collagen matrix. d) Quantification of 
the number of individually invading cells after blocking of β1 integrin in MCF-7 cells with E-cadherin 
knockdown in loose 3D collagen matrix and within interface formed by loose collagen matrix. Data 
represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments.Values display median 
(black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers). P values, Mann 
Whitney test. Scale bars, 200 µm (a); 100 µm (c).
a) b)
c) d)
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a) b)
c) d) e)
f) g)
Supplementary Figure 11. a) Single-cell dissemination of MCF-7 cells with E-cadherin knockdown 
in loose 3D matrix and interface formed by loose collagen after blocking MMPs with GM6001. 
b) Quantification of the number of individually invading cells with and without GM6001 in loose 3D 
matrix and interface formed by loose collagen. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 
3 independent experiments. c) Single-cell dissemination of 4T1 cells with E-cadherin knockdown 
in 3D collagen matrix of different density after blocking MMPs with GM6001. d) Quantification of 
the number of single cells invading out of 4T1 spheroid in different density collagen matrices after 
blocking of MMPs with GM6001. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent 
experiments. e) Quantification of the length of collective strands invading out of 4T1 spheroid in 
confined collagen matrix after blocking with GM6001. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition 
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from 3 independent experiments. f) Proteolytic invasion of 4T1 cells after E-cadherin knockdown 
into dense collagen reveal by immunofluorescent staining of Col3/4. g) Non-proteolytic invasion 
of MCF-7 cells with and without E-cadherin into loose collagen revealed by immunofluorescent 
staining of Col3/4. Values display median (black line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/
minimum values (whiskers). P values, Mann Whitney test. Scale bars, 200 µm (a, c); 50 µm (f, g).
Supplementary Figure 12. a) Quantification of the number of collective strands in 4T1 spheroids 
within 3D matrices of different collagen density. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 
3 independent experiments. b) Quantification of the length of collective strands in 4T1 spheroids 
within 3D matrices of different collagen density. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 
a) b)
c) d)
e)
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3 independent experiments. c) Collective invasion of MCF-7 cells after knockdown of E-cadherin 
in dense 3D collagen matrix with HMF fibroblasts. d) Quantification of the length of collective 
strands in MCF-7 cells after knockdown of E-cadherin within dense 3D matrix with and without 
HMF fibroblasts. Data represent >=10 spheroids per condition from 3 independent experiments. 
e) Lack of E-cadherin membranous localization in MCF-7 cells with E-cadherin knockdown migrating 
within barrier-free interfaces formed by collagen with different density. Values display median (black 
line), 25/75 percentiles (boxes) and maximum/minimum values (whiskers). P values, Mann Whitney 
test. Scale bars, 200 µm (c); 50 µm (e).
Supplementary Figure 13. a) Time-course of 4T1 after E-cadherin knockdown tumor growth 
monitored by two-photon microscopy. b) MCF-7 and 4T1 collective strands invade into fibroblast-
rich stroma in vivo. c) Pan-cytokeratins expression in MCF-7 tumors after E-cadherin knockdown. 
d) Pan-cytokeratins expression in 4T1 tumors after E-cadherin knockdown. Scale bars, 100 µm (a); 
50 µm (b-d).
a) b)
c) d)

CHAPTER 8
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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Despite the progress in understanding of cancer-related mechanisms of metastatic 
progression and the development of targeted therapies, metastatic cancer disease remains 
the leading cause of death. Seeding in distant organs relies on escape of cancer cells from 
the primary tumor, their dissemination through the tissue surrounding the primary tumor 
and survival in the bloodstream. Each of these steps is highly adaptive and depends 
upon the acquisition of specific molecular abilities by cancer cells to invade. The physical 
properties of the ECM surrounding the tumor, including, structure, composition 
and stiffness, influence cancer cell invasion. To better understand the mechanisms of 
carcinoma invasion, we here investigated the effect of ECM geometry and confinement 
on the regulation of cancer invasion programs and how these tissue conditions cooperates 
with cell-cell interaction regulation to enable or modulate cancer cell invasion modes and 
efficiency. The results presented in this thesis highlight the requirement for advanced 
multiparametric microscopy to visualize both, peritumoral tissue and molecular cell 
functions, and provide yet unappreciated insight in the role of ECM structure in regulating 
cell-cell junctions and both collective and single-cell invasion programs.
Multiparametric microscopy for tissue and cell imaging 
In this thesis novel multi-parameter approaches to visualize ECM, stromal and cancer 
cells in human breast lesions ex vivo and mouse mammary fat pad in vivo, and in random 
or patterned 3D in vitro assays were combined to identify mechanisms underlying 
breast carcinoma invasion and interaction with ECM. In vivo ECM is heterogeneous in 
organisation, including density, alignment and topology of interfaces, and composition 
with varying cells, ECM components and molecular depositions. Cancer cell integrate 
these parameters from the surrounding stroma to initiate and sustain invasion1.
As particular strength of multi-parametric microscopy, combining both, label-free 
imaging of structural ECM components and fluorescent-based cell visualization, enables 
to visualize the principles of tissue organisation in human cancer lesions. This analysis 
allows to recapitulate these structures in organotypic in vitro assays to provide sufficiently 
complex but physically and spatially defined environment for cell-function analysis as well 
as dynamic monitoring of cell-matrix interactions in vivo.  
To provide context for mechanisms of cancer invasion, multiple cell-autonomous and 
ECM-derived parameters should be visualized and probed in vivo or organotypic in vitro 
environments, ideally in 3D and over time (“3D+time”). Additional techniques not used 
in this thesis, such as intravital correlated light and electron microscopy of intracellular 
communication and adaptation to tissue structure, might be used to achieve the higher-
resolution imaging at nanoscale resolution2. To understand the mechanisms underlying 
invasion monitoring of a maximum of critical steps in cancer cell spread and the use of 
better cell models will be required. Refined orthotopic implantation models will depend 
upon patient-derived xenograft or organoid cultures of cancer cells for generating higher 
fidelity towards human disease; the development of novel sensors allowing tracking of 
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transient events during invasion, interaction with other cell types and lineage tracing; and 
the use of genetically engineered mouse model with fluorescent stroma and expressing 
molecular reporters for cell-ECM crosstalk to define the preferential sites and mechanisms 
of invasion, intravasation and ultimately organ colonization. Multimodal experiments will 
require complementation by single cell sequencing and tissue proteomics3,4,5,6, to derive 
the gene expression profile of distinct cell types present in tumors in relation to their 
microenvironment. Ultimately novel strategies for bioinformatic integration of multi-
parametric “3D+time” datasets will be required, to connect cell and tissue anatomy and 
function to molecular profiles in a non-biased manner. 
Types and heterogeneity of tissue tracks in vivo
The structure of the normal mammary gland microenvironment is represented by collagen 
fibers and adipocytes that have developed networks of inter-fiber clefts which are 
retained in the peritumoral regions before and during desmoplastic remodeling. Likely 
associated with the tumor-induced realignment of tissue structures and collagen bundles, 
different track types were identified in mammary stroma that shared similar organization 
in peritumoral non-invaded and invaded desmoplastic tissues: (i) spaces bordered by 
random or aligned collagen fibers; (ii) clefts formed by membranes of adjacent adipocytes; 
(iii) spaces between fibroblasts. When encountered by moving cells, ECM tracks allow for: 
(i) guidance of migration directionality, (ii) plasticity of invasion mechanisms, (iii) adjusting 
migration speed, and (iv) interactions with the vasculature.
Similar to the peritumoral mammary gland, tissue tracks of least resistance represented 
by naturally occurring pores and clefts within tissue appear as overarching principle 
present in many if not all tissues including skin, colon, brain7,8,1.
In vitro evidence suggests that carcinoma invasion in confined matrix depends on 
proteolytic de novo track generation by cancer and stromal cells or presence of pre-
formed tracks both of which provide aligned interface that guide cancer cell invasion9,10. 
However, comparison of normal tissue regions and those invaded by cancer cells strongly 
argue that carcinoma cells follow pre-existed tracks rather than generated them de 
novo. Irrespective, whether tissue tracks are native to tissue or result from proteolytic 
remodelling by stromal or cancer cells, their presence must be considered when designing 
invasion model systems.
To experimentally recapitulate cell invasion along tracks present in the tissue in 
vivo, collagen models should be designed that resemble patterned tissue organisation, 
including the dimensions of the tracks in specific tissue types, type of surrounding ECM 
(collagen I, collagen IV, etc) ant its stiffness. A promising strategy is to use a patterned 
microdevices with pre-deﬁned microtracks in 3D collagen matrix that may be further 
extended to use with other types of ECM components11,12. Additional high-throughput 
approaches (eg, proteomics, glycomics) are required to identify the relative contribution 
of ECM components that are deposited within tissue tracks and thus promote invasion 
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and survival is required to increase specificity of ECM targeting in tumor sites then in 
normal ECM. 
Thus, the here developed concept on tissue tracks provides an “in vivo-inspired” basis 
for design of novel experimental models that closely resemble in vivo microenvironment 
to further improve diagnostic as well as identify novel drug targets to reduce cancer 
cell invasion.
Principles of carcinoma migration within tissue tracks
Migration along patterned tissue tracks is conceptually distinct from movement through 
more randomly organized interstitial tissue, thus specific rules and outcomes apply. 
Tissue tracks are largely barrier-free and provide gaps of various calibres thus overcoming 
the resistance imposed by matrix density and allow largely unhindered invasion. Such 
co-option of pre-formed matrix tracks or sufficiently large pores allows cells to migrate 
in MMP-independent manner without further tissue destruction11. Unlike invasion 
within continuous 3D matrix, when moving through the microtracks cancer cells are 
less dependent on matrix mechanocoupling due to diminished requirement for β1 
integrin engagement, Rho and MLC-phosphorylation-dependent traction generation11, 
however, similar to invasion mechanisms involved  in 3D random matrix, invasion within 
microtracks was dependent on actin and microtubule cytoskeletal dynamics. Such similar 
requirements for actin-based invasion mechanisms allows for the variability of responses 
cancer cells may present when confronted with anti-migratory therapy.
During migration through tissue tracks cancer cells apply cytoskeleton-mediated 
traction forces toward the ECM thus enabling matrix deformation9,13,14 resulting in their (i) 
alignment due to pulling by the cell and (ii) expansion due to pressure-dependent outward 
pushing of ECM to adjust the available space to the limits that matrix compliance permits. 
Both, increased cell density and ECM compliance, limit the volume of invading cell mass 
contributing to interstitial pressure within confined space that eventually can contribute 
to further microenvironment modification due to condensation of ECM, modulation of 
invasive potential15 and impaired response to cancer therapy16. 
Thus, this thesis provides the concept of tracks and indicates tissue- guided 
migration as overarching principle for collective and likely single-cell invasion and 
metastatic dissemination.
Cell-cell junction in regulation of invasion strategies: EMT-dependent 
and -independent mechanisms
Single cell dissemination can occur as a result of at least two distinct mechanisms, (i) 
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (alternatively: “plasticity”) leading to transient (epi)
genetic reprogramming of cell functions, including downregulation of E-cadherin, (ii) 
inactivating mutations in E-cadherin gene without acquisition of mesenchymal phenotype, 
or (iii) downregulation of E-cadherin by EMT-independent mechanisms, as indicated by 
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the findings in Chapter 7 of this thesis. In addition, intermediate phenotypes have been 
identified which are characterized by co-expression of EMT master genes, including Twist, 
Snail or Slug, with E-cadherin and epithelial cytokeratins and persisted collective invasion, 
implying that dedifferentiation does not necessarily occurs but rather adaptation to 
specific microenvironment takes place15,17,18. 
Both, EMT-dependent and independent loss of cell-cell junctions, reflect plasticity 
of junction-dependent signalling pathways that leads to increased probability of single-
cell dissemination modes and likely impacts a range of other cell functions (survival, 
proliferation, stemness, etc). Advantages of single-cell invasion include: (i) acquisition 
of specific properties that might increase survival under specific conditions (e.g. during 
chemotherapy); (ii) increased flexibility, allowing cells to penetrate through more narrow 
spaces; (iii) acquisition of stem-cell properties, which often are detected in single-cells 
with disseminated tissue patterns19,20. 
Weakening of cell-cell junctions as a consequence of E-cadherin downregulation results 
in amoeboid and mesenchymal single cell migration modes, similar to hypoxia-induced 
or spontaneous single cell release21,22, that implies E-cadherin as a master regulator 
of collective invasion in breast carcinoma. Acquisition of amoeboid or mesenchymal 
phenotypes enables cells with particular properties thus influencing metastatic 
efficiency and likely the response to therapy21. Future research should determine how 
the dynamic behaviour of individual cells (mesenchymal or amoeboid) relates to their 
molecular characteristics (EMT), metastatic colonization and how this is influenced under 
therapeutic conditions. 
Combining intravital imaging with CTC profiling and ex vivo analysis in primary and 
metastatic lesions will help to resolve an apparent controversy to further dissect whether 
EMT is indeed required to induce cell motility followed by individualization or whether 
EMT can be retained in clusters of tumor cells with established cell-cell junctions23,24. 
This will unravel how these clusters make their way to the bloodstream and which level 
of EMT and types of cell-cell junctions are involved in collective metastasis. Combining 
intravital microscopy with lineage tracing of EMT reporter expressing cells will allow to 
address the contribution of EMT to the acquisition of stem-cell properties and sustained 
proliferation. Generating an inventory of plasticity steps along the metastatic cascade 
for single cells and cell clusters, and how E-cadherin negative cells can retain cell-cell 
adhesion and cooperation will be important to predict which interference strategies will 
reach/inhibit multiple steps of the cascade.
Plasticity of cancer dissemination: integrating physical and molecular 
regulation
The work of this thesis shows that physical and cellular cues are integrated during cancer 
cell invasion, together with cell-cell junction regulation by E-cadherin, to sustain ongoing 
invasion or inducing an adaptive switch to a distinct, more favourable invasion strategy.
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As shown in Chapter 7, with sufficiently low confinement cells are able to 
unhindered invasion in collective or single-cell manner, depending on the strength of 
cell-cell junctions. Conversely, in response to matrix confinement, invading cells reduce 
their speed due to physical hindrance and with high cell density switch to collective 
invasion mode irrespective of the strength of cell-cell adhesion. Lowering the strength of 
cell-cell junctions significantly increases the probability of transition between collective 
to single-cell invasion modes whereby availability of tissue space is the rate-limiting 
determinant for single-cell release (Fig. 1). Similar transition to collective migration and 
more directed migratory pattern at high cell densities was reported for constitutively 
mesenchymal fibroblasts that are known to form only transient cell-cell contacts25, 
although the type of cell-cell junctions was not identified here.  Similarly, both loose 
collective and single-cell invasion modes are underlying neural crest cells migration during 
developmental programs26. 
Alternative cell-cell junctions reinforcing collective invasion in the absence of E-cadherin 
may include stable enough contacts mediated by P-cadherin, N-cadherin, protocadherins, 
tight junctions, desmosomes, CD44, integrins via bridges of ECM components or as 
multivalent interactions mediated by multiple adhesion molecules27,28,29,30,31. Thus, a range 
of cell-cell junctions of different composition and stability exists and is counterbalanced 
by the level of confinement by tissue structures. 
Future studies are necessary to determine integrity and strength of cell-cell junctions 
after the loss of E-cadherin under confinement conditions and identify cell adhesion 
molecules responsible for the restoring of collective invasion.
Figure 1. Cell-cell junction strength and matrix confinement cooperation in defining carcinoma cell 
invasion mode. 
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Collective invasion – significance for the metastatic cascade
The data presented in this thesis questions the paradigms that propose switching to 
single cell dissemination correlates with metastasis by emphasizing the importance of 
cell-cell junctions for metastatic ability. In Chapter 5, the strong association between 
the extent of collective cancer invasion and the appearance of distant metastasis during 5 
years of follow up further supports the concept of collective metastasis. These results are 
consistent with other studies showing that cancer cells disseminate and form metastases 
with epithelial phenotype retained or that  E-cadherin expression may enhance metastatic 
potential thus contrasting the classical view on E-cadherin as a tumor suppressor18,32,33. 
Consequently, the presence or loss of E-cadherin and EMT-related markers do not 
reliably predict invasive behaviour or metastatic phenotype of breast cancer cells and, 
instead, other mechanisms dictating metastatic ability need to be considered18,34,35,36,37. 
The requirements for maintaining of E-cadherin in the primary tumors, intravasated 
emboli and distant metastasis is well established molecular signature of inflammatory 
breast carcinoma where it is required for the in vivo tumor growth and metastasis by 
regulating hypoxia response genes and metabolism38,39. Thus, cell-cell cohesion likely 
reflects a beneficial strategy rendering successful metastasis more likely.
Consistent with the concept of collective invasion, disseminating cancer cells within 
the peritumoral stroma of breast cancer patients are organized as strands or files with 
E-cadherin containing or alternative junctions that lack E-cadherin. Specific features of 
collective invasion compared to single-cell invasion include: (i) coordinated actomyosin 
contractility and mechanocoupling; (ii) enhanced directionality and cell-contact 
dependent polarity; (iii) pro-survival due to growth factors and chemokines secretion; 
(iv) protection against immune response; (v) passive movement of non-migratory cells. 
Likely, as suggested by this thesis, both mature E-cadherin-positive adherens junctions 
and E-cadherin negative, alternative junctions, may support collective behaviours.
The concept of collective metastasis is further supported by the presence of clusters 
of circulating tumor cells are more efficient for metastasis initiation as compare to single 
cells24,40. Although, the majority of cells detected in circulation are single cell, the presence 
of epithelial differentiation markers implies that they might originate from collective 
clusters dissociated due to shear force. It remains unclear whether and how collective 
invasion groups enter the circulation, however the presence of circulating tumor clusters 
with retained cell-cell junctions suggests that invading groups are able to intravasate 
collectively. The potential mechanisms might include collective intravasation through 
larger gaps after proteolytic disruption of the blood vessels wall or passive translocation 
to damaged blood vessels. 
E-cadherin dynamics and regulation in the plasma membrane during collective 
invasion and intravasation need future investigation. Furthermore, since E-cadherin 
downregulation rather decreases, instead of increasing, metastatic efficiency, the interplay 
between EMT-dependent and EMT-independent signals and functions responsible for 
metastatic evasion and organ colonization have to be identified. To gain such time-
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resolved and mechanistic insight into collective cancer dissemination will critically require 
microscopic and molecular monitoring of each step of the metastatic cascade, including 
local invasion, intravasation, circulation in the bloodstream, extravasations and growth/
migration at the distant sites.
Implications of cell-matrix and cell-cell targeting for anti-cancer therapy
The plasticity of dissemination mechanisms with adaptation of cell-cell and cell-matrix 
interactions provide a microenvironmental context for disseminating cancer cells that 
further enables cells to adjust migration programs in response to inhibitors aiming to 
reduce metastasis. Such plasticity responses may have implications for a range of 
targeted therapies, including targeting the tumor microenvironment, cell-cell and 
cell-matrix interactions. 
Targeting ECM organisation 
Significant changes in structure and composition of the tumor microenvironment before 
and in the course of cancer progression make the ECM structure an appealing and 
conceptually novel candidate for therapy. 
Collective and single carcinoma invasion and poor prognosis are associated with aligned 
collagen organization41,42. Therefore, strategies targeting tumor-associated collagen 
organization, like recently established anti-LOXL2 antibody that alters the orientation 
and thickness of fibrillar collagen43, are promising to modulate the tumorigenic collagen 
alignment and thus limit cancer progression. Whether LOX inhibition alters the organization 
of tissue tracks and how this affects cancer cell invasion programs awaits investigation.
The area that needs further investigation and refinement is modulating the key cellular 
effectors within the tumor stroma as these are the major source of ECM components 
in the peritumoral microenvironment. Likewise, the development of drugs targeting 
cancer-associated fibroblasts or mesenchymal stem cells within tumor microenvironment, 
blocking interactions between stromal cells and breast cancer cells remains the area for 
future investigations.
Targeting cell-matrix interactions and cytoskeletal dynamics
The data from single-cell migration models within confined interfaces suggests unique 
mechanisms of invasion which are independent of β1 integrin, but still dependent on 
the cytoskeleton and accordingly blocked by inhibitors of actin and tubulin polymerization44. 
The data of this thesis shows that collective carcinoma cell invasion within microtracks is 
dependent on β1/β3 integrins, but the critical role of actin and microtubules dynamics 
awaits further validation.
MMPs inhibition
Given that the different requirements for pericellular proteolysis employed by cancer 
cell moving by an MMPs-dependent process through unpatterned 3D matrix or but 
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independently of MMPs along a tissue track, interference approaches must consider 
specific mechanisms governing local tissue invasion in different environments. Likely, it 
cannot be expected that MMPs inhibition has strong effects on invasion, based on largely 
barrier-free tissue tracks that supports MMPs-independent invasion. In vivo studies are 
necessary to verify the mechanistic effect of MMPs targeting at the both early and late 
steps of dissemination or revisiting inhibitors targeting specific members of MMP family. 
For example, inhibition of MMP-9 attenuated primary tumor growth and metastasis in 
breast cancer in vivo, however the effect is likely related to diminished angiogenesis45. 
Thus, further studies are required to provide a location- and metastasis stage-defined 
insight in the into the role of MMPs in breast carcinomas.
Targeting intracellular cooperation
Intracellular communication is crucial for cancer cell homeostasis, invasion, proliferation 
and cell-cell interaction thus representing a potential target for anticancer therapy. 
The results of this thesis indicate that weakening cell-cell junctions, albeit this increases 
the trend to single-cell diseemination, may reduce the likelihood for metastatic organ 
colonization. Several approaches have been suggested to manipulate intracellular 
cooperation as a strategy to develop anti-cancer treatment. Previous approaches aimed 
to re-enforce E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell junctions by upregulating its expression46 or 
stabilizing it at the membrane via src inhibition47, aimed to reduce evasion and locally 
“trap” cancer cells. However, in chapter 7, the enhanced frequency of metastases in 
the lungs when E-cadherin was expressed suggests that cell-cell cooperation mediated 
by E-cadherin supports rather than counteracts cancer metastasis. Thus, therapeutic 
upregulation of E-cadherin will likely not be beneficial to limit the metastatic potential.
Future research should determine whether anti-E-cadherin therapy is beneficial for 
carcinoma treatment. Emerging functions for E-cadherin may include increased drug 
resistance due intracellular communication48 and, arguably, the propagation of collective 
metastasis24,40. In addition, other cadherins, such as N-cadherin, may support cancer cell 
invasion and metastasis and counteract the therapy responses, as recently shown for 
prostate cancer in xenografts in mice49. 
Further research to establish the role of disruption of cell-cell junctions in sensitivity 
to current treatment protocols is required. However, it is not known whether targeting 
of E-cadherin in vivo would induce systemic toxicity because of loss of cell-cell in normal 
epithelial tissues.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this thesis establishes a central role of the ECM in governing carcinoma 
invasion plasticity and reassess the requirements of E-cadherin-mediated adherens 
junctions for systemic cancer dissemination. Since metastasis rather than primary 
tumor growth is the major cause of poor prognosis of cancer patients, it is of particular 
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importance to stop local cancer cell dissemination and thereby metastasis. Therapeutic 
approaches that target both, cancer cells and the microenvironment, in combination 
with conventional therapy may be suitable in limiting plasticity response and will aid in 
the future anti-cancer treatment.
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SUMMARY
Breast carcinomas represent a heterogeneous group of neoplasms that originate from 
the mammary gland epithelium. To initiate the metastatic cascade carcinoma cells must 
penetrate basement membrane and get exposed to interstitial tissue the major structural 
components of which are collagen fibers and adipocytes. Before the onset and during 
progression the tissue surrounding the cancer lesion undergoes substantial remodelling, 
including deposition of collagen, its crosslinking, stiffening and alignment caused by 
recruited stromal cells which form a cancer-associated microenvironment that assists 
cancer cell proliferation and invasion. The peritumoral stroma is highly heterogeneous 
in structural organisation and confinement and to invade cancer cells need to adapt to 
available space without tissue destruction or penetrate tissue constrains by proteolytic 
matrix degradation. Cancer cell dissemination occurs via different programs, including 
collective and single cell dissemination. Collective invasion is the predominant invasion 
mode of epithelial cancer types and depends upon functional adherens junctions 
maintained by cadherin adhesion receptors, which coordinate actomyosin contractility 
and mechanotransduction between cells and thereby allow them to move as a group. 
Single cell dissemination occurs as a result of downregulation of adherens junctions, 
as consequence of the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (plasticity) or inactivating 
mutations in E-cadherin gene, leading to reprogramming of multiple cell functions. 
However, how invading tumor cells balance cell-cell interactions and respond to tissue 
constrains to adjust their migration program and execute either individual or collective 
metastasis remains unclear.
The aim of this thesis was to dissect how individually or collectively invading breast 
cancer cells respond to tissues of different organization and confinement, how this 
response is modulated by the expression of E-cadherin and how either program of 
collective and single cell invasion contributes to distant metastasis formation. 
Chapter 1 gives a general introduction on mechanisms of cell-cell interactions during 
collective invasion in developmental programs or epithelial cancer progression. 
Chapter 2 summarizes how tissue scaffolds guide or hinder cancer invasion. The main 
structural component of the mammary gland is collagen type I decorated with secreted 
glycoproteins, and adipocytes layered with basement membrane composed of collagen 
type IV, laminins and other structural proteins. Consequently, cancer invasion involves 
molecular and physical interplay between moving cells and surrounding tissue that jointly 
contributes to the efficiency of local invasion and, likely, metastatic outcome. 
In Chapter 3 an in vitro model of patterned 3D matrix was established which 
simulates aligned collagen tracks present in the interstitial tissue in vivo. Barrier-free 
tracks supported carcinoma cell invasion by providing physical guidance independent 
of proteolytic matrix remodelling. Migration was supported even by track widths below 
the cell diameter, resulting in lateral widening of tracks by a pushing mechanism. This 
model allows to get insight into the physical principles of regulating cancer cell invasion 
by surrounding matrix. 
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In Chapter 4 the organization of the invasion zones of human invasive ductal and 
lobular lesions was analysed to define the prevalence of collective invasion, the underlying 
level of epithelial differentiation and its correlation with distant metastasis. E-cadherin 
positive invasive ductal lesions infiltrated surrounding tissue as solid strands and retained 
epithelial organisation. Likewise, despite the absence of E-cadherin, invasive lobular 
carcinoma lesions also retained multicellular organization and epithelial differentiation. 
The extent of collective invasion into adipose tissue was strongly associated with decreased 
distant metastasis-free survival after 5 years. These results establish collective invasion as 
the predominant invasion mechanism in breast carcinomas and support the concept of 
cell cooperation during metastasis.  
In Chapter 5 a strategy to implant cancer spheroids into the mouse mammary fat 
pad was developed which allows to monitor both collective and single cell breast cancer 
cell invasion into surrounding stroma by longitudinal intravital multiphoton microscopy. 
Irrespective of E-cadherin expression mammary carcinoma strands invaded the mammary 
stroma by predominantly collective strategies, with E-cadherin deficiency increasing 
the probability of single cell dissemination. Collective strands oriented along aligned 
collagen fibers or intercalated between fibroblasts and adipocytes similar to patterns 
observed in human carcinoma lesions. Both, E-cadherin-positive and -negative carcinoma 
lines were capable to metastasize from the mammary lesion to the lungs, with greater 
tendency to reach macroscopic lesions when E-cadherin was expressed. By monitoring 
actin dynamics we further unravelled differential cortical actin kinetics in detached single 
cells compared with the actin kinetics along adherens junctions connecting collectively 
invading cells. This preclinical intravital model provides direct access for monitoring tissue-
guided invasion and will enable studies linking plasticity of breast carcinoma invasion 
modes with their molecular signatures and metastatic outcome.
In Chapter 6 the joint regulation of collective and single-cell dissemination by ECM 
confinement and cell-cell junctions is addressed. Both, collective and single cell invasion 
were dependent on pericellular proteolysis in dense matrix or presence of barrier-free 
tracks. Loss of E-cadherin resulted in the switch to single cell dissemination but required 
unconfined 3D collagen matrix or barrier-free interfaces. Conversely, confined matrix 
enforced collective invasion irrespective of E-cadherin expression, suggesting that tissue 
confinement enforces alternative multi-component cell-cell interaction mechanisms. 
Accordingly, downregulation of E-cadherin in vivo led to single cell dissemination only in 
subregions with loosely arranged collagen fibres or along 2D surfaces, confirming that 
tissue confinement is a predominant regulator of single cell release. Downregulation of 
E-cadherin in carcinoma cells resulted in enhanced or unaffected primary tumor growth, 
but did not induce metastasis formation. These findings establish invasion plasticity as 
a function of both, adaptation of cell-cell junctions and the confinement of the invaded 
ECM and demonstrate that cell-cell junctions do not contribute to the increase in 
metastasis formation.
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Chapter 7 is a summarizing discussion of the findings presented in this thesis.
In summary, this thesis establishes different types of cell-cell junction regulation of 
epithelial collective invasion, the major role of the ECM in governing invasion plasticity 
and questions the idea that loss of E-cadherin-mediated adherens junctions is critical for 
systemic cancer dissemination.
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING
Borstcarcinomen vertegenwoordigen een heterogene groep van neoplasmas die van 
het borstklierepitheel afkomstig zijn. Om de metastasecascade op gang te brengen, 
moeten carcinoomcellen het basaal membraan penetreren waardoor ze blootgesteld 
raken aan het onderliggende bindweefsel. De belangrijkste structurele onderdelen van 
het bindweefsel zijn collageenbundels en adipocyten. Voorafgaand aan en gedurende de 
progressie van de kanker ondergaat het omringende weefsel substantiële verandering. 
Deze verandering bestaat onder andere uit het afzetten, kruislinken, verstijven en 
evenwijdig maken van de collageenvezels door aangetrokken stromacellen. Deze cellen 
vormen de kankergeassocieerde micro-omgeving die meewerkt aan de proliferatie en 
invasie van kankercellen. Het peritumorale stroma is zeer heterogeen in structurele 
organisatie en ruimtelijke beperking. Wanneer kankercellen het stroma binnendringen, 
moeten ze zich of zonder weefselafbraak aanpassen aan de aanwezige ruimte of zich 
met proteolytische matrixdegradatie door weefselbarrières dringen. De verspreiding van 
kankercellen gebeurt via verschillende programma’s, waaronder collectieve en eencellige 
verspreiding. Collectieve invasie is de voornaamste invasiemodus van epitheliale 
 kankertypes en is afhankelijk van werkende adherente juncties. De adherente 
juncties worden in stand gehouden door cadherine-adhesiereceptoren die 
de actomyosinecontractractiliteit en mechanotransductie tussen cellen coördineren 
waardoor de cellen zich als een groep kunnen voortbewegen. Eencellige verspreiding 
vindt plaats als een gevolg van een downregulatie van adherente juncties. De downregulatie 
is het resultaat van de epitheliale-mesenchymale transitie (plasticiteit) of van inactiverende 
mutaties in het E-cadherinegen wat leidt tot het reprogrammeren van meerdere 
celfuncties. Maar het blijft onduidelijk hoe invaderende tumorcellen de cel-celinteractie 
balanceren en hoe ze reageren op weefselbarrières om hun migratieprogramma aan te 
passen en individueel of collectief uit te zaaien. 
Het doel van dit proefschrift was het ontleden van hoe individueel of collectief 
invaderende borstkankercellen reageren op verschillende ruimtelijke organisaties en 
beperkingen, hoe deze reactie wordt gemoduleerd door de expressie van E-cadherine en 
hoe elk programma van collectieve en eencellige invasie aan de formatie van metastases 
over grote afstand bijdraagt.
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een algemene introductie over de mechanismes van cel-celinteractie 
gedurende collectieve invasie in weefselontwikkeling of epitheliale kankerprogressie. 
Hoofdstuk 2 vat samen hoe weefselstructuren kankercelinvasie sturen of hinderen. 
Het structurele hoofdcomponent van de borstklier is collageen type I bekleed met 
geproduceerde glyco-eiwitten en adipocyten omgeven met een basaal membraan 
bestaande uit collageen type IV, laminines en andere structurele eiwitten. Kankercelinvasie 
betreft hierdoor een moleculaire en fysieke wisselwerking tussen bewegende cellen en 
het omringende weefsel die samen bijdragen aan de efficiëntie van lokale invasie en, 
waarschijnlijk, metastase.  
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In Hoofdstuk 3 is een in vitro model van hervormde 3D-matrix ontwikkeld dat 
evenwijdige collageenkanalen, die aanwezig zijn in het in vivo bindweefsel, simuleert. 
Barrièrevrije kanalen ondersteunen carcinoomcelinvasie door het voorzien van fysieke 
sturing onafhankelijk van proteolytische matrixvervormingen.  Migratie werd zelfs 
ondersteund door kanalen met een wijdte kleiner dan de celdiameter wat resulteerde in 
laterale verbreding van de kanalen door een duwmechanisme. Dit model geeft inzicht in 
de fysieke principes van de regulatie van kankercelinvasie door de omringende matrix.
In Hoofdstuk 4 is de organisatie van de invasiezones van humane invasieve 
ductale en lobulaire tumoren geanalyseerd om de prevalentie van collectieve invasie, 
het onderliggende niveau van epitheliale differentiatie en de correlatie met metastase 
te bepalen. E-cadherinepositieve invasieve ductale tumoren drongen het omringende 
weefsel in als vaste celstrengen en behielden een epitheliale organisatie. Ondanks 
de afwezigheid van E-cadherine, behielden invasieve lobulaire carcinoomtumoren 
eveneens een multicellulaire organisatie en epitheliale differentiatie. De omvang van 
collectieve invasie in het vetweefsel was sterk geassocieerd met een verminderde 
metastasevrije overleving na vijf jaar. Deze resultaten stellen collectieve invasie vast als 
het voornaamste invasiemechanisme in borstcarcinomen en ondersteunen het concept 
van cellulaire samenwerking gedurende het metastaseproces.
Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de ontwikkeling van een strategie waarin kankersferoïdes in 
het borstvetweefsel van de muis worden geimplanteerd. Deze strategie maakt het mogelijk 
om zowel collectieve en eencellige borstkankercelinvasie in het omringende weefsel door 
de tijd te monitoren middels intravitale multifotonmicroscopie. Borstkankercelstrengen 
drongen het omringende borstweefsel binnen met voornamelijk collectieve strategieën 
ongeacht de E-cadherine-expressie, waarbij E-cadherine deficiëntie de kans op eencellige 
verspreiding vergrootte. Collectieve celstrengen orienteerden zich langs evenwijdige 
collageenvezels of voegden zich tussen fibroblasten en adipocyten, wat vergelijkbaar 
is met patronen die geobserveerd zijn in humane carcinoomtumoren. Zowel een 
E-cadherine-positieve als -negatieve carcinoomcellijn was in staat om uit te zaaien van 
de primaire tumor in de borst naar de longen. De neiging om macroscopische tumoren 
te vormen was groter wanneer E-cadherine tot expressie kwam. Door de actinedynamiek 
te onderzoeken, ontrafelden we dat de corticale actinekinetica in losgelaten enkele 
cellen verschilt van de actinekinetica bij adherente juncties die de collectief invaserende 
cellen verbinden. Dit preklinische intravitale model geeft de directe gelegenheid tot het 
volgen van weefselsturende invasie en zal studies die de plasticiteit van invasiestrategieën 
van borstkanker met moleculaire kenmerken en mestastase-uitkomst verbinden, 
mogelijk maken. 
Hoofdstuk 6 richt zich op de gezamelijke regulatie van collectieve en eencellige 
verspreiding door de ruimtelijke beperking in het ECM en op de regulatie van cel-
celverbindingen. Zowel collectieve als eencellige invasie waren afhankelijk van pericellulaire 
proteolyse in dichte matrix of de aanwezigheid van barrière-vrije kanalen. Verlies van 
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E-cadherine resulteerde in de omschakeling naar eencellige verspreiding, maar deze 
verspreiding was afhankelijk van los 3D collageenmatrix of van barrièrevrije raakvlakken. 
Echter, dichte matrix dwong collectieve invasie af onafhankelijk van de E-cadherine-
expressie. Dit suggereert dat afwezigheid van ruimte in weefsel alternatieve multi-
componente cel-celinteractiemechanismes afdwingt. Overeenkomstig, downregulatie 
van E-cadherine in vivo leidde alleen tot enkelcellige dissiminatie in subregio’s met losjes 
geordende collageenweefsels en langs 2D oppervlaktes. Dit bevestigt dat ruimte in weefsel 
een belangrijke regulator is voor het loskomen van een enkele cellen van multicellulaire 
groepen. Downregulatie van E-cadherine in carcinoomcellen verbeterde de groei van 
de primaire tumor of de primaire tumorgroei niet beïnvloedde, maar veroorzaakte geen 
metastaseformatie. Deze resultaten stellen dat invasieplasticiteit afhankelijk is van zowel 
de aanpassing van cel-celconnecties en de aanwezige ruimte in het binnengedrongen 
ECM en demonstreren dat cel-celverbindingen niet bijdragen aan metastaseformatie.
Hoofdstuk 7 is een samenvattende discussie van de resultaten gepresenteerd 
in dit proefschrift. Samengevat, dit proefschrift constanteert verschillende types cel-
celconnectie regulaties in epitheliale collectieve invasie en de belangrijke rol van het ECM 
in het reguleren van invasieplasticiteit en betwijfelt het idee dat verlies van E-cadherine-
gereguleerde adherente juncties kritiek is voor systemische kankerverspreiding.
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